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ARE YOU TIRED OF BUSINESS TASKS TAKING
OVER YOUR ORIGINAL DREAM?

If you’ve been feeling overworked, overstressed, and
overcommitted, this is the perfect training for you!

RunningonAutopilotwas created for solopreneurs and small business ownerswhowant to be
able to handoff theirmundane tasks andget back the control in their life.

In this book, you’ll learn how to...

✓ Identify the tasks only you can do and how to delegate everything else (get crystal
clear onwhat specific parts of a task to keep andwhat parts you can hand off).

✓ Create a highly efficient and unbreakable system that trains your employees
to complete each task exactly as you would have done it (no more wasting
weekstraining someoneonly tohave themquit so youhave to start all over again).

✓ Become a great virtual teacher and an incredible leader (with employees that
actually thankyou for holding themaccountable).

✓ Recruit amazing virtual talent (I’ll show you how to use hidden tests for
yourcandidates throughout the interview process to identify the perfect fit for
yourcompany).

✓ Set up an efficient, well-oiled virtual office environment (image keeping
your employees accountablewithoutyou needing tomicromanage them).

✓ Protect your company through security software and contracts (no more fear of
openingyourbusinessup to have someone steal everything).

By the time you’re done with this, you will have successfully
given yourself back the time and freedom you craved when you

first started this journey.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Who am I?

So who am I? Well, I’m a technology geek who loves
cooking, cats, coffee, Forex, business, numbers, and
sports. I don’t take my life too seriously, and you’ll find
outwhy in a little bit here. But basically, I’m just a really
big nerd and I’m okaywith that.

So what experience do I have? I started out with my
bachelors in Psychology. I went on and gotmyMBA in

finance and an MBA in entrepreneurship. I have been a professor at a large university
teaching business and economic courses. I’ve been a project control engineer for a large
multibillion-dollar construction company, and I’ve worked on multibillion-dollar
projects. I’ve been outsourcing,managing, and training for approximately fifteen years.
I’veownedmultiplesmallcompaniesandI’vesuccessfullyretainedavirtualemployment
staff environment throughout all of it.

What changed?

On September 26, my life as I knew it literally changed forever. It was a normal day
at work until I couldn’t see my computer screen. I like to have a lot of fun at work.
So I typically would joke around and my co-workers thought that I was joking at the
time. When they realized that I wasn’t joking, that I really couldn’t see, they called the
ambulance.

I found out that I had a blood clot that had actually gone to my brain stem and it cut
off oxygen for severalminutes.Unfortunately,we didn’t know this right away. I tried to
go back to work the next day and I could not remember how to do my job. It was like
a blank slate and somebody just wiped it clean. Then we discovered that I had a bunch
ofbraindamage.

Life as I knew it was gone forever. The doctors said it would never come back, but I
had to try. I was relatively young when this happened and it was a freak accident. But
my brain, in essence, can no longer filter out what should go first and what should go
second.

So if you think about driving a car and you know how there are red lights and green
lights. Well, imagine driving in town where there are no stop signs and there are no
yellow or red lights. Everything is green lights. You would have things running into
themselves all the time, and that’s exactlywhathappened tome.

I may think, “Hey, I need to call my mom,” or “Wow, that light is bright,” or “Gee, I
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need to respond to that email.”All of that happens at the exact same time. Sowhen I try
to sequentially remember something, I’ll get interrupted and completely lose my train
of thought, and I have to goback to the start.

So because of that, life had to become incredibly simple. I had to break everythingdown
into tasks that I couldwrite down and do on a daily basis and set in place a process that
would remindme to do things. I have a GoogleHomeMini that remindsme every day
to drink water and to take my medication and to brush my teeth, things like that, just
because I forget.

I have several businesses, so you can understand why that would become a major
problem. So I had to learn how to outsource, I had to figure out how to do it very well,
and I had to break things into processes where I could break it down step-by-step-by-
step, so therewas no confusion.

Everything had to be crystal clear so the person I delegated the task towill know exactly
what they needed to do. I had to record that system so that it was there forever. So once
I taught somebodyhow todo a task, itwas encased in stone. I never had to do it again. I
could just send them the process that I built and they could open it up and from start to
finish, be able to do it. That’s exactlywhat I’m going to teach you how to do.

Michelle Thompson

EMAIL MICHELLE AT michelle@awesomeoutsourcing.com

mailto:michelle@awesomeoutsourcing.com


INTRODUCTION
I was sitting in front of my computer at the tail end of a long workday when half the
screen went suddenly blank. Only half of the screen. It was like someone had drawn a
line rightdown themiddleofmyvision, halfwas blackand the otherhalf looked just the
waymycomputerscreenhadalways looked.

That was the day I lost ALL memories of how to do my job...simple calculations, excel
spreadsheets, all the things central to being a project controls engineer. It was the day
that causedme to findmyself pouringwater into a toaster tomake coffee, leave the keys
in my car while it ran all night long, and not remember to eat and drink. It felt like
someone had used an eraser to erase everything that had been in my brain just the day
before.

A specialist toldme Iwouldn’t improve, that a rare blood disorder had caused a stroke,
and that I would never get back to a normal kind of life. I would probably not survive
another stroke, and itwaspretty likely that anotherwould come at somepoint.

At 36, I was supposed to set up awill, a powerof attorney, and planmyown funeral

After seriously considering ending everything by driving off a cliff, I found the ONE
thing I needed to create a different kind of life than the dead-end I thought Iwas facing.
An alternative.

So I began toautomateeverything inmydaily life….and then I started to lookatmyblog
side hustle through the lens of automation.Which gave birth to an accidental business,
onethatchangedthecourseofmylifeforever.

I created a sustainable outsourcing system that could not only keep upwith everything
my clients and I needed it to do, but it could also EXCEED what we needed it to do.
I tested my process and was literally shocked at how well it worked. Simple. Scalable.
Repeatable.

It allowedme to help entrepreneurs AND break the cycle of poverty for a small group
of people from another corner of theworld. The Philippines.

Working for me, they earn 5x the minimumwage, allowing them to care for their
families, their schools, their churches, their communities. Through job training and a
livablewage, they can get the education they need to break the cycle of poverty not only
for themselves but for their children aswell.

I empower my Philippine employees in an ethical way. I train them, I respect them, I
pay them fairly. I protect their boundaries and encourage a healthywork/life balance. If
I encounter a prospective client who disrespects them, I cut ties. If a current client fails
to see them as anything other than a valuablemember ofMY community and THEIR
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business team, I either educate them….or fire them.

I grew up in some pretty heartbreaking circumstances. My childhood was heavily
influenced by the church, except it wasn’t really a church. It was a cult, and no one....
NOONE should have to exist in a community like that.

My reaction to growing up in that twisted environment, however, was a deep, abiding
REBELLION. I gathered all the empathy and protection that my young-girl heart
could manage….and I started hoarding the cat food. Not for myself, for the family cat.
Because, damn it, if wewere going to run out of food like the churchwas telling us,my
12-year-old selfwasNOTgoing to sit by and let that cat starve.

That same fierce sense of protection has been a constant in my life, and I made sure to
build it intomy business from the very beginning. Because I am no longer a 12-year-old
girl, and I get to createmy own community. I set the rules. Andmy rules say that this is
aplace forempowermentandsupport.NOMATTERWHAT.

I run a virtualadministrationagency, I help scalingentrepreneurs get their time back by
taking themundane tasks off their plate so that they can focus in their zone of genius.

I see theworld in systems.A gift thatmy stroke didn’t take fromme, one that it actually
enhanced. I take yourmess, untangle it, systematize it, and get it off your plate. I focus
on figuring out what you actually need, not what you think you need….what you
ACTUALLYneed.

I help you find themost streamlinedway of running your business, in away thatworks
within the kind of life you want to build. In essence, I put a stop to your business
runningyouand Ihelpyou create systems andhire the rightpeople so that it runs itself.

I dare you to go back to your regularmorning routine after testing out themagical (and
mildly addictive) feeling of task completion while you sleep. That’s a better morning
boost than any cup of coffee on the planet! And the motivation that comes from
knowing that you are running your business more efficiently AND providing stability
andpossibility for someone on the other side of theworld. that is Life. Changing.

I live tomake a difference in the lives ofmy Filipino employees AND the entrepreneurs
they serve from theother sideof theworld. I live to break the cycle of povertyANDhelp
businesses create systems and then offboard the work to keep them running smoothly.
I live to fiercely protect my employees while I untangle the pain points in 7 figure
businessesANDhelp themget the results theywant.

This ismypurpose,mypassion,mybusiness.
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WHAT YOU ARE ABOUT TO TAKE ON

Soyou’re here tomakeyour life betterand easier. I canhelp youdo that by teaching you
how to correctlyoutsource all the things that havebeenbogging youdown and holding
youback.Of course, that doesn’tmean that this course is going to be easy. In fact, when
youstartout,your life isprobablygoing togetworse. It’sgoing tobecomemoredifficult.
But by pushing through, it’s going tomake life infinitely better, and you’ll see thatwith
multiple examples throughmyown life that I’ll showyou aswe go along.

Keep in mind, though, that this is not for wimps or whiners. So if you’re a wimp or a
whiner, you should probably get outnow.Arnold Schwarzeneggerwas once askedwhy
hewas so confident compared to other bodybuilder competitors.He responded:

“...I am a big believer that if you have a very clear vision of where you want
to go, then the rest of it is much easier. Because you always know why you are
training…, you always knowwhy you are pushing and going through the
pain barrier…, why you have to struggle more, and why you have to be more
disciplined.”

Hewent on to say that he felt like he could win it, the competition. And that was why
he was there. He wasn’t there to compete. He was there to win. Here’s the exact quote
from Schwarzenegger:

“I felt that I could win it, and that was what I was there for. I wasn’t there to
compete. Iwas there towin.”

That’s a powerful statement. Schwarzenegger said this during an interview with Tim
Ferriss for his podcast in 2015, and Ferriss would include this in his book, Tools of
Titans (p. 177).

This is exactly the mindset you should have. Think of your goal. Why are you here?
You’re not here to simply dabble. You’re not here to kind of get through it or to just add
this is knowledge. You arehere towin. From start to finish.Complete theprocess.

Sowhendealingwith the temporarypain and frustration in this course, remindyourself
ofyourvision.Askyourselfwhereyouwant togoandwhy.Whydidyoubuy this book?
Why are yougoing through this? You have to figure out yourwhy.
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TASK DISCOVERY



CHAPTER 1

FRAME IT ALL OUT



Figuring Out Your Why

Ask yourself:Why do youwant to outsource?Why do youwant to free up time?Why
doyouneed togetyour lifeback?Why?Why?Whatpain/problem is this causing?How
will being able to outsource things fix yourpain?What else can this solve?

As you’re doing this, if you haven’t hit a bunch of emotions, you haven’t dug deep
enough. You need to be able to find the pain and the emotion that’s tied to the reason
whyyouwant to outsource.Otherwise, you’ll give up.

What youwant to do is ask yourselfwhy.About five different times. Then ask yourself
– once you finally drilled down and drilled down and drilled down and you’ve figured
out the real why, not just the surfacewhy –what pain is attached to that why andwhat
problem is it causing? Then let’s take it one step further and look at how outsourcing is
going to be able to fix that pain or problem.

Takea lookat thesampleworksheetbelow.This isn’tmine,by theway.This issomebody
else’sworksheet.

“FiguringOut YourWhy” Sheet Sample

1.Why do you want to outsource? Because I am unable to do everything I need to in
my business. I don’t have enough time.

2. Why do you want to (free up time)? Because I’ve become a slave to my business, and
I feel like I am drowning. The business is taking
over my life.

3. Why do you need to (get my life back)? Because I started a business to be free… now I
have the exact opposite.

4.Why? Because I don’t want to spendmywhole life just
working.

5. Why? Because I want to be able to enjoy my life.

6. What pain/problem is this causing? Stress, missing my son’s basketball game, feeling
trapped, I feel like a failure, I feel like there is no
way out.

7. How will being able to outsource things
fix your pain?

I will have more time to be able do other things
in my business, not feel so overwhelmed, feel less
stressed and be able to spend the time with my
family like I want to…

8. What else? Stress, missing my son’s basketball game, feeling
trapped, I feel like a failure, I feel like there is no
way out.

My real “why” is I need to get my life back and be free. By figuring out how to outsource, I will
be able to partially eliminate feeling trapped and stressed. This will also free me up to attend

family functions and step away when needed without fear of everything falling apart.
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For the question, Why do you want to free up time? The person who filled out the
worksheet said he felt like a slave to his business, and it was like he was drowning. The
businesswas taking over his life.

Okay, so you want to get your life back. Why do you want to get your life back? He
answered that he originally started his business to be free, now it’s the exact opposite.
He’s chained to his business, and he can never get away. It dictates everything that he
does.

Why do you want to be free? He said he doesn’t want to spend his whole life just
working.Okay, sowhydon’t youwant to spend your life justworking?His reply is that
he wanted to be able to enjoy his life. Okay, now you’ve gotten to an emotion. He is
currently unable to enjoy his life.

What pain or problem is this causing? For him, it was causing stress. He was missing
his son’s basketball games, which then led to more stress at home because his wife was
getting frustrated that he wasn’t at the games. He felt trapped and he felt like a failure
becausenotonlywashemissinghis son’s games,butevery timehe left, somethingdidn’t
get done atwork and he just felt trapped.He felt like therewas noway out.

So we asked “How will being able to outsource things fix your pain?” He came up
with, “I will have more time to be able do other things in my business, not feel so
overwhelmed, feel less stressed, andbe able to spend the timewithmy family like Iwant
to…”Okay,what else? Inhismind,hewanted to beable to justwalk away for twoweeks
in the summer, take his family and go do somethingwithout having toworry about his
business.

Thiswas his real why statement. His real why is he needs to get his life back and wants
to be free. By figuring out how to outsource, he wants to partially eliminate the feelings
of being trapped and stressed. Thiswill also free him up to attend family functions and
stepawaywhenneededwithout fear of everything falling apart.

Soby the timehewasdone,he got several feelingsout.He’s got several reasons thatwere
much deeper than, “I just don’t have enough time,” and he had a little bit of a vision of
what hewanted to dowith that time.Hewanted to spend timewith his family and not
feel guilty.
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Sohere’s a blank “FiguringOut YourWhy”worksheet for you to fill up.

YOUR PERSONALWHY

1.Why do youwant to outsource?

2.Why do youwant to (free up time)?

3.Whydo you need to (getmy life back)?

4.Why?

5.Why?

6.What pain/problem is this causing?

7. How will being able to outsource
things fix yourpain?

8.What else?

My real “why” is (#2, #3 and/or #4). By figuring out how to outsource, I will
be able to partially eliminate (#6). This will also free me up to (#7 & #8).
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So what’s the main reason you want to outsource? Okay, why? Why? Why? Why?
You’re going to be asking yourself a lot ofwhyshere.

Whenyou finally get to an emotion, that really strong feeling, you’ve gotten far enough.
If youget that far and you’re still superficial, keepdigging deeper because I promise you
there’s an emotion there somewhere.We need to get to the pain and the problem.Once
you’ve gotten to the point where it evokes emotion, ask yourself: what are the pains
and the problems surrounding that emotion? Howwill being able to outsource fix the
things that pain is causing?And is there anything else that you can come upwith?

After answering all those questions, you will discover your real why for doing this.
The reason why you want to learn how to outsource. It could be why #2, #3, or #4.
It depends. By figuring out how to outsource, you’ll be able to partially eliminate #6,
which is yourpain or problem.Thiswill also free youup to dowhat you answered in #7
and #8.Write all of thatdown in theworksheet.
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Figuring Out Your Vision

Now that you have your why statement, it’s time to figure out your
vision.With theworksheet below, create a vision ofwhat your new life
will look like 1 year from now, 5 years from now, 10 years from now,
and15 years fromnow.Here’s a sampleworksheet:

Addyour“why” statementhere:

Myreal “why” is I need to getmy life back and be free. By figuring out how to outsource,
Iwill beable topartiallyeliminatefeelingtrappedandstressed.Thiswillalso freemeup
to attend family functions and step awaywhenneededwithout fear of everything falling
apart.

Nowwritedownwhatyouwant your vision of your “new” lifewill be like:

1 Year:

Iwillhaveoutsourced10-15hours ofmyworkdailywork tosomeone else.With thisnew-
found time I have been able to attend 2 basketball games a weekwithmy son.

5Years:

I nowhave outsourced 50% ofmy tasks.With that time I have been able to focus on other
items that drive a lot more revenue to my business. I now can “sneak” away whenever I
want for family functionsor a roundof golf.

10Years:

I havenowoutsourced roughly 80-90% ofwhat I do daily.My company no longer needs
me and I rarelywork unless it is something I want to do or something that really excites
me.My revenue has increased, so I am able to easily pay formy team ofworkers and live
the lifestyle that I want. I have a hard time rememberingwhat it was likewhen it was
justmedoing everything.

15Years:

I can now sell my company for a profit and do not have to worry about “transferring
everything inmy brain” to a new owner. Everything runs like clockwork, but I am at the
pointwhere I justwant to retire and go do something else…whatever I feel like that is.
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Now,it’syourturn toanswer to filloutyour“FiguringOutYourVision”worksheet. Sowhat
does it look like one year from now, five years from now, 10 years from now, 15 years from
now? You must take the time to flesh this out because this is going to motivate you so you
won’t quit. It will give you that crystal clear vision of why you're currently going through the
pain thatyou'regoing through.

Addyour“why” statement here:

Nowwritedownwhatyouwant your vision of your “new” lifewill be like:

1 Year:

5Years:

10Years:

15Years:

Okay, now print out your why and vision statements and tape them both somewhere you
will see them every day. It can be the mirror in your bathroom or on your computer. Just
tape them somewhere prominently in your home so you will have amental reminder of why
you’redoingthis,whyyouneedto learnnewthings.
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Filling Out Your Task Discovery List

The next thing you have to do is to fill out your task discovery list.
So for an entire week, you’re going to list every single thing that you
touch or do in your business. Then you’re going to list how often
youdo each task and how long it takes you to finish it.

So for example, you reply to comments on your company’s Facebook pageWrite that
downinthe list.Now,howoftendoyoudothat?Let’s say,prettymuchdaily.Howlong
does it take? It doesn’t really take long.You just log in, answer a couple of questions, log
back out andmove on to the next task. So 30minutes tops. Put all of this on your task
discovery list.List downevery single thing that youdo for the entireweek.

Then at the end of the week, you’re going to sit down and figure out what you do
monthly? What do you do quarterly? What do you do annually? Let’s say you run
revenue reportsmonthly, andyouworkonyour taxesquarterly.Maybe youdo reviews
andget everything together for your taxes annually.

Or you can do it this way. At the beginning of theweek, I just want you to think about
thedailytasksandthenassomethingjogsyourmemory,whetherit’squarterly,monthly,
or yearly, go ahead and add it in here. Then on Friday, go back and purposely think
about every single thing that you domonthly, every single thing that you do quarterly,
every single thing that you do yearly, and add it in your task discovery list.

On the last day of the week ask yourself how easily is it for you to hand these off to
someone else?Write down all of these in your task discovery list so you’ll know exactly
howmanyhours you can freeup.

Task Discovery List Sample

Task How Often
Do I Do This?

How Long
Does It Take?

1. Reply to
comments
on the company
Facebook page

Daily 30 min

2. Check email Daily 1 hour

3. Post daily to
Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram

Daily 15 min

4. Create an
instructional video

Monthly 10 hours
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CHAPTER 2

VISION OF WHAT IS POSSIBLE



“Your inbox is a to-do list to which anyone in the world can add
an action item. I needed to get out of my inbox and back to my

own to-do list.”
-TimFerriss (Tools of Titans, p. 166)

“I think that as you survey the challenges in your lives, it’s just:
Which of these did you assign yourself, and which of those are you

doing to please someone else?”
- Chris Sacca, former Head of Special Initiatives at Google Inc.

Reframe Your Thinking

Right now, we’re going to try and reframe your thinking. Sowhat are you taking on?Who is
filling your calendar?

A lot of times we find that people are filling our calendars with things and we don’t even
realize it. It’s like all this scope creep. All this stuff just keeps coming in. Somebody schedules a
meeting, somebody asks tomeet with you to have coffee, things like that. Theymay not seem
like much in the bigger scheme of things, but taken together, these can take up so much of
your time. You have to guard your calendar and understand what you’re taking on, because
what happens is, in essence, you get all these emails and your inbox becomes a to-do-list to
whichanyone intheworldcanaddanactionitem.

WhatChris Sacca is tellingushere is thatweneed togetoutof our inboxandback to our
own to-do list.What wewant to do is get you to the point where people can’t just send
you an email and automatically give you a task for your to-do list.Or if they do, you can
delegate it to someone else.

There are a lot of things that automatically get assigned to us in our lives, and we don’t
even really thinkmuch of it. A good example is professional and personal emails.
Anytime somebody sends you an email, it’s going to take some brain bandwidth to
open that email and figure outwhat theywant, and then respond to it.

Same thing with messenger accounts. If you have Skype or Facebook Messenger,
anytime somebody is dinging you with a message, that’s taking additional bandwidth.
Especially if there’s something that you’re concentrating on and trying to get done.
With that one little tiny ding, it may take five to 10minutes to get back to your original
trainof thought,sobeverymindfulof those.

Those things are huge time wasters. I can’t tell you how many times somebody would
ask me to do something outside of the scope of my job. It was like, “Oh, Michelle, this
is a great picture. Can you just add this and this title to it and send it over tome?” That
reallywasn’tmy job at all. They just knew that Iwas good at it, so itwould get sent over
because I could do it quickly and I’d send it back and all these different things get added
in. Ifwe did this all the time,wewould end up becoming incredibly inefficient because
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everybodyelse has the ability to get tous andget to our time.Wewant toguardour time
as if itwere gold.

If It’s Not “Heck, Yeah!” It’s A No

We’re going to get you to take control and take back your calendar. So the only to-dos
thatyouhaveareonesthatyouspecificallyassignedtoyourself.Sobewareofscopecreep.

Here’s a great example. Let’s say you’re in the construction industry. You’re going to go
aheadand install the curbing in frontof thehouse, but someone forgot topour concrete
on a spot and he asks you to do. It doesn’t seem like a big deal, right? Yes, it won’t take
that long.But that iswhatwe call scope creep. It’s something that youweren’t originally
assigned. Somebody is just like, “Oh, hey, can you just kind of throw that in there?”

Renowned self-improvement guru Tim Ferriss is no stranger to scope creep. Back
in 2015, Ferriss had overcommitted himself and was dreading an upcoming trip he
committed to long ago. Hewas on the phone lamenting to his friend Amber Rubarth,
and she said to him: “It sounds like, from where you are, your decision is not between
yes andno.Youneed to figure outwhetheryou’re feeling like, F**k Yeah! orNo.”

What does that mean? Ferriss went on to explain that because most of us say yes to
almost anything, we let these little mediocre things fill our lives. The problem is when
the occasional “Oh, my gosh. Yes, I absolutely, totally want to do that thing” comes
along, you’ll have to turn it down because you don’t have enough time to give it the
proper attention because you said yes to all these little things that didn’t necessarily
matter. Okay, they mattered but they were not like, “Oh, heck, yeah. That is what I
reallywant to do.”

So whenever you find yourself in a tough situation where you can’t decide whether to
say yes or no, just do what Ferriss suggests and give it the “If it’s not a heck, yeah! It’s a
no” test.
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Now, take a look at everything on your task discovery list. If it is not a “Heck, yeah, that
is something that lightsmy fire. I love doing this” then it’s a no. If it’s a no, put it on the
list of things youwill try to outsource. Does thatmean that you get to get away from all
the things that you absolutely hate doing?No, it doesn’t. There areplenty of things that
I do that I don’t like doing. But if there are some things that I can take off my plate that
I don’t like doing, then I’ll absolutely outsource it.

My buddy Ian, he uses this example. He has a very, very successful business and it takes
a lot of his time. He works from home, so it’d be really easy for him to go outside and
justmows grass.

The thing is, Ian hates mowing grass so he hires somebody to mow his grass for him.
Youwould think that it’s not that big of a deal. It’s only forty-fiveminutes after all. But
that’s forty fiveminutes thathe canspendondoing things thatheabsolutely loves todo.

He doesn’t have to worry about mowing the grass because it’s just automatically done.
Someone else is doing it for him. So if it’s something in your personal life or your
professional life that youdon’t absolutely lovedoing, just put in on the list of things that
youwant to outsource.

It’s the “HECK YEAH!” things that rejuvenate us. They feed our energy and drive us.
These are the things youwant to keep and create time to be able to do them.

There are certain things that absolutely light your fire and rejuvenate you. For me, it’s
teaching. I absolutely love to teachpeople.Somepeople absolutelyhate teachingpeople.
I happen to love it, and it’s something that rejuvenatesme andmakesme feel like I have
accomplished something and done something really awesome. It givesme energy and it
drives me to be better. So these are the things that you want to keep and create time to
be able to do them.

For instance, let’s talk about why I outsource blog posting. Sure, it’s an easy thing to
do, but physically, because of me having a hard time keeping track of things, it’s very,
very difficult for me to write. So I went ahead and outsource that because I absolutely
hated doing it. I could do it, but it would take me hours to get it done because I was
constantly losingmy train of thought, constantly losing where I was. It was just a drag.
Itwas something that just sucked the life out ofme. I just absolutely hated it.

Youonlyhave somuchenergy in adayor aweek. If you’re burning it on things that you
absolutely hate to do instead of things that are refilling your bucket and rejuvenating
you, thenyou’re going to burnout, you’regoing to bemiserable, andyou’renevergoing
to get to the things that rejuvenate you because you are constantly doing the things that
are sucking the life out of you. So take your task list and go through it and figure out is
it a “Heck, yeah!” or is it a no.
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CHAPTER 3
THE 80/20 ANALYSIS OF YOUR

ACTIVITIES



Okay, so everybody's heard of this before, but it's super important. 20 percent of your
activities or tasks should produce about 80 percent of the results or the revenue that
you want. So for me to respond to an email, does that put money in the bank? Sure,
sometimes itdoes,butnotusually.

Take this book, for example. I spend considerable time doing the work to create and
set up this book, but it will provide constant income. I can earn passive income from
continuous sales. So 20 percent of my activity produces 80 percent of the results that I
want.

You need to focus on the 20 percent of the activities that make you 80 percent of the
revenue or the results that you’re trying to get. You want to focus on these items to
protect yourself once you’ve freed up some of your much, much needed time. So let’s
say networking is something valuable for you because you’re in real estate, and you have
to go out and find a whole bunch of business owners that are able to give you referrals
because thesemay turn into revenue.

If that is part of your 20 percent that’s going to give you 80 percent of your results,
then what you need to do is free up your time. You don’t want to waste it doing the
MLS listings, all the manual data entry, and all those emails because you can shove all
those thingsoff to somebodyelse soyou can spendyour 20percent showinghouses and
networking.

Then ask yourself, why the heck am I doing the other 80 percent of these activities?
What value add is it really giving? Is it something that I absolutely have to do, or is it
something that I can either get somebody else to do or eliminate altogether? If you can
eliminate it altogether, ask yourself, “What’s the worst thing that’s going to happen if I
don’t do this?” It your answer is, “I lose 30 percent of my revenue,” you probably need
to keep it. But if it’s going to upset five percent of the people that are on your email list,
maybe that’s okay.Maybe that’s an acceptable sacrifice to get that time back.

So ask yourself, can you eliminate it?What do you need a vacation from?What are the
things that are literally sucking the life out of you that you absolutely hate?Do youhave
to do them? If youmust do them,what can you hand off? And if you tell me, you can’t
absolutely hand it off.Why not?

Get Creative

Youmay need to get creative to solve the problem at hand. So for example, Sean spent
waytoomuchtimeonhisemailseveryday.Hewas justanemail fanatic.Hewaschecking
it like two, three times a day.He felt like he needed to respond to everybody, sowhat he
didwas he hadhis virtual assistant go through all of his emails for the day and summarize
them in bullet points. Then he would take a look at them, record a video, and respond
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verbally to every single email. His virtual assistant would then type his responses word-
for-word and send them off.

So it took just 20 minutes at the end of
the day for him to answer all of his emails
and schedule everything he needed to do
simply by telling his virtual assistant to
handle those things for him. He didn’t
write anything and it saved him several
hours a week. It was something very, very
simple that you could hand off. But at first,
he was thinking that there’s no way he
could hand off his email because nobody
knowswhat’s in his brain. Nobody knows
what he needed to schedule. So that was
a very creative workaround for him to be
able to get all of his emails bulked together
andbullet-pointed.

If therewas something really importantor it’s somethinghehad to take carepersonally,
Seanwould log in and open that email himself. If not, it went off to his virtual assistant.

Here’s another example. I know a gentleman in London named Pete, and he does a ton
of video editing. He is just fanatical about it, and he wants it to be perfect. So he would
spend 20, 30, 40 hours a week on one video. I am not joking. So he finally got to the
point where we managed to convince him to hand that off, and he got about 90 to 95
percent of the quality by handing the entire process off to somebody else.

Was it 100 percentwhat hewould have done?No. But then I asked him: “Hey, go back
and look at this and tell me honestly. (From the consumer’s point of view, not your
point of view), are they going to notice the 5 percent dip in quality?” A lot of times
you’ll find that from the consumer’s point of view, 90 to 95percent is good enough.We
freed up 20 to 30 hours a week just by handing off the video editing and getting him to
accept that 90 percent. Itwas good enough. It doesn’t have to be perfect.

I also had to find a creative way to solve my research and structure problems. I’ve told
you a little bit about how my brain doesn’t work really well anymore, so I had an
incredibly difficult time doing research and structuring things out because I couldn’t
sequentially keep it in order. It was something that I needed to be able to do. So what I
didwas I simply created a video and said, “Hey, this iswhat I needyou to researchand I
need you to structure it out for me in an outline so that I can go through it. I’ll tell you
what’s important andwhat’s not, then I’m going to send it back to you and I want you
to throw it into PowerPoint,make it all look nice and pretty.”
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So I handedoff the research side.Now, the personal examples,what Iwas thinking, and
the overall general outline, I had to give that tomy virtual assistant. But I didn’t have to
do a lot of that heavy lifting. She gave me the template and the outline, then I was able
to go back through and add the personal stories and the personal touches. I had the
research and structure alreadydone so that I didn’t losemy train of thought.

Here’s one final example. It is about how my friend, Seth, transcribed a video into
a book. This one was super cool. We were able to find a robot that took a video and
transcribed thewhole thing out. Everything. So rather than him sending it to his virtual
assistant andhaving her type every singleword,whatwedidwasweput the transcription
through this robot, and then we sent the transcription to the virtual assistant and told
her to go through it and proofread it. Fix all themistakes and put it in paragraph form.
Sethwas able to turn those videos into ebooks and an actual physical book.

So those were super, super powerful things that normally would be multiple-step
processes. We were able to extract what we needed the business owners to do, and
everythingelsewebrokedowninto stepsand justpassed itoff.That iswhat I’m trying to
getyou to thinkof. Is there something that youabsolutelyhave todoyourself?Okay, for
everysingle thing,whatareall thesteps thatyouhavetodofor thatprocess?Doyouhave
to do every single step? If not,write it down. That’s a taskwewant to get off your plate.
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CHAPTER 4

WHAT CAN YOU
VIRTUALLY OUTSOURCE?



What can you virtually outsource? Here's a simple test. Ask yourself, can I do this on a
computer or does it absolutely need to be done in person?

So let’s go back to our example of real estate networking.Can I sendmyvirtual assistant
to a morning breakfast to meet with other business owners? Nope, absolutely not. I
can’t do that. But I can have her follow up with every single contact that I ran into in
thatmeetingbyemail andwelcome them, introducemyself, ask them to addme to their
Rolodex, and let them know if there’s anything I can do to help them. I can just hand
that off. So all of my follow-ups, all of that goes on behind the scenes. I would shoot a
real quick video, fiveminutes, and tellmy virtual assistant, “These are all the people that
Imet today. This person does this. This person does that. Send them all an email.”

Just give your virtual assistant all the information she needs and ask her to please try to
schedulecoffeewith thisperson,orplease try todo thiswith thisperson. In fiveminutes,
you just savedyourself five, six hours of back and forth follow-ups.So think about those
things.

If you physically need to be present for the task to be accomplished, don’t include that
on your list of outsourceable tasks. So you don’t want to put networking breakfast on
youroutsource task list.However, you can put followup after breakfast on your list.

Then again, ask yourself if you really need to be present for that task. Is there a way to
make it virtual?Now, in ournetworkingbreakfast example,you can’tmake that virtual.
I mean, you could try, but unless you are leading the group and you create a virtual
breakfast group, you can’t do that. So if it is possible to be virtual, can you eliminate
some steps that youhave todo from the task?

Here’s an example. You can do a video conference as sort of a face to face meeting. You
will still need to be present in themeeting, but you’ve eliminated the drive time needed
toget to themeeting locationandback toyouroffice.Also, ifyoucanhaveyour assistant
doall the research for thatmeetingandputeverything in thepresentation thatyouneed,
you just have to showupwith thepresentation anddo yourhomeworka little bit before
themeeting. So you canoffload that aswell.

Human Versus Robot

Technology is amazing these days and by the time you read this
book, a lot of the apps I’m about to mention here will probably be
outdated. That’s just how fast the tech landscape changes, so you’ll
have to do your own research. But here are examples of some things
that that I use. For things that I can get a robot to do, I don’t have to
letahumandothem.

For example, Zapier. Zapier is this app that does a million things. It is action triggered,
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and it can be your new best friend if you learn how to use it (or better yet, have your
virtualassistant learn it). So anytime there’s ablogpost thatgetsuploaded tomywebsite,
Zapier goes through and posts it on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram automatically, I
don’t evenhave todo it. I don’t have tohavea virtual assistantdo it. It’s justdoneas soon
as I set it up.However, sometimes Zapier can be a little complicated and it doesn’t need
to be. So if youwant something that is pretty basic and pretty easy, there’s this free app
called If This Then That or IFTTT. Give it a try. Zapier has a free plan as well, but it is
limited.

Sonix is what I use for audio/video transcription. So anything that I record, I’ll throw
in there. Then I’ll download the transcript, send it to my virtual assistant, and have her
do all the proofreading, grammar, formatting, and all that stuff. I’ve saved hours of
transcriptionwork just by using Sonix, and it’s affordable.

In case you didn’t know this, Microsoft Word also has a dictation function that allows
you to convert speech-to-text and I use it a lot. This is pretty convenient if you’re doing
something and you can’t use your hands to type. It will automatically start typingwhat
I’m saying, and by telling it what to do, it’ll just do it for me. So all you have to do is
dictate the words and say “period” or comma” to add punctuation. You can give it
verbal commands aswell, like saying “new paragraph”will start a new paragraph.

I use this for emails that I have to respond to. I’ll use it inWord and then Iwill copy and
paste it into an email so I don’t losemy train of thought. I’m able to then go through the
formatting and fix it, make it look all nice and pretty, and I don’t have to worry about
losingmy train of thought.As you can see, this is a really awesome tool that you can use
it and it’s free.

I have used bots to engage in social media as well. There’s ManyChat, MonsterSocial,
and MeetEdgar. There are tons of them out there. These things can automate your
socialmedia, but you still have to come upwith the content. So you’ll probablywant to
hire someonewho canget this completely off yourplate.Maybe you canhire a full-time
socialmediamanager,ormaybeyoumaywant tohire somebody for a one-off project to
create three hundred and sixty five days of social media. Then once they are done with
that, take the content, hand it to your virtual assistant, have her upload it into a social
media scheduling tool, and haveher take care of that process.

Calendly, Boomerang Calendar, and FreeBusy are all calendars that you can get to
automatically take care of your scheduling. And as I mentioned before, I use a Google
Home to remindme to do things. You can have itmake phone calls, you can have it do
all sorts of things.

So if there’s something that is a mundane, repetitive task, Google it and see if there is
some type of robot that can accomplish that for you. I can give you a list of bots you
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“Never go to sleep without a request to your subconscious.”
- ThomasEdison

“Think about what are the kinds of key things that might be
constraints on a solution, or might be the attributes of a solution,

and what are tools or assets I might have?”

“I actually think most of our thinking, of course, is subconscious.
Part of what I’m trying to do is allow the fact that we have this
kind of relaxation, root rejuvenation. In sleeping, to essentially

possibly bubble up the thoughts and solutions to [our problem].”
(Tools ofTitans, p. 230).

can use, but again, chances are you’re probably going to have to do your own research
to figure out because things aremoving so fast in technology. By the time you read this,
there’ll be something else that’s better.

What’s Left That Requires A Human?
Now ask yourself, what’s left that requires a human? For each task you think you can’t
hand off because it’s something only you can do, take a week or so and try to think of
possible ways you could hand off part of it to someone else. I know it sounds like I’m
beating adeadhorse, but this is so important.

I’ve found that this is so true. If there’s something that I can’t seem to figure out, I’ll
think about it right before I go to sleep, andmy brain thinks about it subconsciously all
night long.Then I’llwakeup thenextmorning, I’ll be in the shower, and theanswerwill
pop inmyhead. That’s how Ido it.

Reid Hoffman, the co-founder of LinkedIn and the previous executive vice president
ofPayPal, asksus to

He goes on to say,

So take a week and abstractly think about it. If it pops in your brain, just go ahead and
write it down. Then in a couple of days, go back to it and see if your subconscious has
boiledup a possible solution or a piece of a possible solution.
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CHAPTER 5

WEED IT OUT



Okay, it’s time to take the task discovery sheet you filled out and divide everything into
three groups:

1. Imust do this.

2. A robot can do this.

3. Another human can do this if I teach them how to do it.

Next, take the#3 list (anotherhuman cando this) andprioritize each taskbywhich ones
take the most amount of time to the least amount of time. So example, let’s say your
email takesyoufourhoursaweek.Your financial reports takeyou twohoursaweek,and
your research formeetings takes an hour aweek.Obviously, youwould categorize those
one, two, three based on the time needed to finish each task.

Before we do that, let’s add some things to the list. So originally we have just three
categories in our task discovery list:

• Tasks

• How often do I do it?

• How longdoes it take?

Now, let’s expand the list and add:

• Can I easily hands this off? – Yes or no.

• HumanVsComputer –Can a software do it or does a human have to do this?

• Three groups – Can I outsource? Can a robot do this? Or do I need to do this
myself?

• Job description –What job description does it fit under? Example:Administrative
Assistant,Accountant,Writer, SocialMedia Expert,WebDesigner
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Task How Often
Do I Do
This?

How Long
Does It
Take?

Can I Hand
This Off?

Human vs.
Computer

3 Groups Job
Description

1. Reply to
comments on
the company
Facebook page

Daily 30 min Yes Human I can
outsource
this

Admin

2. Check email Daily 1 hour Yes Human I can
outsource
this

Admin

3. Post daily to
Twitter,
Facebook,
Instagram

Daily 15 min Yes Robot A robot
can do
this

Social Media
Expert

4. Create an
instructional
video

Monthly 10 hours No Human I must do
this

*Really?
What

if you broke
it into steps?

*5. Research for
instructional
video

Monthly 2 hours Yes Human I can
outsource
this

Admin

*6. Fill out
Powerpoint
slides for video

Monthly 1 hour Yes Human I can
outsource
this

Admin

*7. Create
homework
templates

Monthly 1 hour Yes Human I can
outsource
this

Admin

*8. Upload to
website

Monthly 15 min Yes Human I can
outsource
this

Web/
Marketing

*9. Edit video Monthly 2 hours Yes Human I can
outsource
this

Web/
Marketing

*10. Transcribe
video

Monthly 4 hours Yes Robot A robot
can do
this

Web/
Marketing

*11. Record
video

Monthly 1 hour No Human I must do
this
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So let’s go back to the sample taskdiscovery list from a few chapters back.

Replying to comments on the company Facebook page, that’s daily for 30 minutes.
Yes, I can hand this off. A human has to do it, and I can outsource this to an admin.
Then next, check email.Well, I got to do that daily and it takes an hour. Can I hand this
off? Yes.Depending onwhatwe talked about earlier, can you have a virtual assistant go
throughallyour email andmakebulletpoints for you?Thenyoucan justquickly record
a video and say, "Okay, this is how I need you to respond." So a person can do this. I can
outsource this to an admin.

Here’s one that I did to play devil’s advocate. Create an instructional video. Can I have
my virtual assistant create an instructional video for me using my face? No. Now, I can
have them create an instructional video that is animated and doesn’t have my face, or I
can have them record it if they’re really good with English. But if it’s an instructional
video that Iwant to domyself, I can’t hand that off. So let’s say I do this monthly and it
takesme10hours. I just I can’t hand that off. I have tobe theperson recording thevideo

Well, what if I broke it into steps? What if the research for the instructional video was
donemonthly bymy virtual assistant?What if the PowerPoint slideswere again sent to
myvirtual assistant?What if the homework templateswere sent tomy virtual assistant?
How about uploading it to the website? What if I had my marketing team do that?
Howabout editing the video?What if I havemyweb guys ormymarketing team break
down the video into sections and upload it to thewebsite? Transcribing the video.Well,
we’ve talked about this before. I can let a robot do that, then I can send the transcript
off tomy admin and we can create a blog post out of it, or we can put it into a book or
an ebook or whatever we want to do to it. And then recording the video. Well, okay. I
actually have to do that. But it went from 10 hours to one hour.

Granted, I’m going to have to give a little bit of instruction. So let’s say it takes 10
minutes forme to send each bulk to each person. So let’s say, three of the tasks are going
to one person. Two are going to another person. It takesme 20minutes to send all these
because it’s only two people, and I can do that in two quick emails.

Sowhatwouldhave takenme10hours todo, I cannowaccomplish it in an hour and 20
minutes. That’s what I’m trying to get you to think about.

Now that’s out of theway, let’s go aheadand sort out the task discovery list. Take all the
tasks you can outsource and group them together, and do the same for the tasks that a
computer can do, and the ones that youmust handle yourself. Then filter themby their
job description, and how long it takes to work on the tasks, so you’ll knowwhich tasks
to delegate first.
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CHAPTER 6
DON’T QUIT HALFWAY

THROUGH!



“If you let learning lead your knowledge, you become a fool. If
you let learning lead to action, you become wealthy.” – JimRohn

“Can I trade a short-term, incremental gain for a potential longer-
term game-changing upside? Is there an element here that might

be far more valuable in 5 to 10 years?” Tools of Titans (p. 181)

Sowehave come to the end of part one. This should help you figure outwhich tasks to
delegate so youwill be readywhenwemoveon to thenext stepof the process.

Next youwill learn:

• How to create a virtual training system with videos and standard operating
procedures

• How to be a good virtual teacher and leader

• All youneed to know about the culture gap betweenyou and your virtual staff

• How to recruit and hire top talent from the Philippines

• How to set up avirtual office and protect yourself

• How to prepare yourself for problems and scaling

Now, make sure you do your homework before you move on to the next stage of the
process. If all you do is cram all this knowledge in your head, then all you’re going to
have is justknowledge.Youwon’t have the system inplace andyouwon’t implement it.

TimFerris frequently asks himself:

If we can endure the pain now, what does it look like in 5 to 10 years? Remember,
you’re sacrificing some short term gains for a long term game-changing business and
life. Please, please, please remember that. And answer this question, “What would it
look like if I had ?” What’s the first thing that comes in mind? What would it look
like if I had 10extrahours aweek?Whatwould it look like if I had someonewho just did
my socialmedia and I didn’t have toworry about that?

Okay, that’s it for now. See you in thenext part!
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CREATING A
VIRTUAL TRAINING

SYSTEM



CHAPTER 7
TIME TO DIG IN TO
THE REAL WORK



If you’ve read part one, you should already have all the documents ready as we move
along in our lesson. This timewewill be getting into the nitty-gritty and the hard stuff.
Beforewedo that, Iwant to tell you the overall 10,000-foot viewof thewhole process.

Whatwe’ll do here is create an outline that has a detailed video for each task that we're
going to outsource. Then for each task, we're going to go through and create another
document with step-by-step instructions and screenshots of every single step, every
singlementaldecision that theywouldhave tomake.

If it’s an “if then do that” we want to create a flow chart. If it’s a click here or move
the mouse here, we want to take a picture of that and write it out. It’s going to seem
like massive, massive overkill. and that’s actually what we want because we don’t want
any question marks. So this needs to be detailed and incredibly clear because the more
ambiguous it is, themoremistakesyou’re going tohave.

So the idea is don’t make them think at all. Point, click, do this. Not that they can’t
think, but they can’t get inside of your brain. So you need to tell them exactlywhat you
want themtodo.Sowe’re inessence, takingourbrainanddumping it intoadocument.

Now, let’s take a look at each tool and template that you are going to be using to create a
virtual training system,andwe’ll go over each one.

Tools You Will Need

Word document/Google Docs

ScreenCapture Software
• Snagit
• Snipping Tool (Windows)
• Command+ Shift + 3 (Mac –Entire Screen)
• Command + Shift + 4 (Mac –Crosshair)

VideoSoftware
• Screencast-O-Matic
• Camtasia
• Screenflow

VideoStorageUpload
• Youtube
• GoogleDrive
• Screencast-O-Matic
• Vimeo
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The very first thing we're going to need is either a Word document or Google Docs.
GoogleDocs is free if you don't happen to haveMicrosoftWord.

We’re going to use some screen captures software as well. The one that I use most of
the time is Snagit. This is a useful tool you can use to capture anything on your screen.
Aside from that, you can also use the Snagit editor to enhance the image you captured
by adding texts, notes, arrows, lines, highlights, and shapes.

I’ve found that this is quite useful when you’re working on documents where you’re
trying to write out exactly what’s going on in your brain. Of course, if I just want to
make basic screenshots in Windows, I’ll use Snipping Tool. Just use your mouse to
select the area that you want to capture and it’s done. It’s faster than Snagit. But if it’s
somethingwhere Iwant to actuallywrite, I’m going to use Snagit for that.

If you’re aMac user, command + shift + 3will give you a screenshot of the entire screen,
while command + shift + 4 allows you to take a screenshot of a specific area on the
screen. All you have to do is drag the crosshair cursor to outline the area you want to
capture.

Next, we need a video recording and editing software. I use Screencast-O-Matic, and I
knowa lot of peoplewho useCamtasia and Screenflow.

Screencast-O-Maticwill record everythingonyourscreen, andyoucan activatewebcam
recordingaswell soyouwill appearon thebottomrightcornerwhileyounarrate.Doing
that is totally up to you. You can use Screencast-O-Matic for free, but your videos will
have to be shorter than 15minutes.When I first started out, I actually did that for a few
years.However, it gotannoyingwhen Ihad tomake anewvideo after every15minutes.
I’ll have all these 15-minute videos labeled part one, part two, part three. That’s three
different 15-minute videos talking about the same thing. So I decided to get a paid plan
whenIstarteddoingmoreandmoretraining.

Screencast-O-Matic is affordable, and it’s easy to use. There’s even a green screen filter
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you can use. Quite honestly, for this training, it’s not necessary becausewe’re not trying
tomake this look awesome.Wedon’t need anything fancy.

What I do like about the paid version, though, is that I can add passwords and set
visibility. I don’t want just anybody to be able to access all the training that I’ve created.
So I like to put it in a place where only certain people can get to it. I got a paid plan for
that specific reason. Of course, a paid plan wouldn’t be necessary if you don’t mind
making 15-minute videos that are not password protected. You can just use a free one,
so youdon’t reallyneed to spendmoneyon this.

Camtasia is another video software by TechSmith, the same company that made
Screencast-O-Matic. Camtasia is way, waymore than youwould need. It’s way overkill.
But if forsomereasonyouwant tomake it superawesomeoryoualreadyhaveCamtasia,
then go ahead anduse it.

There is a free trial, so feel free to check it out. If you get part of the way through and
youdecide this isn’t for you, or you ran out of your free trial, just flip over to Screencast-
O-Matic.

Now, we need a place to upload all the videos. For that, you can either use YouTube,
GoogleDrive, or Vimeo. If you’re using Screencast-O-Matic, you can upload it there.

When it comes to professionality, YouTube is probably the least professional. After
all, everybody and their brother can have a YouTube channel. Google Drive is an easy
option because all you have to do is drop the MP4 file there. The only problem with
Google Drive is that it’s not going to take long to have 15 GB of videos when you start
to really record the training.So you typicallyneed to use an appwhere you can upload a
lotmore content.You coulduseGoogleDrive and just upgrade it if youwant, of course.
Forme, itwas just easier to use Screencast-OMatic for everything.

Vimeo is a popular option aswell.However, Vimeo is justmore than I need and it costs
more. So I didn’t go with it. But you can password protect your videos here, and see
who’s watching them.Most of all, it just does all kinds of things that we don’t need for
this.Again, it’s completelyup to you if youwant to use this.
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CHAPTER 8
OUTLINE WITH DETAILED

VIDEO



Nowthatwehaveall the tools to helpus create avirtual training system, let’smoveon to
thenext stepof theprocess. It’s time to create anoutlinewith thehelp ofdetailedvideos.
Okay, so this iswhat itwill look like. This is one ofmine.

Asyou cansee,our articlewriterherehasmore thanone task.Let’s go through this from
top tobottom so it’llmake a lotmore sense. So these areall the tasks for the articlewriter
or the virtualassistant.This is everything that they’regoing tohave todo.Wewant them
to starthere andwatchall of these videosbefore they dig into something.Now, if you’re
planning to start them off slow, let them know they can skip some parts of the training.
Just tell them towatch this part and that part.

By the way, I always record a welcome video. Inside of this welcome video, I tell them
a little bit about myself, about my life, about our business, and about the team that
works forme. The reason I do this is that themajority of the help that I hire is from the
Philippines. They are very, very relational people. They are very loyal. Theywant to get
toknowyou.Theywant to feel like theyhavea relationshipwithyou.So I recorda video
towelcome them to the team.

Now, I don’t record a welcome video for every specific person. What I do is I create a
welcome video for each specific job title and I put it right here. That way, every article
writerthat Ihire isgoingtoseethiswelcomevideothat is tailoredto their jobdescription.

So I tell them all about me, all about my company, all about what my expectations are,
all about our culture, the fit as far as our work environment, and just what it’s going be
likeday-to-day.So I just takea coupleofminutesand just saywelcome.Thismayseema
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bitodd,but I’ll tell youwhat, this one stephere ishuge in starting to builda relationship.
You will have already built a relationship with them by the time you go through the
interview process, but this welcome video really solidifies what you’ve already told them
and itmakes them feelwelcome.

The next thingwe have there is their job description and all the tasks that they’re going
to be responsible for. So for this specific job description, this person is going to do the
keyword research, write an article, upload it to the blog, find pictures for the article,
create a feature image, anddo the SEO.You see, the reasonwhy one person can do all of
that is because I’m going to train themon each and every step.

A lot of people think that they can just hire an articlewriter, andondayone, they expect
the writer to already know how to do all of this. That’s not the case. We have to train
themhow to use the blog post andwhere to go to find the pictures,we need to let them
knowwhat you are looking for in a picture. All of these things are going through your
brain and you don’t even realized you’ve been thinking of them. You just automatically
make those decisions. You need to tell them howyouwant them todo it.

For this particular job, they’re going to find appropriate keywords, research those
keywords. Then write an amazing article, upload it to our blog post, and craft a catchy
title that is good forSEO. I’mgoing to teach thema little bit aboutSEO, create a featured
image, add engaging pictures to the post, add call to action buttons, add a table of
contents if there’smore than two thousandwords, fill out themetadata for Google and
SEO, complete the Yoast SEO data, proofread and format the blog, and then publish
the article. So from start to finish, they’ll know every single thing that they need to do.
They are not going to know how to do all of this in the first week or two. I mean, how
long did it take you to learn all this? But the cool part is that everything is literally step
by step for them.

Here, we have the 10,000-foot overview outline of the training. As you can see here,
we’ve divided the training manual into sections, and they’re going to learn about
keyword research first, then they’re going to learn exactly what I want them to research
foran article.Next, they’regoing to learn about exactly how Iwant them towrite a blog.
Then they’re going to go through lessons on how to log intoWordPress, find pictures,
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create the feature image, and doing the SEO.

On the 5th section is additional feedback training. The more you hire, the longer this
sectionwill become.As I’ve had employees before and they’ve askedme questions that
I haven’t addressed in the training, I will record a video, and I will send that to them.
Then Iwill add it to the bottom of the training document so that I never have to explain
the same thing to the next employee that I hire for this job description. It’s already in
here.Theyalreadyknowexactlywhat I’m expecting.So the idea is the longerwedo this,
the fewerquestionsyou’re going tohave toanswerbecause it’s already there.

So now we get into our 1,000-foot overview. Let’s take a look at section one, which is
keyword research. So under keyword research,we have keyword criteria, and under that
is a step-by-step outlinewith pictures,which I’m going to show you later so you can see
how detailed I got for something as simple as that. Then there’s the video that I record
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to show the articlewriterswhat Iwant them todowhen they are looking for keywords.

After this video, we give them the bullet points to the things that are really important.
If they are taking notes, these are the things that they should write down. All of
these things were explained in the video. The bullet points just kind of highlights the
important things. So what I need them to do when they are doing keyword research is
to have a minimum of 50 to 100 searches for that particular keyword per month. We
want low competition. We want topics that are specifically related to outsourcing for
the blog articles that Iwant himorher towrite.Wedon’twant easier free keywords.No
keywords that are misspelled or have grammatically grammatical errors, so we take that
out. Then I teach them how to use Long Tail Pro, which is where we find our long-tail
keywords. As you can see, I also gave them some examples there.

Again, all of these are in the training video.
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Onthenextpageofthe trainingmanual, Ihavemorevideos thatexplainall the reasoning
behindhowmy brainworkswhen I’m searching for keywords. So theywill understand
what I’m thinkingof, andwhy Iwouldpick one keywordover another one.This is how
I get my brain into their brain. You want to form their thought process when they’re
looking at something so they will make a decision the exact way that you would make
thatdecision. So youhave to tell themall of that.

I won’t just say, go here, click here. I also let them inside my brain and let them figure
outwhen Iwouldusewhat typeof font,when Iwouldusewhat typeofpicture,whywe
tried one and it looked horrible sowe got rid of it. I tell them the reason whywe got rid
of it because it didn’t look professional. It looked scattered and amess. All of that gives
them the idea ofwhat I expect andwhat I’m looking for.

This is a step by step tutorial, but it’s also ingraining your brain inside of them. It’s
showing them this is how I come to thesedecisions, the reasonwhy I’m trying todo that
thing, theway Iwant the business to be portrayed.

You must tell them exactly what you’re thinking so they will understand what you’re
doing and why. You’re going to explain this every single step of the way, so what you
want them to do becomes ingrained in the training. It’s because you’ve downloaded
your brain, not just the steps, but your brain and your thought process and how you
makedecisions.

You’ve taken the time toexplain all that. The cool part is that oncewe’ve explained it,we
neverhave toexplain it againbecausewe’ve recorded it.Now I can justhire anewwriter,
have them up and running in a couple of days, and they’re going to know exactly what
I’m thinking. I don’t have to tell them again because it’s already in the training. This is
whywehave to create avideo for each task.

Now,wehave thissectionat thebottomof the trainingdocument.Asmentionedearlier,
this is where I put all the additional videos I made to address questions my employees
had thatwerenot coveredorwere insufficiently coveredduring the training.Thisway, I
don’t have to explain the same thing to the next employee that I hire.

As you can see, there’s a ton ofmaterial they have to go through, probably three to four
days’worthofvideos.But I need themto see these so theywillknowwhatgoeson inmy
mind. I’malways trying toget them intomybrain, so I always tell them I’mpleased they
havebeen able tomake it far in training.

So theseare the questions thatmy employees askedme since I started this. “Who exactly
areour readers?When I’mwriting thesewhat typeof reader should I have inmind?The
style ofwriting, exactlyhowdoyouwant that done?”

You’ll notice I didn’tgoback andrecreate theoriginal training. If there’s something that
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needs a little bit more detail, I’m not redoing the training. I’m just going to add a little
supplemental video. Anytime I record something for that job description, it goes inside
of the training manual so that I don’t have to answer it again. I want them to watch all
the training videos before they everwrite their first blog article, and Iwant them to take
notes. It’s going to take them three or four days. I paid for that, but I don’t care.

Thenwhenday four or five starts, theywill do it for real. The first time they go through
the process, it’s just like a crash course training. They’re not going to retain everything
they learned, and that’s okay. We just want them to have the general idea. So in their
first couple ofweeks, they are going to check on the trainingmanual from time to time.
They’ll know which videos to watch, which documents to open. I don’t have to tell
themwhat to do. They know start to finish exactlywhat is expected of them.

Once they’ve gone through it once or twice, they’re going to know how to do it. They
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don’t have to use the training anymore, and that’s the beauty of this.



CHAPTER 9
OUTLINE WITH DETAILED

PICTURES



So we’re moving on to our step-by-step outline with pictures lesson. You may have
noticed some of these outlines and procedures in the samples I shared earlier. Now, I’m
going to show you how to use images to convey what you think in a way that's crystal
clear to theperson that you’re hiring.

Just a word of warning. This is the part of the training manual where it gets really
tiresome. This can be a colossal pain in the butt. Let’s just call it what it is. However,
once it’s done, it’s amazing. It is tedious, though. You may want to stab yourself in
the eye with a pencil while you’re doing this just because you’re going to find yourself
saying, “Oh,my gosh, I’m never going to get done.” But once it’s done, you never have
to do it again. So just think about thatwhen you’redoing this. Youwill never have to do
this task again.

So here’s a sample where I’m instructing my employees how to log into Stencil using a
stepby step outlinewith pictures.

So I’m instructing them to go to stencil, enter username and password, and click the
blue login button. We’re doing it step-by-step. We have the web address. We have
the username and password, which I told them should be in LastPass. By the way, in
another video, I’ve also taught them where the username and password are stored in
their LastPass profile.

So the idea is just to get the next step out. You don’t have to make it look pretty. Just
showthemthis is thenext step, this is thepicture. This is thenext step, this is thepicture.
This is the next step, this is thepicture.
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Now, I took a picture of Stencil to show them exactly where the saved image button
was. And on the next image, I showed them the slider so they could scroll down to find
the template theywant, and then click with themouse to select the template they want
to use.
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Again, this seems like a really tiny thing, but you should not automatically assume that
everyone can find it. The last thing you want is for them to spend 20 minutes trying
to figure out how to scroll down, and then you get an email and they’re like, “Miss
Michelle, I can’t figure out how to find the template.” That’s because they didn’t use
the scroll bar. Leave nothing to chance. Show themeverything.

Next, I tell them to find the background picture theywant, and there are twoways they
can do this. I showed them that they can either upload an image or they can use the
photos that are saved there. Sowehave upload images as option one.
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You can see that I broke it down into several steps because I want this to be as clear as
humanly possible and not ambiguous.Here, I wrote it out and told themwhat to do.
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So again, I gave them step-by-step instructions on how to use Stencil’s photo option.

I tell them to type the keyword there, and press enter to search. As you can see on the
next image, Iwrote thatdownagain so it’s as clear as could be.
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This seems like overkill until you’ve never, ever done this by yourself, and somebody
doesn’t tell you to hit enter and you’rewaiting for something to happen. In your brain,
youweren’t thinking, “hit enter.” If you’venever done this before,yourmindwouldn’t
automatically think that. Somake sure it’s crystal clear.
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This is a 31-page document just for creating a feature image so I’m not going to go
through the entire thing. 31 pages sound like a ton. And yes, it was. It took me three
hours to do this. Of course, that’s not three straight hours because I wanted to gouge
my eye out with a pencil at some point. So I did a little bit and got to the stopping
point. Then I left and Iwent for awalk and then I came back and did somework. Then
I couldn’t do it anymore because I just wanted to go insane. So I woke up the next
morninganddiditwithsomefresheyes.

This isn’t something you can sit down and bang it right out in one take. It’s great if you
can. But you’ll find that your brain will be tired by the time you’re done when you’re
trying to create a guide that is this detailed. Because if it’s not, you’re skipping steps. To
thepoint of nausea, it should be crystal clear. If it’s not, then you’remissing something.

I cannot say this enough. Don’t leave any room for error. If it’s confusing, you’re going
to get a lack of quality product, and it’s not their fault. It’s your fault because you didn’t
make it clear enough.

This is the foundation for being a good teacher and a manager. You have to set them
up for success.Don’t leave anything to chance. I know I keep saying it, but it’s so true.

So I show them how to change the text, change the font size, adjust the spacing, add
depth to the text, change the background color, simple things like that.

I would challenge you.Go to Stencil and see ifmy guide is easy to follow. Take this and
use it as if youwere a new employee that I had just hired. See if you can do it, and see if
there’s always room for improvement. Itwill give you an idea of howdifficult using this
tool can be if you’venever done this before.

Yes, some of it is intuitive, but what’s intuitive to you is not intuitive to somebody else.
So you can’t assume that they’re going to know all of this. Anytime you assume, you’re
not going to get a quality product.

Evensomethingas simpleasmoving thebackground,or click anywhereabove the text, I
tell themhowtodo that in theguide. I’vegiven themavideo that shows themhow todo
it. I’ve given them a written document. Then in each step, I tell them twice. I tell them
in the line of text, and then I tell them in the picture so that we’ve covered all the bases.
Sowhether you’re an auditory learner, a visual learner, or a checklist type person, you’ll
understand theguide.Remember, everybody learnsdifferently so youhave to be able to
captureall of thatwhen you’re creating thesedocuments.

Here’s a reminder. Your first draft doesn’t have to look clean.Once you’re donewith it,
youwillhave time topolish it.What Ididwasafter Iwasdone, Iwalkedawayand I came
back about two or three hours later, and then I did the formatting.
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So you’ll see that I kept the text and picture together in the final version so it could be
as clear as possible. This is what you need to do. You can always tweak things to make
it better. It doesn’t have to be perfect. It needs to be crystal clear. Anyone who reads it
needs to knowevery single step.There shouldn’t be any room for ambiguity.

Again, it does not have to be perfect. If you are trying tomake it perfect, youwill never,
ever publish it. Remember, what we’re trying to do is we’re trying to free up time for
you to be able to do other stuff. If you spent 20 hours on this, you will never get done
andyouwill neverget any free time. Justmake sure it’s crystal clear, and stepby step.No
ambiguity.

Once you’re done, try asking someone to read the training manual. Ask him/her to try
todo this fromstart to finish.Anywhere theyget stuckor somethingdoesn’t seem clear,
tell them to highlight it for you so you can go through it again and fix it.
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CHAPTER 10
YOU CAN EAT AN ENTIRE

ELEPHANT... ONE BITE AT A
TIME



You can eat an entire elephant one bite at a time.This iswhywe're onlyworking on one
task at a time. Create your feature image, log intoWordPress,whatever that one task is,
that’swhat you shouldwork onat themoment.

Timothy Ferriss’ personal mantra when he’s writing a book is he wants to write “two
crappy pages a day.” He said there were times when he could barely eke out two pages
and theyweren’t even thatgood,buthekept onwriting. Ferriss saidhemade this ahabit
because even if he never used them, he could feel successful about the fact that he got
that much done since that was his goal. So do two crappy pages a day. Do one crappy
video and then start towork through it.

Ferriss went on to explain that he continued to do this because at least 50% of the time,
hemightproduce5 or10pages insteadof those two crappypages. Sodraft ugly and edit
pretty. Itdoesn’t have to beperfect.Wewillmake itpretty later, justwrite itdown. Itwill
look super ugly and disjointed at first. That is perfectly normal.

Therearegoingtobedayswhereallyouhaveis twocrappypages.Still,do it.Consistency
is the key. It’s like eating an elephant one bite at a time, and you have to take those baby
steps.Beforeyouknowit,youwillbe taking thingsoff your list.You’llhaveyour training
manual, andyouneverhave to touch it again. You’ve freedup all that time for yourself.

Again, draft ugly then edit pretty, just get it out.Get it out and thengo back andmake it
lookpretty.You don’t have toworry about being perfect.We’llmake it lookbetter later.
Justwrite itdown.

When I first started doing this. It was a hotmess, and I handed it to somebody and they
went, “What?Youwantme todowhat?”This isa skill thatyou’regoing tohave to learn.
The first couple of times you do it, it’s going to bepainful. It’s going to be disjointed. It’s
going to beugly. That is perfectly okay andperfectly normal.Youhave to get thoseugly,
disjointed ones out first because it teaches you how to do it better. The better you get at
it, the better teacher youbecome, and thebetter boss youbecome.Themoreyou’re able
to hand off, themore freedomyouget.
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CHAPTER 11

WRITER’S BLOCK



“Writer’s block does not actually exist…. Writer’s block is almost
like the equivalence of impotence. It's performance pressure you
put on yourself that keeps you from doing something you naturally

should be able to do.” – Tim Ferriss, Tools of Titans

Okay, so this is a little bit crass. But this is just spot on. You already knowhow to do this
task. You knowhow to do it but all of a sudden,when you have to put it on paper, you
get this block and you’re like, “Oh,my gosh, I don’t knowwhat to do.” That’s going to
happen. It’s perfectly normal. Justget it on thepage.Get itugly.Get it in thereanddo it.

CommonCauses ForWriter’s Block

• Timing

- Sometimes you need to think about it a little longer before it becomes clear

- Just don’t think too long as away to procrastinate

• Fear

- It is scary to put yourmethods, steps, and tools out there for someone else to
critique.This is completely normal.

• Perfectionism

-Youwant everything to be “just right”… so youneverbegin.

The first is timing. Sometimes you just need to think about it a little bit longer before it
becomes clear. I do that. I’ve had to sit down and I’ve had to try and figure out how to
explain what my thought process is, so they will understand how I come to a decision.
If it’s not totally clear in my brain I’m certainly not going to be able to convey that in a
way that’s crystal clear to the person that I’m hiring. So sometimes I just have to mull it
over and figure it out.

It’s like what Thomas Edison said, “Never go to sleep without a request to your
subconscious.” If there’s something that you’re stuck on, skip over that part and come
back to it and keep going. It’ll come to you in the shower, it’ll come to youwhile you’re
sleeping, or it’ll come to you in the boring meeting that you don’t want to sit in. Just
don’t think too long about it as a way to procrastinate. A lot of times people use this as
an excuse. They’ll say, “Well, I don’t knowexactly how tomake clear.” It’s better to have
it slightlyunclear than nothave it at all. You can always go back and fix it.

The second cause is fear. Let’s be honest. It’s scary to put out your methods, steps and
tools for somebodyelse to critique.When I first starteddoing this, I remember thinking,
“Oh,man,what if somebodyhas abetterway todo it, orwhat if there’s somethingmore
efficient that I don’t know how to do or show them? They’re going to think that I’m
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an idiot.”

At first, I was even afraid that I’m going to teach somebody how to do this, and then
they’re just going to go off and start their own company and do it for themselves. Then
I’ve trained them for nothing. These are all completely normal fears that you just have
to release. It’s just your personal fear because if somebodywas really going to take your
training and run off and start their own company, theyweren’t going to stick with you
anyway.

I found that that does not happen, especially in the Philippines. They’re just not very
entrepreneurial. They want a good, steady job and they want a good employer. If they
can find a goodemployer, somebodywho treats themwell and is reallygoodat training,
they don’twant to leave.

Youknowwhat?Oncethey’vebuilt that relationshipwiththem, they’regoing tosuggest
things that can make the training guide better. I’ve had some of my staff come back,
especially in my web building department, because I am not the world’s most techie
person. I hadEric comeback andhe’s like, “Youknow,MissMichelle, there’s a tool that
actually does these four steps that would make it a whole lot faster. Can we update the
document to use this tool?” I’m like, “Yeah, let’s do that. That’s awesome.” So it gives
them the liberty to seewhatyou’re doing.

They know exactly what you’re doing, and then if there’s something out there that’s
a little bit better, they’re going to come to you and they’re going to say, “Hey, Miss
Michelle, can we do it this way? Is that okay? I’ll update the document.” I’ll tell them,
“Youknowwhat? That’s awesome. I’m super happy that you found that. Thankyou so
muchforresearching thatandbeingable to findamoreefficientway todo it.Wouldyou
mind taking the outline and just updating that so everybody knows how to do that?”

They love doing it. So you just have to ask. So this fear that you have, even though it’s
perfectly normal, everybody goes through this. It’s not something that you need to be
scared of, especially if you’re a good boss and you are treating your employees right.
They’re going to want to do the best that they can for you, and they’re going to help
you out. They’re not going to steal your stuff. Youmay have some employees go rogue,
and that’s another lesson thatwe’ll talk about.But that’s very, very fewand far between.

The last cause for writer’s block is perfectionism. This is a big one. So you want
everything to be just right, and you never begin. It goes back to the phrase, “you can
eat an elephant one step at a time.” Get it on paper. Just get it done. It doesn’t have to
be perfect. That document that I showed you earlierwas filledwith errors, and I had to
correct them as Iwent through it. Iwas like, “Oh, look, that’s amistake.Oh, look, that’s
amistake.” It doesn’t have to beperfect, right? It just needs to be clear. If you’re trying to
get it perfect, it’s never going to be done. So don’t do that to yourself.
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Creative Solutions For Writer’s Block
– Ideas from goinswriter.com

• Go for awalk.

• Eliminate distractions (Jeff usesOmmwriter to focus on justwriting).

• Do something to get your blood flowing (like running.)

• Play. (Jeff’s personal preference is LEGOS.)

• Change your environment.

• Listen tomusic (try classical or jazz tomix it up).

• Brewsome coffee.

• Create a routine.

• Spend timewith someonewhomakes you feel good.

• Brainstorm ideas in bullet points.

Okay, I got this from Jeff Goins. You can go to goinswriter.com if you want to know
more abouthiswritingand ideas.

Jeff’s got some really cool ideas. If you are struggling with writer’s block, you can try
some of these. I would go for a walk if it happened to me. Jeff uses Ommwriter. I can’t
useOmmwriter because I had a stroke, and noise andmoving things driveme crazy. So
itdoesn’twork forme.But itworks forhim, somaybe thiswill be a tool thatworks great
for you.

Do something to get your blood flowing like running. Jeff goes running. I love
woodworking. So if I am frustrated, I’ll go out in the garage and I’ll saw some stuff
down, or paint some stuff and put some stuff together. Just use a different part of my
brain. What’s funny is that while I’m out there painting, what I’m trying to do keeps
rolling around inmybrain, andusually, I’ll come upwith a solution.

It’s nice tohave a “work” buddy.

Try spending some time with someone or something that makes you feel good. I have
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a cat and a dog. If I’m completely frustrated, I’ll
go pick upmy cat and hold him, or I’ll go play ball
with the dog. Those are things that helpedme and
makeme feel good, so find someone or something
thatwillmake you feelgood.

You can even try playing. Jeff likes to play with
Legos. I go play inmygaragewithmywoodworking
tools. You can try changing your environment. I’ll
get up and I’ll go to the garage or I’ll go out and go
for a walk. Jeff listens to music. I can’t do this one
because of the stroke, it just completely interrupts
my train of thought. But for some people, listening
to classicalmusic or jazz helps them.

Youcan try brewing some coffee. I use coffee, and if it’s later in the day I use chamomile
teabecause I find that nothing gets done if I’m on a lot of caffeine. So I’ll use Sleepytime
tea and chamomile tea, and that relaxesme.

Youcan create a routine. This one is great. I usually do this everymorning. I get up and I
havemy routine, then I come in and I startworking.Maybe that’s 9:00 at night for you
after thekidsgotobedandit’squiet.

Last on the list is brainstorm your ideas in bullets. If you’re having a hard time getting
step-by-step-by-step, just write it all out and then put the pictures in. Just bullet point.
That’s why it’s an outline, right? If you think about it, an outline is nothing more than
bullet points. Every click, every step is a bullet point. Then put yourpictures in.

Another thing that’s really crazy is chew gum. It’s not on the list but I had a professor
tell me this one in our very first day of class. He said every time you come in here for a
test, chew gum. He told us that there is something about chewing gum that jogs your
memory.Now, I have no idea if that’s scientific or not, but I can tell you I did reallywell
in that class. I worked really hard in that class, too. But I don’t know. Who knows if it
works?Chewinggum is cheap anyway.
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CHAPTER 12

GET IT DONE



✓ Take the first easily handed off task from your task discovery list and create your
training outline.
• This should be the task that gives you the most time and has the most

tasks available in that job category (Example: Respond to Facebook group
comments – admin)

• Use the ArticleWriter Training – Outline Template as a guide to get you
started

✓ Make a video for that task

• Upload it to Youtube, Google Drive, Vimeo (etc.)

✓ Create your trainingoutlinewith screenshots for that task.

• Everyclickormovementof themouseneeds to bedocumentedbyscreenshot.
If you have to make a mental decision write down VERY DETAILED how
youmake thatdecision aswell (try tomake adecision tree for this)

✓ Link the outline with screenshots to the outline with video (so it is right in the
document for them to find)

So this is your homework. It’s time for you to take your first easily handed off task from
your task discovery list and create your training outline. Again, here is our example. In
thisdocument,youwill look for themost tasksper jobdescription, and in this particular
case, it is virtual assistant.
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As you can see, we can offload 17 hours a week if we get someone else to do all these
admin tasks. So what we want to do is we want to find where we can get the best bang
for our buck? “Reply to comments on the company Facebook page” takes the most
number of hours, so we’re going to make an outline for this. We’re going to create the
video that shows them exactly how to do it, and what your thought process is when
you’re replying to comments. Then we’ll add it to the list so they never have to ask you
that again. That’ll free up threehours aweekoff of your plate.

This should be the task that gives you the most time and has the most tasks available in
that job category. So 90 percent of the time that’s going to be virtual assistant. Sowhich
one gives you the most time off your plate? Unless, of course, your job is you do video
editing for 90 percent of your day then you want to hand off as much video editing as
you can first, right? But 90 percent of the time, for most of us that are business owners,
that’s going to be thatvirtual admin-type job.

Go ahead and use the “ArticleWriter Training – Outline” template as your guide to get
you started. Go through and read it. Look atwhat I did. Look at how I did it. After you
do that, you’re going to make your video for the task. You’re going to record that and
upload that to YouTube, GoogleDrive, Vimeo, etc.

Next, create your training outline with screenshots for that task. The easiest way to
do that is to pull up your video, or go do the task again and just write it down bullet
point by bullet point. Every click or movement of the mouse needs to be documented
by a screenshot. If you have to make a mental decision, write down in detail how you
wouldmake thatdecision.Also, if possible, try tomakeadecision tree for themso they’ll
understand.

Link the outline of screenshots to the outline with the video, so that they can just click
in either document to find the video. Then in the outline with video, they can just click
the link to find the document that has the screenshots. Youwant themparallel, somake
sure that they’re linked.

Soget in thereandgetugly,getdisjointed, andget it done.Do that, and I’ll see you in the
next part for our next lesson.
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HOW TO BE A GOOD
VIRTUAL TEACHER
AND LEADER



CHAPTER 13
HOW TO BECOME A GOOD

TEACHER



“Typically when a VA fails it is the business owners fault because
they did not set them up for success with (good) training and

what is exactly expected of them.” - IanPribyl

Sowe're going to talk about the things that are going to set you up for success, and the
things thatmay cause you to fail and youdon't even realize it.

This is one of the things that my friend, Ian, drove into me. Not only do I have to have
goodtraining, I alsoneed toprovidereallygood feedback, and I need to tell themexactly
what is expected of them. You’ll find that if your virtual assistant knows exactly where
the bar is – exactlywhat’s expected of them – theywill deliver. But they’re not going to
deliver if you don’t tell them. So the very first thing that you need to do iswork on your
communication.

Communication

Develop a work culture of two-sided conversation, open communication

• Don’t berate them
• Don’t send “yelling” emails
• Take the blame (at least initially) when something goes wrong
• Be patient
• Treat them the way you would like to be treated

This is a two-way street. So you need to develop a work culture where both of you can
have anopen communication setup.

Workingwith someone in the Philippines, you’ll find that they tend to get embarrassed
very easily, and they’re very afraid that they’re going to disappoint you. So you have
to make it very clear upfront and tell them, “I need you to talk to me. I need you to
communicate with me. I need you to let me know when something’s wrong, if
something’s not working out. I’m never, ever going to get mad at you for asking that
question or not knowing where something’s at. But we have to be able to talk both
ways.”

The younger generation of Filipinos is much, much better at this than the older
generation. The newer generation of Filipinos has become very Americanized. So they
watch a lot of our TV and we’re going to go into this very much in-depth when we’re
talking about the cultural gap. So with a younger Filipino, this won’t be as much of an
issue as if youhave somebodywho’smaybe 40 or 50 that’s working for you.

You need to be aware of that from the very get-go. You need to establish a work culture
of open-door policy. They need to be able to come to you and tell you anything that’s
wrong. Anything that’s presenting a problem. Anything that we can maybe be doing
better. So youneed to stress that to them.
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You also want to make sure that you never berate them. Don’t send yelling emails.
That’s the last thing that you want. Think about it. Put yourself in their shoes. You
workedreallyhardon somethingand insteadofgetting any typeofpositive feedback, all
you get is a yelling email.

For example, if your child was sick and you had to take them to the emergency room.
Youmayhave justcompletelyspacedoutanddidn’t tellyourbosswhereyouweregoing.
Now, in the American culture, that is a huge no-no. Youwould obviously let your boss
know where you are. But in the Filipino culture, your family comes first, so they may
havecompletely spaced.Youneed tobeverydirect andupfrontwith themand tell them
beforehand, “Hey, if you’re going tomisswork, you need to communicate that tome.”
That could just be a very simple email, but you need to let me know that you’re not
going to be there.

Ideally, they want to let you know ahead of time. But if for whatever reason, an
emergency comes up, don’t fire off an email saying, “Hey, where were you? I haven’t
heard fromyou.” That’s just going to drive themaway.

By now, you should already know that you have to make things crystal clear. The way
we communicate has to be crystal clear as well. If something doesn’t work right in the
very beginning, go ahead and take the blame for that. At least initially. If it comes up
two or three times, something’s wrong. But at the very first, I have no problems saying,
“Okay, no problem. I probably didn’t explain that well. Let’s go ahead and try it from
this angle.” So the first one or two times, you can go ahead and take the blame. That
way, they’re not embarrassed, theydon’t feel like you’remadat them, theydon’t feel like
they’re letting youdownordisappointing you.

For most Filipinos, their primary goal is to be as accommodating as possible. One of
their largest fears is that they’regoing to somehowletyoudown,orbecomeembarrassed
by something that they’ve done. In fact, there was a time when I was interviewing
somebody and she actually just started crying in the middle of the interview. I was
shocked.And itwas because shewas embarrassed by a crack in thewall behind her.You
could see the crack. I didn’tmind, but shewas so focused onwhatwas I going to think.

So you have to be very patient. You have to explain things very, very well. Don’t yell.
Don’t berate. You always want to have a positive communication with them, and you
wanttobeapositiveboss for them.Thereare timeswhen thingsneed tobeaddressed, so
we’re going to talk about that. Butwe’re going to talk about how to do it professionally,
andhow to be direct and get yourpoint acrosswithout yelling and berating.

So this shouldgowithout saying, but basically, treat them theway that youwouldwant
tobetreated.It’s like ifyou’veeverhadanabsolutelyhorriblebossorahorribleprofessor,
and theymadeyou just feel like crap forwhatever reason. Remember how you felt, put
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yourself in their shoes. Just always treat them theway that youwouldwant to be treated.
They are humans, too, and they aremakingyour life very, very easy byworking for you.
So don’t ever forget that. Please, please, please work with them and treat them the way
that youwouldwant to be treated. Real simple.ImprovedCommunication

Daily email (first 30 days… then weekly)
• What did you accomplish?
• What challenges did you run into?
• What questions do you have?
• What do you need from me?

Ask for feedback
• Let them tell you exactly how to help them

Make your message simple and brief

Admit it when you are wrong

Be positive

Therearea coupleof things thatwedo for this.You’veprobablyheardof thedaily email.
I typically only do this for the first 30 days, and thenweekly. I found that anythingmore
the first 30 days is pretty much overkill. You’re micromanaging and you’re being an
annoyingboss. Sowe’ll getover that.But for the first 30days, they shouldprobably send
you an email that lets you know, what did they publish that day? What challenges did
theyrun into?Whatquestionsdo theyhave for you?Andwhatdo theyneed fromyou?

These are where I’ve gotten a lot of really awesome questions that I hadn’t necessarily
thought to explain to them. For example, I got an email from Jamelia asking, “What’s
our target reader? When I’m writing my articles who should I have in mind?” I knew
that in my brain, but I was so into training the task that I just completely forgot to give
themthat information.Sosheaskedme.

Dailyemailsare agreatplace for them to ask anyquestions,which in turn enablesyou to
tell themyourwork culture, yourwork philosophy, andwhat your business is all about.
Also, you always want to make sure that they know that you’re there for them if they
need something fromyou. Let themknowyou’re available.A key foundational thing in
the first 30days is to have that daily email.

Secondly, ask for feedback and let them tell you exactly how they needhelp.Maybe you
recorded a video that makes complete sense to you, and it makes complete sense to the
person that you’ve handed it off. But forwhatever reason, it just doesn’t make any sense
to them. Let them tell you that. Give them the freedom to say, “Youknowwhat? Iwent
through task number four and I just don’t understand.” And that’s great. What you’re
going todo is to goaheadand try to figureout adifferentway to explainhow todo it, or
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maybe youget on a Skype call or a Facebookmessenger callwith them and youguys go
throughthe task together.As they’redoing it, they can explainwhat their challenges are,
andwhat theydid notunderstand, so this is a greatway toget feedback.

Unless you ask them for feedback, they probably will never tell you this. They’re never
going to tell you that this task is confusing, and they don’t understand it because they’re
afraid of embarrassing you or letting you down. Or they’re afraid that you’re going to
think that they’re a badworker or something like that. So ask them for their feedback.

If somebody asked me a question, and I don’t want to type it out, I’m just going to
shoota realquick email saying, “Hey,here’s your answer.” If you’re recording a video to
do feedback,make it simple and brief. You don’twant to drone on for hours and hours.
Just answer the question and let them get onwith their day

Make it crystal clear, direct to the point, brief, but also in a very friendly, positive,
upbeat manner. You don’t want it to sound like you’re yelling, or saying you did this
wrong so here’s how you do it right. Just make sure it’s always in a positive manner. If
it’s not in a positive manner, they’re going to stop asking and they’re going to end up
disappearing. You’re going to wonder why, and it’s because you didn’t create a culture
of communication where they felt comfortable coming to you, and telling you what
waswrong.

Somake sure that theyunderstand it is alwaysokay for them tocome toyouandexplain,
and then you’re going to do your best to be simple and brief and give them the answer
that they need. They respect your time, you respect their time, and they’re able to go on
about their day.

Admit itwhenyou’rewrong. I’ve had this happenseveral timeswhere Iwas just flat out
mistaken and I had to send them an email and saying, “Hey, Jamelia, I was wrong and
I’m sorry about that. Please forgiveme. I willwork really hard on not doing that again.”
That went miles and miles and miles for her, and she sent me an email back and she’s
like, “It’s okay.We allmakemistakes.Noproblem. I’m glad you saw that. Let’swork on
it together.” Shewas so awesome.

Itwasn’t just Jamelia. I’ve had todo thatwith allmy employees because I did something
wrong.We’re not perfect. Sometimes wemakemistakes. But if you’re willing to admit
whenyou’rewrong,what’s cool is they’ll admit when they’re wrong, too. They’ll come
backand they’ll be like, “Yeah, I didn’t prepare that. I was supposed to and I didn’t, and
I’m really sorry. I willmake sure to do that in the future.”

So when you’re providing feedback to them, admitting when you’re wrong will
encourage themto admitwhen they’rewrong and tellyou,“You’re right.MissMichelle,
I didn’t do that, and I should have. I realize that’s a mistake and I’m going to fix that
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andmove on.” By opening that line of communication and by letting them know that
you’re human, that you want to be a good boss and you want to have a really good
working relationship with them and you care about them, that goes miles and miles
and miles. Just having that open communication and setting up that culture within
your companywill set you up a thousand times for successwhen you are hiring virtual
employees.

Tools For Communication

Email

FacebookMessenger

Phone call/Skype/Google Duo

Jing/Screencast-O-Matic

Google Docs

Basecamp

Wealready talkedabout a couple of these.Obviously, email should beone of your go-to
tools for communication. Then there’s FacebookMessenger,which I use a lot for video
conferences since it’s really easy for me to just go there and video chat with them. You
can have a regular chat and just send textmessages. But typically, I’ll just use Facebook
Messenger for the video chat andwe’ll set upa time sowe canmeet at the same time. It’s
a greatway togo back and forthandhave conversations.

If for whatever reason they don’t have Facebook, you can just do a regular phone call.
You can use Skype or Google Duo. These are free options. Google Duoworks just like
FacebookMessenger. Basically, you would call them on a phone number and it brings
up a video screenwhichenablesyou to video teleconferencewith them.

Jing and Screencast-O-Matic are good options as well. You already know about
Screencast-O-Matic. Believe it or not, Jing is made by the same company that made
Screencast-O-Matic and Camtasia. Jing is a video recorder with a five-minute video
limit, and it allows you to draw on it if youwant to highlight a specific thing. It’s a cool
tool. Honestly, I just use Screencast-O-Matic because it’s already on my PC, and I just
have to click the icon, record the video, and shoot it over to them. But if you’re looking
for a really quickway to send video feedback, Jing is a great tool for this.

Google Docs is great if you have a project where you’re collaborating with three or
four employees. They’ll be able to make notes on Google Docs and it’s all in one spot.
Basecamp is a useful tool as well that can help your team to stay on the same page. You
can pull up tasks, see how far along the process you are, and people can send messages
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if they’re collaborating back and forth. So if you want to poke around, take a look at
Basecamp.
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CHAPTER 14

EXPECTATIONS



Don’t hide your expectations. This one is huge. Your employee is only going to
performtowhatyou’veexpectedof them. Ifyoudon’t tell themwhat thoseexpectations
are, they won’t know, and they’re kind of fumbling around in the dark hoping that
they’re getting it right. You want to make this crystal clear for them. Don’t hide your
expectations, or as my colleague and buddy Ian says, don’t hide the ruler. Let them
knowexactlywhat your expectations are.

For the daily andweekly goals, youwant tomake those easy to hit. Then you alsowant
to create stretch goals. What I do is for my stretch goal, I set up a bonus. So they get
theirhourlywage and if theyhit their stretchgoal, theygetx additionalperweek in their
paycheck.Create regularmilestones aswell.

Expectations (example)

Article Writer – First 30 Days

• Minimum of 2 quality blog posts formatted and published per 40-hour workweek

• Minimum of 6,000 words published to posts per week

• Stretch goal of 7,000 words published to posts per week

• Only 3 errors per post per week (formatting, spelling, grammatical)

Here’s anexample foranarticlewriter.So in the first30dayswhenIhireanarticlewriter,
I’m going to require them to have aminimum of two quality blog posts formatted and
published on thewebsite per 40-hourworkweek, and they need towrite aminimum of
6,000words.

The reason that I let them do a total of 6,000 words instead of 2,000 words per post is
maybe they have two keywords where one keyword really needs a deep dive. So maybe
that one is 2,500words and then they find another keyword that’s kind of surface, there
isn’t really awhole lot and they’re only going to get 1,500words out of that one. So they
need tomake a minimum of 6,000words published to posts per week. The reason that
I say published is they can’t have it in draft format. That means they need to add the
pictures and the call to action buttons. Everything needs to be proofread. They need to
have the SEO done. The articles should look pristine, and they need to be published on
thewebsite.

If you think about it, for 40 hours per week, 6,000 words is not a lot at all. But I am
asking them to do way more than that. I’m asking them to do keyword research. I’m
asking them to research the keyword to be able to write the article. I’m asking them to
create an outline. I’m asking them to create a title. I’m asking them to do a little bit of
graphics work by finding some pictures and creating a featured image. I’m also asking
them to add call to action buttons, and do a little bit of SEOwork. They need to be able
to fill up the SEO and create the title. They also need to be able to add in the categories
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and things like that, so they’re going to be doing a lot.

Remember, this is only the first 30 days. Most of them have never seen all the other
things that I’veasked themtodo.Before,all they’vedone iswrite.Typically, if somebody
has hired them before, they’re usually asked to write something like 10,000 words a
week, and these are crappy surface-level articles that they’re just kicking out to try and
get content on theweb.That’s notwhat I’masking them todo. In fact, I’m telling them,
if you write me a 1,000-word crappy post, we’re going to delete it and you’re going to
start over. So I have to change theirmindset. I have to changewhat’s expected.

So for the first 30 days, I set the bar low because I want them to feel a sense of
accomplishment that they’re easily hitting that 6,000 words target. Quite honestly, it
should be very easy for them to get the 7,000 words perweek stretch goal. Inmymind,
I already know I’m paying them the bonus. Because it should be super easy for them to
beable tohit 7,000words if they’reworking 40hours aweekwith all the stuff that are in
there. So I’m paying their hourly and I’m paying the bonus.

They’re only allowed three errors per week, so this could be formatting, spelling, etc. If
they pick an image that I don’t like, I don’t count that as an error. That’s more of my
personal style, and that’s a feedback thing that I just need to get them acquainted with
what I like inapicture.

I’m talking about major things like they spelled something wrong. There’s really bad
grammar, and everything’s all formatted in one big lumpwhen they can break it out in
paragraphs. Or the link could be wrong. Things like that. Those are the errors that I’m
talking about. So only three errors per post per week. For the first 30 days, I am going
through every single post that they write, and I am providing feedback to them. They
getvideo feedbackon everypost that theywrite for the first 30 days.

Expectations (example)

Article Writer – First 6 Months

• Minimum of 3 quality blog posts formatted and published per 40-hour work-
week.

• Minimum of 7,000 words published to posts per week.

• Stretch goal of 8,000 words published to posts per week.

• Only 2 errors per post per week (formatting, spelling, grammatical)

After the first 30 days, I’m not going to check every post. I’m going to spot check.Now,
I’m not going to provide video feedback. I’m probably going to check every post for
the first six months, and then provide video feedback on maybe one out of every four
that they do. If it’s something really simple, I can just send them a quick email. At six
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months, they should alreadyknowwhat I’m looking for.

So for the next six months, I’m going to up the ante just a little bit. They need to have
three quality blog posts instead of just two. They need aminimum of 7,000words. The
stretch goal is now 8,000words, and they can onlymake two errors per post.

After six months, I’m going to spot check every here and there and provide feedback as
needed. But at that point, they should be up and running on their own. I don’t need to
babysit them. If I am sending them a video for every single post that they’re doing, I am
micromanaging and I shouldhave justwritten itmyself.

Expectations (example)

Article Writer – Second 6 Months

• Minimum of 4 quality blog posts formatted and published per 40 hour work week

• 80% quality keywords

• 20% cornerstone content

• Only 2 errors per post per week (formatting, spelling, grammatical)

• Stretch goal of 9,000 words published to posts per week

• Only 2 errors per week (formatting, spelling, grammatical)

Now, I’m setting the bar a little bit higher for the second six months. So we’ve got a
minimum of four quality blog posts. 80 percent need to be quality keywords and 20
percent need to be cornerstone content. Cornerstone content is the inner knowledge of
the website. For example, for my outsourcing website, cornerstone content is going to
be something that applies to just about every single person that comes and looks at my
website.So that’s topics like“Howtohirewell?”“What to look for inagoodemployee?”
“How to communicatewellwith your employee.”

So the longtail keyword that I’m looking for is, maybe “call center services”, “social
mediaVA”, “virtual assistant prices”, and “sites like fiber.” Those aremy keywords that
get at least one hundred searches per month. That will drive traffic to the website, so
my cornerstone content is educating the reader that comes there. That is the meat and
potatoes ofwhat they’re looking for.

In the second six months, the writers already understand the business so they should
be able to do this. They have a minimum of 8,000 published words per week and their
stretch goal is 9,000. They only get two errors perweek. Now, this isn’t per post. This is
perweek. Sowe’re teaching themwe’re upping the bar every single time.
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Expectations (example)

Article Writer – 1Yr+

• Minimum of 4 quality blog posts formatted and published per 40 hour work
week.

• 80% quality keywords

• 20% cornerstone content

• Minimum of 8,500 words published to posts per week

• Stretch goal of 9,500 words published to posts per week

• Only 1 errors per week (formatting, spelling, grammatical)

At one year plus, the writers should write a minimum of four quality blog posts in a
week, 80 percent quality keywords, and 20 percent cornerstone content. Now, I upped
the ante again by asking them for a minimum of 8,500 words published to posts per
week.Thestretchgoal isnow9,500words,and theyareallowedonlyoneerrorperweek.

So you can see it’s crystal clear. They know exactly what their weekly goals are. They
knowwhatI’mlookingforas faraskeywordsandcornerstonecontent.They’rechecking
their stuff. They’re notmaking the samemistakes that they didwhen they first started.

At this point, I didn’t really raise the bar much more than this because I don’t want to
burn them out. I’m asking them to do a lot. And if they can get out four blog posts of
9,500 hundred words per week, that’s really good with everything else that I’ve asked
them. So I’m not going to push the bar above this. That is a high bar. Plus, at this point,
I’ve alreadygiven them two raises.We’ll go into thatwhenwe talk about hiring.

After the first 30 days, I give a 10 percent raise. After six months, I’m going to have a
check-in andwe’re going to talk aboutwhat they’ve done,what they haven’t donewell.
If they’ve earned it, they get another 10 percent raise, and then after that, it’s yearly. At
this point, I’m not just giving themmoreworkwithout compensating them, and that’s
really, really important. So set your expectations high, but also compensate them when
you’re asking them todomorework.
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CHAPTER 15

FEEDBACK



Provide Consistent Feedback

• Feedbackmustbepackedwith praise (especiallywith Filipinos)

□ Be specificwith your feedback

■ Makesure the specific feedback ties to ameasurable goal.

■ Make sure you tell themexactlywhat theydid (or didn’t) do.

□ Timely feedback

□ Be appropriate andprofessional

■ Be truthful and upfront

Filipinosthriveonfeedback,andyouhavetogiveit to themorthey’regoing todisappear.
Itmust be consistent. It also needs to be positive.

Therearewaysthatyoucanaddressproblemsthatyou’rehavingwhilestill incorporating
praise.Sowhenyouprovidefeedback,youneedtobeveryspecificandyouneedtomake
surethat it specifically tiesbacktoameasurablegoal that theyhave.Forexample, let’s say
theirgoalwas 8,000wordsperweek,but they’re consistentlyonly hitting 7,200.You can
easily address that with them because they already know what the goal is. They know
they’re only managed to hit 7,200 words. They’re watching it, I guarantee you. So you
need to tell them exactly what they did or didn’t do. In this case, what they didn’t do is
theydidn’t hit the 8,000-wordmark.

Feedbackalso needs to be timely.Youcan’t let it drag on forweeks andweeksandweeks
and let them get away with it. If for some reason they don’t hit it in one week, send a
quicke-mail.Now,maybe theirmomwas in thehospitalor something.There’s typically
a reasonwhen you see a drop in productivity. Either something happened at work that
they’re afraid to tell you,or somethinghas happenedoutside ofwork. Life is happening,
but they’re afraid to tell you because they don’t want to upset you. Adjust accordingly.
So if they only hit 7,200words because theirmom’s in the ICU.Okay, I’m going to be a
little understanding about that.Maybewe back off their hours so they’re only working
30 hours thatweek, subtract the targetwords accordingly. So if they’re onlyworking 30
hours that means their goal should drop to 6,000 words per week. Once their mom’s
out of the ICU, they go back up to 40 hours a week, and their goal goes back to 8,000
words perweek.

Be truthful and upfront, but also be professional. This one I cannot emphasize enough.
I’ve had several situations where I’ve had employees who were taking advantage of me
and I wanted to act unprofessionally. But I didn’t, and that saved me in the long run,
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notonlywithmyotheremployees but alsowith the employee that Iwas actually having
aproblemwith. So you alwayswant to be appropriate and professional. Never lash out.
Never send an email in anger.

Wewant to be truthful and upfront and tell them, “Hey, this is a problem andwe need
to talk about this.” But there are definitely ways that you can do that in a way where
you’re providingpositive feedback.

The Sandwich Approach

• Positive reinforcement onwhat she didwell

• Recommendations for improvement

• Positive informationwith great prognosis for the future.

With any type of feedback that we want to give. We want to try to use this approach,
especially if you’re working with somebody in the Philippines. They thrive on positive
reinforcement and feedback. So what you’re going to do is you’re going to tell them
what they did well, then you tell them what the problem is. “Hey, you’re only making
7,200 words. We really need to hit this goal of 8,000. But you know what? Here are a
coupleof suggestions. I knowwe’regoing tomake it.You’vedoneagreat job so far. Let’s
push this throughto theend.”

Sandwich Feedback Examples

John Jonas, the owner of OnlineJobs.Ph, does a really awesome job with his feedback,
and he actually has this on his blog post about the five best practices to boost the
productivity of your FilipinoVA.Take a look at howhe does it.

(TopLayer) “Joven, sincewe startedworking together, the rankings for this company
on search engines have increased double digits. Thank you. You must feel proud of
this accomplishment.”

As you can see, he starts with his positive feedback, then he follows that up with the
negative. So here’swhatweneed to address.

(Middle Layer) “At the same time, our major competitor still has higher rankings
in fourmajor categories.That hasnot changed.Do youhave any recommendations
about how we can leap-frog that competitor? Two weeks ago I emailed you three
articles on breakthroughSEO tactics. Yet, I have not as yet seen them leveraged.Do
youhavequestionsabouttheapproaches?Howcanwework togetherproductivelyon
beating that competitor?”
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So that’s a very positive way to say, “Hey, I sent you three emails on different ways we
can trySEOandyouhaven’t used anyof them.”This is a veryniceway to say it.He asks,
“Do you have any questions about these approaches?” Maybe they don’t understand
them. Maybe they’re afraid to try them, or they’re waiting for your permission. “How
canwework together productively on beating that competitor?” Again, he’s asking for
feedback.

In a nice way, he’s telling his employee, “Here’s my problem. Do you understand? Is
everything okay? Tell me how I can help you so we can work together.” Then he ends
withsomepositivereinforcement.

(BottomLayer) “All of us here are so impressed by both your analytic and intuitive
talents in SEO. It is rare one worker would excel in both. Our company has been
so fortunate to have found you. We know we will continue to achieve great results
together.”

After that, he sends off an e-mail and hewaits for the response. So this is a great example
of sandwich feedback where you started with the positive. Then he presented the
problem, “Okay, this is whatwe need to tweak.Whatwe need to fix.How arewe going
to do that?” Then positive again, so they don’t feel like you’re just beating them down
withwhat they’re doingwrong.

Here’s a personal example that I hadwith Jamalia.

(TopLayer)“Jamalia, sincewe startedworking together,wehavegottenseveral very
good articles published for the blog. Thank you so much for all your hard work on
this. Itmust feel great to have all the training done and be able to establish aweekly
groove.”

(Middle Layer) “At the same time, we still are spending a lot of time researching
each topic. I think this might be part of the reason we are having trouble hitting
the 8,000 words per week target. Do you have any recommendations about howwe
might be able to condense this research time? I know we want to go inch wide and
mile deep. I also know that I told you Iwant it to be the best article out there. Do you
think these two requirements are making you feel like you have to be an expert on
every keyword before you write about it? Could creating an outline on each major
bullet point youwant to cover possibly help?How canwework together to be able to
hit ourweekly target goal?”

(BottomLayer)“Iamvery impressedwith bothyourwritingskills and thegraphics/
feature imageworkyouare doing. I feel very fortunate to have foundyou, and I am
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veryhappy tohave youaspart of our team. I knowwewill continue to knock this out
of the park together.”

So I start with the positive before I present the problem. I also gave her an out, “I also
know that I told you I want it to be the best article out there. Do you think these two
requirements aremakingyou feel likeyouhave to be an expert on every keywordbefore
youwrite about it?” I ask for twovery difficult things. I want her towrite the best article
out there on that specific keyword, and I don’t want it to be surface fluff. I want the
article togodowndeepand Iwant Jamalia tomake sure it is useful to theperson reading
that article. She might feel like she has to learn everything there is to know about that
specific keyword before she canwrite about it in order to do it justice, so she’s spending
all this timeon researchbecause I’ve givenher these twodifficult things to balance.

Then I give her a suggestion, “Could creating an outline on each major bullet point
you want to cover possibly help?” What I’m doing is I’m saying you don’t have to be
an expert and know everything there is to know. Just make a bullet point of the major
topics that everybody is hitting now. Go through andwrite a paragraph on each one of
those.

Then I provide some more positive feedback by telling her how impressed I was with
herwriting skills and her graphics work, and I end it with, “I knowwewill continue to
knock this out of thepark together.”This is a little bitmoreofmy language. I tend touse
a little bit more slang and I’m not totally formal with my employees.We joke back and
forthandwehave a great time. So sheknowswhat Imeanwhen I said that.

I just have that type of relationship with her where we’re easygoing and we can talk
about that. But I also want her to know, “Hey, I know you only made 7,200 words per
week,weneed toget to 8,000.Here’sa coupleof suggestions.But,hey, I amverygrateful
to you. I am glad that I found you. I’m happy with your work. We just going to tweak
this a little bit.” It’s a niceway to bring up how she hasn’t been hitting the goal.

Of course, if it’s been four or fiveweeks andwe’re still not hitting the goal, thenweneed
to have a little bit more of a serious conversation. I’m still going to be appropriate and
positive, but if there’s anotherway that I can help her, I want to do that.

We want to be good teachers, and the way that we do that is by providing lots of
communication, lots of feedback, and getting feedback so I’ll understand what I didn’t
explainwelland I can find adifferentway toexplain it.Thenwemutually come together
andfind thesolution.
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CHAPTER 16

RIP IT APART



• Take your first training and try to break it

□ Give it to a “stranger” to go through itwith a highlighter
□ Fix (make incredibly clear) any areas that are highlighted orwhere someone

got stuck/confused

• Take your second easily handed off task from your task discovery list and create
your training for that task

□ This should be the next task that gives you the most time in the same job
category as the first task

■ (Example: Admin/VA)

• Make a video for that task

□ Upload it to YouTube, Google Drive, Vimeo (etc.)

• Create your training outlinewith screenshots for that task

□ Everyclickormovementofthemouseneedstobedocumentedbyscreenshot.
If you have tomake amental decisionwrite down VERYDETAILED how
youmake that decision aswell (try tomake a decision tree for this).

• Link the outline with screenshots to the outline with video (so it is right in the
document for them to find)

Okay, this is yourhomework.You shouldhaveyour first task training completedby this
time.Now,we’re going to break it, sowhat I want you to do is to take your step-by-step
process and give it to a “stranger.”

What I mean by a “stranger” is someonewho has no idea how to do that task. So it can
be yourwife, or someone else you know. If it’s your business partner and he has done it
100 times, he’s not a good person to try to break this.

It needs to be somebodywho is a complete stranger to the task that you are asking them.
Youwant them to go through the video and then go through your step-by-step process
and highlight anything that’s a problem. Then you need to go back and fix it.

Make it incredibly clear. Fix the stepswhere it’s not incredibly clear.Work on any areas
thatwerehighlightedor anywhere someonegot stuck or confused.

Itwill take awhile for you to go through that and fix everything.Once you’re donewith
that, grab the second task fromyour taskdiscovery list and create the exact same training
for that task.

You can do this while somebody is breaking your first one, but I’ve found that you
will learn somuch after somebody hands you back your first training. If youwait until
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they’re done breaking it, your second task will be a little bit better because you will
have learned from the highlighted areas where somebody got stuck or confused. You’ll
alreadyhave an ideaon how tomake the second one better.

So again, you’re going to make a video and you’re going to create your training with
screenshots for that task. Youwill go through the same process for the second step that
youdid for the very first task.

So for the first task, you’re going to have somebody break it. You’re going to fix the
highlightedareasand thenyou’regoing to take thenext task fromyourtaskdiscovery list
for the same job description. So if your first task was for an admin or a virtual assistant,
grab the second task for an admin or a virtual assistant. The reason we want to do this
is wewant to hire one at a time. One job category at a time.We don’t want one task for
a web designer, and one task for a VA. Now we can’t hire either one because we don’t
have enough work to fill their schedule. So you want the second task for the discovery
list from the same job category. Then you’re going to create your video. You’re going to
create your outline training andwith screenshots and then link them both.
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CHAPTER 17
BECOMING A GOOD VIRTUAL

LEADER



“A boss creates fear, a leader confidence. A boss fixes blame; a
leader corrects mistakes. A boss knows all; a leader asks questions.
A boss makes work drudgery; a leader makes it interesting.”

-RussellH.Ewing

“A leader leads by example, not by force." - Sun Tzu

In this section of the book, we’re going to talk about how to become a good virtual
leadera.k.a. boss. So becominga goodvirtual leader is something that is learned. It’s not
just inherently in you. It’s something that takes a lot of practice. Tom Northup puts it
really well when he said, “no great manager or leader ever fell from heaven; it’s learned,
not inherited.”

Now, I know some people might say that a boss isn’t always negative. But in this
particular instance, you want to be a leader. You don’t want to just boss somebody
around. Russell Ewing had a really good perspective on that. So you want to position
yourself as a leader to your team, not just a boss who forces everyone to do what you
want.You can’tgoaroundsaying, “This iswhat I saidbecause I’m theboss.Nowdo it.”

“Early on I realized that I had to hire people smarter and more
qualified than I was in a number of different fields, and I had to
let go of a lot of decision making. I can’t tell you how hard that
is. But if you’ve imprinted your values on the people around you,
you can dare to trust them to make the right moves.”-HowardSchultz

Howard Schultz puts it really well, and I love this quote so I threw it in here. I
went through this period in my business when I realized I had to hire people
to do things that I didn’t know how to do. I had to hire somebody who was an
SEO expert, and I had to hire somebody who could do programming for me. I
am not good at either one of those things. I had to be able to let go of the decision-
making process for those things and give my team the tools that they needed to
train them up, and then allow them to make those decisions. That was really, really
hard for me. However, because I had imprinted the values of our company on our
employees, I was able to trust them to make the right decisions. That is so important.

Imparting Your Company Values: Explaining The Big Picture

• Explain the overall goal and vision of the company
□ Explain the goal of their work

• You want to create one cohesive unit.
□ All parts are needed to create a super strong company
□ Make them feel needed and appreciated
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“It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who
gets the credit.” -HarryS.Truman

Part of becoming a really good leader is imparting your company values onto your
employees.You’ve got to explain the big picture to them.When you’re doing this, don’t
just tell them, “Hey, you’re an article writer.” Explain the overall goal and vision of the
company.

So in my company, Awesome Outsourcing, our goal is to help solopreneurs,
entrepreneurs, and small business owners learn how to train and effectively teach and
outsource their tasks so that it frees upmore of their time.This is exactly the reasonwhy
you’re reading this book.

If I hired an article writer, I don’t just say, “Hey, go write articles on call center services
or socialmedia virtual assistants.” If I didn’t explain to them that the overall goal is to be
able to teach and train entrepreneurs so that they’re able to successfully outsource, then
all they know is that specific keyword. They don’t have the overall vision. They don’t
have the overall goal inmind.

Sowhenever I hire a new employee, one of the first things that I do is I’m going to have
them watch our goal and vision. They’re in every single one of the welcome videos.
We’re going to explainwhat our overall goal is as a company,and alsowhat is the vision
of our company? Then explain to them how their goals and the job that they’re doing
fits into the vision of the company. By doing that, it’s building that relationship and
letting them know that their work is important and it’s valuable.We need them to be a
part of this team.

When you’re creating your virtual team, you want to create one cohesive unit. When
you’re doing that, they all need to understand that each job description, each person
that is part of this company, all of themare needed tomake a super strong company.

By just instilling this in them, itmakes them feel appreciated. Itmakes them feel needed.
It makes them feel like their work is worth something because they know the overall
goal and vision. This is very important, especially for Filipinos. They want to belong
to something. They’re very, very relational. So if you share with them the goal and the
vision and why their job matters, they are loyal. They are hardworking. And they are
going to go above andbeyond for you.

In case you didn’t know, Harry Trumanwas one of the presidents of the United States
of America, and he was able to accomplish tremendous things. I thought what he said
was perfect for this section of the book because you can accomplish so much if you’re
willing to allow your team to do what they do best and not worry about taking all the
credit. I love to brag about my team. I love to say, “Hey, you know what? I didn’t do
this.My teamdid. I just had to hand it off and itwasdone. I didn’t have toworry about
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“In most cases being a good boss means hiring talented people
and then getting out of their way.” - Tina Fey

“The best executive is the one who has sense enough to pick
good men to do what he wants done, and self-restraint to keep
from meddling with them while they do it.” - Theodore Roosevelt

“Don’t hire a dog, then bark yourself.” - David Ogilvie

it.”Obviously, I don’t want to do it in a cockyway. But not only does it feel right, it also
makes them feel appreciated. It makes them feel like they see everything that they’ve
worked towards and see how it goes towards the overall goal and vision. It’s powerful
and it presents you as a leader versus just a boss that’s dictating, “Get this done.”Train
ThemAndGetOutOf TheWay

Tina Fey is one of the probably one of the most successful comedians in our era. Even
she realizes that it’s better to let themdowhat they’re good at and get out of theirway.

This quote teaches us a lesson on how to be a good leader. When I first started
outsourcing, I thought, “Oh, yeah, I don’t do that. I’m a hands-off manager. I’ll just
train them and then let themdo their thing.” I found out very quickly that that was not
the case. Iwasguilty of this.

Letme explain the quote abovewith an example. I lost a really, really good articlewriter
because I wasmicromanaging her and I didn’t even realize Iwas doing it. SoNicawas a
superstar. She took the training and shewent through it in like a week. She was kicking
out reallygoodquality articles in theverynextweek,andwehad twoor threeblogposts.
The hard part was that Nica was one of my first full-time hires. So I didn’t realize how
goodNicawas, and Iwanted it to be perfect. I wanted every article that she wrote to be
just like I had written it in my language, in the way that I said it in the American slang.
So if she got some American slang wrong or used British slang, I was like, “No, no, no,
we don’t say that here. Say it this way.” I made her correct everything, even though she
alreadydid a great job. Itwas little, tiny things that really didn’tmatter thatmuch.

Sowhat happenedwas for the first 30 days, I sent Nica a forty-five minute feedback on
each blog post that she’dwritten. I wanted you to learn frommymistakes, so go watch
those and think of it as not as a boss. Think of it as the employee. You’ve just put your
heartandsoul intoa really, really solidarticle.Thenyourbosscomesandsays,“Well,you
didareallygreat job.But Iwouldn’tnecessarilyhavesaid it thisway. Iwould’vedone this
or Iwouldhavedone that. Iwould’vemaybe said it thisway, or this isn’t quite clear, just
fill this out a little bit.”

Sometimes you need to do that. But don’t nitpick. I was nitpicking and I didn’t realize
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“There are many organizations that fret over small, direct
expenses, yet have no misgivings about keeping staff tide up in a

conference room for hours.” - JohnArnold

howgoodNicawas until I lost her and I had to go try and replace her. I had a very, very
hard time finding anotherNica because Iwasmicromanaging. So I beg you, learn from
mymistakes. Train them. Don’t micromanage them. Get out of their way and let them
do their thing.

This is exactly what I did. Even though Nica was a virtual employee, I had her tied up
in forty-fiveminute feedback sessions that Iwas recording for her for every single article.
So I would worry about all the tiny things like, “Oh, hey, it’s taking you like two or
three hours to research this.” Then I’m giving her a forty-five-minute feedback on the
article that she’s already written, and it was little nit-picky stuff that wasn’t important.
So if it’s something important, by all means, you absolutely have to address it. But if
it’s something that’s little and tiny, that doesn’t matter. Don’t nitpick. You’re going to
burn through that employee. I did it. Learn frommymistakes. I lost a really, really good
employeebecause Imicromanaged, so don’t do it.
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CHAPTER 18

LACKING SOMETHING?



Can you fix the problem in 30 days?

Allright,sowhathappensifyoufindareally,reallygoodemployee?They’reanawesome
culture fit,but something'smissing.Maybe theyhaveanunreliable Internet connection.
I had this happen for one ofmy SEO guys.His name is Teo.

Teowas awesome, but he did not have a reliable Internet connection. Sowhat I didwas
in addition to paying his monthly salary, I also gave him amonthly allowance for high-
speed Internet. It was something that he absolutely appreciated and valued. You’ll hear
the story about Teo a little bit later, but to this day, I can still ask him questions and he
hasn’t worked for me in years. But if I need something done, I can send him an email
and say, “Hey, Teo, do you have time to take a look at this?What are your thoughts on
this? Obviously, I pay him for his time. But he’s in a freelance position now because
he outgrew his position in the company and he was able to get a better job. So in that
particular instance, I paid for Teo’s Internet and that solved the problem for him.

I had another employee who’s typing speed was really, really low. I think she typed like
15 to 20 words a minute. She was really good at writing, but she was just absolutely
horrible at typing. Sowhat I didwas I paid her an hour a day to use ratatype.com for 30
days. Within 30 days she had bumped up her typing speed to about 30 or 40 words a
minute. So it’s something that youwant to ask yourself, is this something that I can fix
in 30 days?

If it’s a really good employeewho’s a really goodculture fit, it’s something that youmay
want to considerdoing.However, if it’s somebodywho’s just average or is an okay fit for
your company, I wouldn’t recommend doing this. This is what you want to do for the
peoplewhoare the creamof the crop.The oneswho are a super solid fit for your culture
and your company. You want to keep them. You want to build that relationship and
showthem thatyou’rewilling to invest in them.

So things that can’t be fixed, like bad English or bad grammar, that is a no. Especially if
they arewriters or if they’re going to be doing call center services. That is a no, you can’t
fix that. If it’s somebody like Teo who did SEO and never spoke to anyone, and when
he sentme an email I could understandwhat hewas typing, it wasn’t a big deal. But for
somebodywho’s awriter, that’s adeal-breaker.

Here’s another red flag. Refusing to use tracking software. I do not put up with this
at all. If somebody tells me that they’re not willing to use tracking software, there are
plenty of other people out there who are willing to use it. It’s a dealbreaker for me. It’s
a huge deal-breaker. You’re going to find out whywhen we go through setting up our
systems and all our different software. If they’re not willing to use tracking software
while they’re working, that should be a huge red flag and there’s something wrong.
They’re hiding something.
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Another thing that’s a deal-breaker for me is not being a good culture fit. They may be
the smartest person in the world, but if they are arrogant and cocky, and I have a hard
time working with them or they’re just don’t mesh with the rest of the team and it’s
causing friction, that’s it.Move on.Don’t try to fix that, it’s not worth it.

Therearesomanyqualifiedpeopleout there thatyoudon’t have toputupwithaverage.
You don’t have to put up with not a good fit. You don’t have to put up with someone
who’snotwilling to use tracking software.

There are some things that we can work out with them to build a relationship. But
again, only if they’re stellar employees. If they’re somebody average and they’ve got one
of these things going on, justmove on. Find somebody else.
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CHAPTER 19

TREAT YOUR TEAM LIKE GOLD



• Pay for training hours/time spent on self-development
□ Skillshare,Udemy, specific courses for their job title

• Yearly 10% raise
□ If theyhavebeena great employeeandhavemetmilestonegoals

• Christmas bonus
□ Typically a coupleof hundreddollars (after 1 yearwith company)

• 13th-month bonus (after 6 months with company)

• 10 days PTO (one lump amount for vacation and sick time)

• Unlimited non-paid time off (with notice)

• Respect religious/countryholidays (Government holidays, Christian,Muslim)

I treat my employees very, very well because they allow me to live the life that I’m very
comfortable living. So Iwant tomake their job and their life as easy as possible. I pay for
training, and I pay for time spent on self-development. Sowhether that be Skillshare or
Udemy, or if I want them to take a course that’s specifically for their job title, or I want
them to spend twohours aweek researchingwhat’s currently new in their field tomake
them a better employee, I’m going to pay for that. I’m not going to expect them to do
that on their own time.

If I have a really good employee and they’ve met their milestone goals, I’m going to
give him a 10 percent raise every year because they’ve earned it. They’ve worked for it,
and I have no problem doing that. Not only that, but hiring in the Philippines is so
inexpensive. 10 percent is a huge amount for them, and it’s not that much for me. So if
they’re working really hard, they’re meeting theirmilestones, they’re a great culture fit,
they’re a super awesome, reliable employee, I love giving 10 percent raises yearly.

If somebody who’s been with me for over a year, I’m typically going to give them a
couple of hundred dollars for a Christmas bonus, and sometimes they’ll use it to catch
upon bills. But a lot of times they use it for Christmas presents for their family.

After somebody been with me for six months, I give them a 13-month bonus. We’ll
explain exactly what the 13-month bonus is when we go over the different cultural
differences but just know that it is something that I do pay out and that my employees
have come to appreciate it.

Every single one of these things that I do builds value for them. It’s not just the dollar
amount that I pay for them, it’s the environment that I create. It’s the extra perks that I
give them that someother employersmight not do. It just builds that loyalty thatmakes
themwant to stickwithmebecause I’ve taken the time to pay, train, and invest in them.
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“Price is what you pay. Value is what you get.” -Warren Buffett

Iwant them to stick around, and in order to do that, I want to treat themwell.

So I give them a 10-day bucket of PTO. That is both vacation and sick time. They can
use it however they want. They get 10 days, and this is after their 30 day trial with me.
We’ll go into that a littlebitmorewhenwetalk about interviewingandgivinga joboffer.
The 10 days of PTO kicks in after their 30-day trial when they’re officially amember of
the team.

So here’s a great example for unlimited non-paid time off with notice. I had one of my
guyswanted to go to Japan for a week and a half on a religiousmission that his church
was doing. They were going to build a school and he wanted to be part of it. He did
not have enough PTO for that whole time. What he did was he took half PTO and
he took the other half unpaid. That enabled him to go. And he gave me a one month
noticeso that Iwasable to fill in thegaps forhimandbeable to realize, “Okay, hey, this is
something that’s really important to him. I can pick up the slack for theweek and a half
that he’s gone.” So itwasnoproblem, andhewas incredibly grateful and super loyal.

I also respect religious and country holidays. So in the Philippines, they not only
have government holidays, but they are a very, very religious country and you’ll find
that they’re either Christian or Muslim typically. So they’re going to either follow the
ChristianCatholic holidays, like, for instance, they haveAll Saintswhere they go sit in a
graveyard for a fewdays and pray for their familymembers. Tome, that doesn’t make a
whole lot of sense. To them, it’s incredibly, incredibly important. So I let them do that.
They can take that time and go spend itwith their family.

If they’reMuslim, it’sRamadan.Theyhaveseveralholidays thatarevery,very important
to them as well. So I respect not only the government holidays but also the Christian
and Muslim holidays. Personally, I do not pay for the religious holidays. I pay for the
governmentholidays,but I donotpay for the religious holidays. That’s justmypersonal
preference, so feel free todowhateveryouwant.

Butforme,I’ll justpaytheones that thegovernmentsanctions,andthat thegovernment
and bankswould have a day off for. Those I honor and I give themPTO for those days.

Pay Them What They’re Worth

I run into people so many times and they’re like, “Oh yeah, I’m going to get this
awesome copywriter, I’m going to pay them a dollar fifty an hour and they’re going to
write 10,000 words a week for me.” That’s a really good way to burn through a whole
lot of employees andnot get any value.Remember, you are building a relationshipwith
thisperson. Youwant them to stick around for a long time.You’re paying to train them.
So the value is not only inwhat you’re paying thembut also all the extra benefits.Don’t
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be a cheapskate. Let’s just be honest and call it what it is.

So these are the average monthly salaries of virtual employees based in the Philippines.
These prices are incredibly reasonable. If you were to hire somebody full-time in the
United States, you’re going to pay that in aweek, or even threedays.

Pay them what they’re worth. If you have a virtual assistant, that’s going to be about
$500amonth for 40hours aweek.That’s incredible.Youwant somebody to list stuff on
Amazon for you?That’s prettymuchdata entry, and the salarywill depend onwhether
they’rewriting the descriptions or not. If they’rewriting the descriptions, that it’s going
to be a little bit more. If you have somebody who is just copying and pasting, that’s a
$300 amonth job. Facebookmarketing about $700 bucks. A copywriter, around $800.
Mine tend to be a little bit higher because I tend to paymywriters a little bit more. But
for $800 to $850 a month, you get a full-time writer for 40 hours a week that’s doing
really solid qualitywork.

Youwant somebody to buildWordPresswebsites for you? That’s $700 bucks amonth.
Now, if you want somebody who has a whole lot of experience, it could be $1,000 a
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month. That’s if you’re not training them, and you just want them to hit the ground
running. Expect to pay $1,200 to $1,400 a month for them. If you’re willing to train
them, then you can take somebody who doesn’t have as much experience. Just train
them, thenyou’ll be able to get them for $700.

So the reason that we’re doing all this training on all these specific tasks is not only to
download your brain into them, but it also enables you to hire people who you can
train.Which over the long run, you’re able to hire them at a lower cost than youwould
if youwere hiring an expertwith several years of experience.We’ll talk about that a little
bitmore later on down.

By the way, I got this guide from John Jonas’s blog at OnlineJobs.ph, which is where
I go to hire 95 percent of my employees. He puts out a salary guide every year. This is
a really good reference, but keep in mind that the range here is based not only on their
experience but also their education and howmuch you’re going to have to train them,
so takethiswithagrainofsalt.

There’s your range, but don’t be a cheapskate. Pay themwhat they’reworth. By paying
themwhat they’reworth, you’re going to attracthigh talentwho’s going to be loyal, and
they’re not going to be looking for another job. They’re going towant to staywith you.

Ask Them About Their Lives

Remember, Filipinos are very, very relational
people, so ask themfirst about their job.Once
a week, just fire off an email and say, “Hey,
what do you like best about your job so far?”
Then maybe the next week you ask them,
“What is the task that you hate the most
doing? Why do you hate doing it? Is there
anything I can do to help you?” Then the
followingweek, “What’s the best thing about
your job?” As you start to ask them open-
ended questions where they can’t just answer
yesorno, you start to learnmore about them.

In addition to just asking them about their job, ask them about their life outside of
work. They love telling you all about their hobbies. They will tell you all about their
family, about their kids, about their pets, aboutwhat they’re doing thisweekend,where
they’re traveling, what they’re going to see and do. They’ll tell you about their religion,
and not that they’re going to preach at you. They’ll just tell you, “Oh, yeah, on Sunday
I’ll be at church and I’m really involved in our youth group. I play the guitar for them.”
Theseare all conversations that I’ve hadwithmy employees and they love building that
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relationship.

In turn, tell them a little bit about you. All my employees know that I have a cat and
a dog. They know that I love woodworking. They know that I love technology. They
know that I do jujitsu. We just talk about these things, and it’s funny because my staff
would sendme a jujitsu videowhere they’ll make some crazy cartoon or something like
that.

It’s just fun. It’s fun for them because they know about you, you know about them,
andyou feelconnected.Soyou can ask, “Hey,Teo, how’s yourwifedoing?”Thenwhen
something catastrophic happens, you already have that relationship and they’re okay
with coming to you and saying, “Hey, you knowwhat?Mywife just had amiscarriage.
She’s in the hospital. I need two weeks to be able to take care of the other kids while
mywife gets better.” That’s a conversation that really happened. It was somebodywho
had worked for me for quite a while and I knew all about their family. So I knew he
wasn’t just trying to get out of work. The more you build this relationship, the more
you’ll knowyour employees, themore thatwhen these things come up, it’s not an issue
becauseyou’ve taken the time toget involvedwith their lives.
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CHAPTER 20

BE KIND



To handle yourself, use your head; to handle others, use your
heart. - Eleanor Roosevelt

I thought that was an awesome quote. It’s just so true. I am really hard on myself, but
when it comes to my employees, I try really hard to treat them the way that I would
want to be treated. I treat themwith respect anddignity, and I try not to be frustrated or
angrywhen dealingwith them.Of course, it’s okay to be frustrated and angry. I’ve had
somereallycrappythingshappen. It’s notall rosesand I’mgoing to share thosewithyou
whenwe talk aboutwhen everythinggoeswrong andhow tobeprepared for it.But I’ve
also had some incredibly cool experiences.

So here’s a great example. One ofmywriters, Jamalia,was really good.Her family store
wasdestroyedby a fire, and in thePhilippines, it is not uncommon to have three or four
generations living in one household. Thatwas the case for Jamalia.

Shewas living in a three-generationhouseholdand the family storewas themajormeans
of income for thewhole family. So when the store caught on fire, Jamalia was expected
to go andhelp out at the store, andat that point in time, sheneeded to take three or four
months off, but she didn’twant to leaveme hanging.

Soweagreed to partwayswithmyblessingand thatwas something thatwewereable to
have a very open and candid conversation about. I felt horrible for her family, but it was
something that ended up being a positive thing for her because she was able to go help
her family, and we were able to raise a little bit of support for her family through that
timeof tragedy. This iswhy you shoulduse your heartwhenyouhandleothers.

Another really good example is Aubrey. She was another writer that I had, and
ironically, she was Jamalia’s best friend. So I had gotten the reputation of being such
a good employer that Jamalia emailed me and said, “Hey, I have a friend who is going
through school and she’s looking for some work. Do you need another writer?” And I
said, “Well, sure, I can always use another writer. Let’s see how good she is.”

So I never even looked at OnlineJob.ph for Aubrey. She was a friend of Jamalia’s. After
shehad beenwithme for twoyears, shehad been through themajorityof her schooling,
and at that point, she was still undecided whether she wanted to work at home full-
time orwhether shewanted to be a nurse.Ultimately, she chose to become a nurse, and
that was actually a really awesome experience for me because I was able to help her get
through school andpay for school for those two years.

Then she was able to go out and change her world in a way that she felt was really
important to her. Shewent out and she became a nurse, and that was her drive and her
passion. It just took her a while to figure out that’s what it was. I’ll tell youwhat, it felt
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“Most likely, the problem won’t be around in a year, but my
reputation of how I dealt with it will.” -WhitneyCummings

really good to be able to help her in that capacity and know that I was able to make her
dreams come true.

I did lose a really good employee. Yes, I sure did.Did I have to go train another one? Yes,
I sure did. But you know what? It was worth it because it changed Aubrey’s life. You
will find that you become so connectedwith your employees that you love to see them
succeed.Youlove tosee themsucceed inwhatever thatmeans for them.ForAubrey, that
meant that she wanted to be a nurse. So I was very, very happy to give her the freedom
tobeable togoanddo that.

Tothis day,she is a very successful, veryhappynurse, and I still hear fromher. I still hear
from the majority of my employees who have left for one reason or another, and that
is an awesome, awesome feeling to be able to know that you are such a good boss that
four years after you’veworkedwith them, they still drop in and say hi. That’s when you
know you’re a really, really good boss because they constantly check in with you. I still
hear from Jamalia, I still hear fromAubrey, and it’s been years since they’ve worked for
me. I love that.

So let me tell you about some things that went really wrong. There were times when I
wanted to strangle some ofmy employees’ necks. I was frustrated.But at the same time,
I dealtwith it professionally anddidwhatwas best for the employee. SoTeo got an SEO
job offer.Whatwas frustrating at the timewas that I had trained Teo on SEO.He knew
moreabout it than Ididwhen Ihiredhimbut I hadprovidedhimwith all the resources,
andwe created enough training and tools that he got really, really good at it. But he got
poached. Somebody offered him a whole lot more money, and so he saw the dangling
dollar signs and he ultimately went with a better job offer because it was what was best
for him.

Now, fast forward two years from then. Teo got so good at it that he actually opened
his own company. That is unusual in the Philippines. Usually you don’t have very
entrepreneurial people. The simple fact that I trained Teo and then he went to another
employerwhere he could make moremoney after I trained him was frustrating, to say
the least.But itwas alsowhatwas best for himandhis family. I don’t begrudgehim that.
I don’t. It was frustrating because I knew I had to go and train somebody else. But it
was thebest thing forhim.So Iwashappy… lateron, after I got a newemployee trained.

Iwasveryhappyforhim.As Imentionedbefore, to thisday, I can fireoff tasks toTeoand
be like, “Hey, I don’t knowhow todo this.Doyouhave any idea?Canwework at this?”
The funny thing is that even thoughTeo is somuch better than hewas, he realizes that I
trainedhimand that thereason thathe iswherehe isnow isbecauseof theplatform that
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we built for him. To this day, Teo doesn’t letme pay him anymore than the hourly rate
waybackwhenhe startedworking forme.We’ve had the conversation, and I said, “Teo,
you’re way better than that. Let me pay more for this task.” And he’s like, “You know
what, Michelle? No, because I would never learn that if it hadn’t been for you. This is
me being able to give back to you.” So it turned into this awesome relationshipwhere I
have an SEO expert for super, super cheap. Because when I hired Teo, I paid him $2.50
anhour,which is really low,becausehedidn’t haveany experienceat that time and Iwas
able to train him.

Now I come back and I’m like, “Teo, I need to pay youmore than this.” He said, “No,
Miss Michelle. $2.50 is fine. That’s what I want.” To be honest, he probably had some
of his employeesdo it, but it’s just cool that he remembers that andhe’s able to give back
inthatway.Thatmakeshimfeelgood.

Now, here’s a frustrating example that we’ll get into in detail whenwe’re talking about
wheneverythinggoeswrong.I actuallyhadan employeesteal intellectualpropertyonce,
and then turned around andwas threatening to sue me over it. It was beyond a doubt,
one of the most frustrating times that I’ve had where I really wanted to reach over and
strangle this person through the computer screen.

Looking back, there were red flags that I should have seen that I ignored. But even
though I was that frustrated, I still forcedmyself to be professional and not to give in to
anger. So even though that situationwas a very good learning experience for me, and it
costmea decent amount ofmoney, itwas amistake that I’ll nevermake again.

So that’s it forour lessononhow tobe agoodvirtual teacher and leader. In thenextpart,
we’ll talk about culture gap and how to hire correctly from the start.
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HIRING CORRECTLY AND
UNDERSTANDING THE

CULTURE GAP



CHAPTER 21

HIRING CONSIDERATIONS



So let’s talk about where to hire virtual employees. This will depend on what you're
hiring for. Is it a freelance job where you just need it one time or is it like something
you're going to be doing consistently where you're looking for a permanent employee?
Let’s cover both.

I typically just hire a freelancer for a one-time thing. Like maybe I just need a graphic
done or maybe I just need just a little bit of coding or tweaking done to my website. If
it's not something that's going to be ongoing, I’ll go with freelance. For the consistent,
repetitive tasks that I always have going, I'm going to hire a permanent employee for
that.

Freelance Options

Forone-offprojects, you can take a look at Fiverr. The freelancers there are really great at
graphics. That’s what I use for themajority of my one-off graphics type work. Upwork
is another one. It used to be Elance. Freelancer is also very similar. Hubstaff has a free
option to find freelancersworldwide, andwe’re going to be using their software to track
our employees. PeoplePerHour is another option. So those are five places that you can
look for freelance options if you’re looking for something really specific. You can also
put something out on one of the Facebook groups or ask the community and seewhere
theygo to find freelancers. Thatwould be a really good option.

Permanent Employee

For permanent employees, there’s always the question of full-time versus part-time. So
at this point, do youhave enough tasks to get someone towork 40 hours aweek? If not,
the question is, dowehire part-time first and then up to full-time? Iwould recommend
against that because if you hire somebody full-time, they won’t have any other
distractions. They don’t have any other bosses that are pulling at them for deadlines
and pulling up their mental brain capacity. So for me, it’s worth it to hire somebody
full-time, even if I don’t have enough hours to fill for them yet.What I’ll do is Iwill find
other tasks for them. If possible, you reallywant to hire full-time instead of part-time. It
justworks out awhole lot better because youdon’t have someone’s divided attention.

What Country To Hire From?

So what country do I hire from? Big surprise. I’ve talked about this multiple times
already. Personally, I’m always going to hire from the Philippines unless I have a very
specific type of job, which I’ll talk about in awhile. But 90 percent ofwhat I need, I can
find in the Philippines. So we’re going to go over the culture there, and talk about the
reasonswhy I hire for the Philippines later on.Versus anyother country, I typically have
the best success with the Philippines. They’re English speaking, they’re very familiar
with the American culture and their personalities, and the traits that I’m looking for in
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an employee is built into their culture already. So it’s a great, great fit formy company.

I have not found a lot of really good skilled coding in the Philippines, though, so I have
to search elsewhere for that. If you’re looking for someone who can work on software
development or a specific code, you’re probably going to have to look at India. Ukraine
is really good at C++ programming, too. If you need Java, Python, Shell, Ruby, or any
of those types of programming, you’re going to want to take a look at Poland. That’s
probably where you’re going to get the best bang for your buck for that. If you need
IT infrastructure help you can try Romania. They tend to have the going rate on that.
However, if it’s just IT help desk, I would hire that from the Philippines instead.

Where To Find Great Resumes

So where do we find people to hire? The number one place that I go to is OnlineJobs.
ph. I have used them for probablyat least 10 years, and I’ve had really good results from
them.Othershavepoppedupover the years.VirtualStaff.ph,Talent.Hubstaff.com, and
VirtualAssistants.ph are goodoptions.

Again, my go-to is going to be OnlineJobs.ph. I’m very familiar with them. I know
exactlyhow tomovearoundon theirwebsite. I know that they’ve alreadybeen screened
as far as they’re not fakingwho they are. They’re not getting a job and then outsourcing
it to somebody else. Who I hire is who I hire, so for me personally, it’s OnlineJobs.ph.
But youmaywant to take a look at the otherwebsites.

You will pay a monthly membership fee for OnlineJobs.ph, VirtualStaff.ph, and
VirtualAssistants.ph. I’ve been with OnlineJobs.ph for so long that I have a lifetime
membership,but thatdoesn’t existanymore.Soyou couldpaymonthly.Typically,what
I tell people to do is pay for the month that you’re going to use them and then cancel.
Don’t resubscribe until you’re going to hire another employee. For me, it’s not worth
paying themonthly fee.

Talent.Hubstaff.com is a free resource. But anytime you’re getting something free, just
be a little bit cautious.Not that there isn’t great talent out there, it’s just youmight have
to dig a little bit harder to find the goldengems there.

Understanding The Weather

In the Philippines, one of the things that you’re
going to need to understand is the weather. This
may seem really weird, but the Philippines has
a rainy season, which is for mid-July to mid-
October, and typically there can be typhoons
during this time. So it won’t be uncommon for
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you to hear that there is a typhoon coming. You may not hear from your employee for
two or three days, but they didn’t disappear. It’s because a typhoon has hit their island
and they’re flooded and they’re trying to survive.

Now, this doesn’t happen very often, but it can and you need to be aware of that.
Flooding is pretty common during this time, and it’s not something that really gets
in the way. My employees are used to this, they know that it’s coming and they have
backupplans. So forme, it’s not really an issue.

What can be an issue is that electricity can be spotty sometimes, and a lot of times there
will be mandatory government blackouts for a certain period of time. So there may be
a day where there’s no Internet. So for them, they have to work around that. But they
typically know ahead of time. The government lets them know and then they’ll let
me know, “Hey Miss Michelle, on Friday we’re not going to have a blackout for eight
hours.”So if it’s somethingwhereyouneedthemduring specifichours,you’redefinitely
going towant to know that. Themajority ofmy staff canworkwhenever theywant, so
for me, it’s not a problem because if the electricity is off for eight hours, they just work
during adifferent eight hours for that specific day. So no big deal forme.
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CHAPTER 22
UNDERSTANDING THE

CULTURE



We have talked about this a little bit before and just kind of touched on it. If you're
going to hire a Filipino VA you have to understand that Filipinos are very, very non-
confrontational. They do not like to do what they perceive as argue. If you were to
get into any type of blunt short conversation with them, they're going to take that as
they're being disrespectful to you, you're getting in an argument with them, or you're
not happywith them.Therefore, they're going to disappear. So you have to understand
that this is just their culture, it's theway that they've been raised. They're very, very hard
workers and they think creatively and intuitively,which I absolutely love about them.

They’revery,veryrespectful, likealmost toa fault.Typically, they’regoing towant to call
you by a title. So for me, they always call me Miss Michelle. I would say 90 percent of
themdon’t feel comfortable callingme justMichelle. Now, you’ll find that if they’re 21
orunder, they’re a littlebit less formal so theywill callmeMichelle.That’sperfectly fine.

Butyou’ll find that somebodyover21 isgoing towant to give you that title. It’s a respect
thing for them, and that’s part of their culture. They’re told to respect your bosses,
respectyour elder. It’s built intohow theywere raised. It’s the very core ofwho they are.
So part of being non-confrontational is being respectful. It may seem like they’re being
likeway overly polite, but that’s just their culture. It’swhatmakes them comfortable.

As they get to know you a little bit, they’ll relax. Their biggest concern is that they’re
going to disappoint you or upset you, so theywill be super, super formal until they get
to know you. Once that happens, they’ll relax and joke around. Filipinos love to have
fun. But in the very beginning, you’re going to get that very respectful, very timid type
reaction from them. But thatwill change.

Now, Filipinos are also very religious. We talked about this before. They’re going to
observe their religious holidays, they’re typically going to go to church every Sunday,
and a lot of themwill go two to three times aweek. This is also a form ofnetworking for
them, so this is also how they socialize.

They love to help each other. It’s not uncommon
for them to get together as a community and build
something. They have what’s called a community
spirit and this carries over into work, which is why
I love having them as employees. If one of my team
members is having trouble with something and the
other one knows how to solve that problem, they’ll
help each other out and they’ll figure it out,which is
awesomeand really fits into the culture that I have in
my company. It’s already built into who they are as

people, so it’s a bonus forme and a huge cultural fit.
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Filipinos value their culture and traditions very much, and you’re going to see that
festivals, birthdays, and reunions are all important parts of them as a people. It affects
their lives outside of work and sometimes it does creep into their life at work. That’s
because if they need towork on a Saturday, and their reunion is Saturday, they’re going
towant to take thedayoff or change theday that they’reworking.Forme,as longas they
tellme that ahead of time, I have noproblem being flexible. Theymakemy life somuch
easier that I’m perfectlyhappy tomove things aroundwhen theyhave things like that.

Plus, it’s also a great excuse for them to get together, to eat, sing, and have a good time.
They love to have a party. You’ll find that Christmas will actually eke into the second
week of January. In the secondweek of January we’ve already set our new goals for the
year, and they’re still celebratingChristmas. They love to party and have fun, and that’s
just part ofwho they are. Itmakes them somuch fun toworkwith.

Filipinos take a lotof pride in family. In fact, family
comes first, and not just the immediate family,
we’re talking about third and fourth generation
here. It might not be uncommon for you to hear,
“My cousin is sick and I need to go take care of
him today.” Now, this isn’t a recurring thing that
happens all the time, but if they had somebody
who was super sick and nobody else could help,
they’re going to try to help even if they’re distant

relatives. It’s ingrained into them. Like I said before, they typically have three to four
generations inside of their home, so grandma is there, mom’s there, your employee’s
there, and their child is there. They’re all living under the same roof. They take great
pride inthatandthat’s thewaytheywant it.Theylovebeingtogether inthecommunity.

Filipinosalsodon’t thinkof themselvesas livinginapoorcountryor thirdworldcountry.
I wouldn’t really use the word anymore. They have McDonald’s, Starbucks, movie
theaters, andmalls just like we do. They pride themselves on being very Americanized.
I would say they love to do American things. They love to go out to eat, they like to
go to movie theaters, they like to go to art galleries and check things out. They love tall
skyscrapers.

Anything that is going to feelmodern or catch their attention, they love all those kinds
of things especially the younger generation. The older generation, not asmuch, but the
youngergenerationhas becomeveryAmericanized.

In fact, Filipinos are so absorbed in American culture that they watch a lot of our
television and sports. So you’ll find that their top-grossing movies were The Avengers,
Wonder Woman, Beauty and the Beast, and Captain Marvel. So the same things that
we’re watching, they’re watching, too. They’re going to watch The Big Bang Theory,
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The Simpsons, andGrey’s Anatomy. They know all those things.

The NBA is huge in the Philippines. They love basketball, boxing, and MMA. They
love to follow these things, and they knowwhoKobe Bryant and LeBron James are.

But one of the downfalls with them being Americanized andwatching ourmovies and
our TV shows is that some of them think everybody that lives in America has the same
environment that’s in the movies and reality TV. They’ve never been to America. The
only thing theyknowiswhat theypickup in themoviesor these shows. So theyassume,
not accurately, that we all live like LeBron James, Angelina Jolie, and Brad Pitt. So it’s
actually kind of funny when they realize that we don’t have huge mansions. It’s just
something that as they get to know you, they’ll learn more and more about you. But
don’t be surprised if that comesup because they think thatwe’re allmillionaires.
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CHAPTER 23
UNDERSTANDING THE COST

DIFFERENCE



This is part of the reason why there is a huge cost difference between the United States
dollar and theFilipinopeso.That’swhywe canhire somebody for 4 to 5dollars an hour
and provide them a good standard of living. Just about everything in the Philippines is
somuch lower than it is in theUnited States.

Rent is about 77percent lower, restaurants are about 70percent lower, and groceries are
about 50 percent lower. What’s not lower are luxury items. So Nike sneakers are more
expensive. It’s more expensive to buy a car in the Philippines than it is in the United
States.Whatwe callmajor luxury items are going to cost awhole lotmore there.

To give you some comparison, take a look at the image on the next page. This is in US
dollars.
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If we were to eat a value meal at McDonald's, it's going to cost us about $7.25. In the
Philippines, it costs about $3. A cappuccino at Starbucks is going to cost us, probably
$5 to $6 now. It's going to cost them about $2. Milk is more expensive there. Where I
live, it’s a $1 to $1.50 per gallon, so milk is expensive because it's one of the things that
they import.

Electricity is about the same. Ironically, it’s not that much less expensive. The other
thing is that Internet is just about as expensive there as it is here, which is why youmay
have somebodywhohas a slow Internet. It’s because they just can’t afford it. That’swhy
if it’s a really good employee, I’m just going to give them the $45 for their Internet, or
find outwhat the differencewas to bump it up from the base rate to the high-speed one
andpay the difference.

A movie ticket is going to cost them $5. It costs us about $12 to $15. Apartments are
moreaffordable in thePhilippines.Whatwill cost us $1,200 is going to cost themabout
$280. So you’ll see why it’s not that expensive especially if you have three generations
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of family living in a three-bedroom apartment outside of the city. They’re very used to
living together, and they actually like living multi-generational. So rent isn’t as big of a
thing aswewould think.

Now, I know a lot of programmers that have their own apartment because theymake a
really good living. That’s a privilege that they love to have, but you’ll find a lot of people
whoare onlypayingpart of the apartment cost.

In theUnited States, the averagemonthly net salary is about $3,200. In the Philippines,
it’s about $300. This is the average rate, so you need to understand that a lot of these
people that aremaking $300can’t afford to live in the city. So theyhave to commute into
cities. They have to buy a bus pass, and it’s going to take them an hour to an hour and
a half to commute on the bus. It’s going to take an hour and a half to commute home.
They’ve got to pack their lunch and they’re gone for 10 to 12 hours when you factor in
walking from the bus stop,waiting for the bus, things like that.

If a Filipino can make $350 to $400 a month, and stay home and not have to do the
commute, they’ll absolutely love it. You’re going to find the majority of Filipinos,
especially if they’re in a place like OnlineJobs.ph, they want to work from home. You
are not doing them adisservice by only paying them $400 or $500 amonth just because
you’re enabling them to live at home, and you’re paying them a very goodwage in the
Philippines.

So I hear all the time, “Don’t you feel bad paying that little?”Well, no, I don’t, because
I’mnotpaying them just enough to survive. I’m paying them enough tonot only pay all
theirbills,butbeable togo to themovies,beable togoout toeat, tobeable togobowling
and have a lot of fun. Plus, I offer awesome benefits, which a lot of bosses don’t do. So,
no, I don’t feel bad, andmy employeeswill tell you that they absolutely love having the
freedom to be able towork from home and to be able to set their own schedule –which
mayormaynotwork foryou.Also, theyhavea steady, reliable jobso they’ll trade that in
a heartbeat. So, no,we are absolutely, positively notunderpaying them.

Just remember, don’t be cheap. With $300 a month, they’re barely squeaking by. You
like to go out to eat and go to themovies, theywant to do the same thing. Somake sure
thatyou’renotbeinga cheapskate.Pay themwhat they’reworth,but also realize that the
Americandollar goes a lot further in the Philippines than it does in theUnited States.
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CHAPTER 24

POSTING OUR FIRST JOB…



Creating aKiller JobDescription

• Write your job description in the style of your “office environment”

• Explain exactly how long the job posting will be active

• Explain what the next step will be

• Hide a “pink elephant” somewhere (1st test)

• Require your “pink elephant” to be included in a creative subject line (2nd test)

• Minimum job requirements you should add to each job description:
□ Fluent written English
□ A reliable, high-speed internet connection
□ A reliable computer
□ A willingness to use HubStaff to track all of your hours while you work
□ The ability to type at least 40-50 WPM (words per minute)
□ Microphone & Webcam (could be cell phone if not job critical)
□ Ability to work without having to care for a child/adult during “tracked”

time

Welcome back! It’s time for our lesson on how tomake a good job posting. So here are
some things that you need to knowwhen you’re creating your job description.Herewe
have a jobposting for an articlewriter as an example.

In this sample, we’re looking for a full-time writer for a website on outsourcing. If I
wanted to be a bitmore specific, I could have put “Full-time blogwriter needed.” Okay,
so this is a full-time jobandwe’re going topay$4an hour. IDProof is basically just them
proving who they are. Below is the job description and we’ll talk a little bit about each
of the elements here.

“Thank you for taking a look at this job posting! I’m looking for a full-time writer for
mywebsite on outsourcing.”At this point, I do not give themmywebsite because there
could be other people that are out there looking, and I want to keep that information
confidential until they’vemade it to at least the secondphase of the interviewprocess.

So the first thing you want to do is thank them. Second thing is to explain your office
environment.
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“The #1 thing anyone should know about me when applying to be a member of my
team, is that I believe in enabling my team members and getting out of their way – I
do not micromanage or but in unnecessarily when someone takes ownership of their
work and does a great job! Also, I have highly detailed video training to help you step-
by-step through thework for this position.This is paid training – I never askedmy team
members todo thework or training for free.”

This part is very important for two reasons. The first reason is that you just told them
that you’re not going to micromanage them and they’re on their own. At that point,
they could be freaking out because they could be thinking, “Well, I don’t have any
training. I don’t know exactly what is expected ofme.” So I alleviate that fear by letting
them know, “Hey, I’ve got video training for you to walk through step-by-step. You
don’t have toworry about that. I’mwilling to train you.”

The second reason is that there are a lot of dirty, rotten scoundrels out there. There’s
no other polite way to put it. Some people will go out and put a job description up and
they will say, “I’m going to give you a test and I want you to complete this part. You
send it tome, and that’ll be your test to see if I’m going to hire you.”What they’re really
trying to do is, they go out and they find like six people and they have each of those six
people write one step of the article that theywould need, or do one part of coding that
theywould need. Then they splice it all together and they don’t pay anybody since they
already havewhat they needed. That’s really crappy. Really, really crappy.

Unfortunately, Filipinos are used to this. They’re used to people doing that. So I let
them know, “Hey, I don’t expect you to do any type of training or any type ofwork for
free. If I’m going to give you a test, I’m going to pay you for that. So you alleviate that
fear. Because as soon as you say we’ll have a task for you, their red flag goes off. “Oh,
great. This person is just trying to get me to do something for free.” So you need to let
themknow,“Hey, that’snotwhat I expect. Ineverexpect you towork for free.Andeven
if it’s a test that I’m going to put you through to see if you’re qualified for this job, I will
payyoufor that.”

Let’smoveontothenextparagraph.“I’llbe leavingthis jobpostingupforapproximately
5 days. Finally, I will be setting up 2-3 video interviews for the final candidates. You
will receive an email letting you know whether we will be setting up an interview or if
another candidatemight be a better fit for our company.”

Sowhat I’m doing is I’m telling them, “Okay, the first stepof theprocess is you’re going
to send in your application. If you don’t hear anything at all, you don’t get another
email from me, you aren’t picked. However, if you do get an email, the second part of
our interview is you’re going to have some questions from me. Then if you’ve done
well on those questions, I’m going to set up a video interview with you.” If for some
reason they don’t make the cut for those 2-3 video interviews, I’m going to send them
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an email and say, “Hey, I’m sorry.We found somebody elsewho’smaybe a better fit for
ourcompany.”

Or they’re going to get an email that says, “Hey, you’re oneof our top three candidates.”
If that’s the case, thenwesetupavideo interview.So I’m letting themknowstep-by-step
what the interviewprocess looks like. For somepeople, they’renotwilling to go through
all this for a job. That’s great. I don’t even want you to send in an application if you’re
notwilling to go througha three-stepprocess forme. I’mnotwilling tohireyou.Butwe
alsowant to let themknow, “Hey, these are the expectations.”

Okay,youmayhave a really great candidate and theymay eliminate themselves andnever
send in a resume because they don’t know how to use the Hubstaff tracking software.
Soyouwant to alleviate the fears and let themknow, “Hey, I know this sounds like a lot,
butdon’tworry. I have training and I’m right here. I’m not just going to abandonyou.”

With the specifications, you’ll find that the people who do not have good English are
not even going to apply. They’re going to weed themselves out. This is your weed out.
They need to knowupfront that these aremy expectations.

So the perfect candidatewould have, not required but preferred, an interest in teaching
small to medium-sized business owners how to outsource their work to places like the
Philippines. The person should have the ability to write in a fun and casual writer’s
voice. If you are boring and mundane and drone, don’t apply. We want to keep our
readers entertainedeven for complexor advanced topics.

Then I tell them again about our culture fit, “Fair warning. I’m a pretty casual person
overall. I don’t micromanage, but I’m always here if you have questions or want to be
certain of something before taking action.” So I let them know, “Hey, I’m a hands-off
manager.But I’mhere if youhave a question.”Wewant to drill that in again becausewe
reallywant them to get to know our culture and our feel.

“I prefer team members that can come on board quickly, learn quickly, and become
independentand reliable as quickly as possible. If you’rewilling to learnandwork hard,
I’mwilling to teach you.

If that sounds like something you’re interested in and qualified for, please letme know!
If you are read this far include the word pink elephant creatively in the subject line
of your email response. Also, I will get about 200 applications, so make sure yours is
creativeand stand out.A generic templatewill just getdeleted.”

This is the first test. Iwant toknowif theyread thewhole jobdescriptionbecause it’s not
short. This is three pages. Sowhen you put it together, it’s a full page that they’re going
to read through. Yeah, they’re probably going to skim it, but did they pay attention to
everything that’s in there? So first, did you read it? Second, can you follow directions?
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Somewhere in their subject line should be “pink elephant.” And I’m telling them, get
creative with it because if you’re just sending me a generic template that you send to
every single person, you’re not standing out from anybody and I’m just going to delete
you, I’m not even going to look at your resume. That’s the first test.

So it’s time to take our job description, put it up on OnlineJobs.ph, and wait for the
applications to roll in.

So this isOnlineJobs.ph, and this iswhere I do all ofmyhiring. Sowe’re going to log in.
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The first time you use the site you should create an account.

Once you’re in, go right over to post a job.
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Let’s set thewage/salary to $4 an hour, and I personally want an ID proof greater than
70.So for aworker to apply, their IDproof scorewill need to be higher than thenumber
you select. The higher the ID proof, the more confident you can be that they are who
theysay theyare.Forme, Iput that ashighas I can. I don’twantanybodyapplying that’s
notwho they say they are, or don’t have the right references.

So fill up the job skills section, and oncewe’re donewith that, let us post this job.
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Nowthe job is live.At thispoint, it’s going to goout andaspeople are searching for jobs,
they’re going to emailme and it’s going to come in here in themessages.

So days from now, we’ll go in and we will take a look at all of the emails that we’ve
received for the job. We’re gonna go through and look at which are good ones, which
are not,which oneswouldwe send the next email to? Then comes the third test, which
is given we send them that email. We want them to respond, and they’re open-ended
questions. So we’re going to figure out pretty quickly just how good their English is.
This is going tobe covered in thenext part.
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CHAPTER 25
EMAILING OUR TOP JOB

CANDIDATES



Okay,beforewe takea lookat theemails thatwe received from the articlewriter jobpost
wemadepreviously, let's go over the next series of questions thatwe're going to send the
job applicants.

The reason for this is twofold. First,wewant to get to knowa little bitmore about them.
We want them to respond to several different types of questions. Second, we want to
check howwell their English is.

Typically, theapplicantsalreadyhad somebodygo throughandproofread their resumes
so theyhave a template that they just kind ofdump in. This doesn't happen all the time,
but sometimes it does. So this set of questions we’re emailing them is a great way to
check howgood their English really is.

In addition to that, you’re also going to see how timely they respond to you. If it takes
them a week to respond, they’re probably not the best fit for your company. If it’s the
weekend and it takes them to three days, or if they don’t get back to you for a business
dayor two, that’s perfectlyacceptable. But if this is somethingwhere it’s just been sitting
there for a week and you haven’t heard a response, just know that there are plenty of
other candidates out there that want the job. This is a good way to weed out the ones
you don’twant.

The ideahere is to ask themnonnormal business questions. For example, “Do you have
anypets?What is your favorite pastime?Whatmovies andmusic do you like?”

Wewant to get to knowthemas aperson in thisphase,aswell as, figure out exactly how
good their english is.

This is another building block that we’re going to use to build that relationship with
them. We want to know if they’re a Star Wars fanatic or they have a two-year old that
is the light of their life. We want to know what’s their hobby, what are their dreams?
Thishelpsyoubuild that relationship. It also helps you in the interviewprocess, because
you’ll already know a little bit more about them. When we do a video interview, the
first thingwe’re going to do is spend about fiveminutes just talking to them about their
hobbies, andwewant todo this to loosen themupandput themat ease. You’ll find that
just like I told you previously, Filipinos tend to be a little nervous, and they sometimes
don’t like to be on camera because they’re afraid that they’re going to disappoint you or
say somethingwrong somehow. So our job, whenwe start the video interview is to get
them to loosen up and relax, and make them realize that we’re human beings just like
they’re human beings and it is okay.

So moving on to another important question: “Are you comfortable having video calls
via Skype for training purposes and status updates, as needed? Or at the very least, audio
calls?”
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I havehadonegentlemanwho saidhe absolutelywould notdo an audio call.His reason
for thatwas that he stutteredquite a bit. I let it go because I didn’t think itwas a big deal.
He was going to be a writer and I didn’t want to embarrass him. That, in and of itself,
is not a red flag. But therewere three or four other things that came up that should have
been red flags forme, and I didn’t pick up on them. So at the very least, they should be
willing to do an audio call with you. If they have some type of handicap and they’re
not able to, try working with them on that. Just be aware that unless they have a very
legitimate reasonwhy they can’t geton a videoor call, that should be a red flag.

Another important question to ask is: “When would you be able to begin working?
Whathourly ratewould you require to beginworking in this role?”

Here’swherewe add a little bit of negotiation thatwedidn’t have previously.

Now, we put $4 an hour for a writer in our job description, but you’ll find that some
would ask for more and they’ll say, “Oh, I’ll take $6 an hour.” So when you’re doing
the video interview, this gives you the chance to have that conversation where you
say, “Hey, when I put the job application out there, I said $4 an hour. But you said
that you needed six dollars an hour. Let’s talk a little bit about that and explain where
you’re at and where I’m at.” It opens the door for an easier flow into the negotiations
as opposed to just saying, “Hey, you’re asking for six. And I said four. That’s just not
going to work.” This way, you can negotiate in an easy and relaxed way. A lot of these
questions are very intentional and wewant to use these to set us up for the next step in
our interviewprocess.

It’s very straightforward, and we are learning a ton of information that they don’t even
realize they’re givinguswhenwe send this out to them.

In the next part, we’ll take a look at our job applicants and sort out the good, the bad,
and the ugly applications.Hope to see you there!
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CHAPTER 26
TAKING A LOOK AT OUR JOB

APPLICANTS…



Okay, here's a recap of what we did in the previous chapters. We've created a job
description, posted it on OnlineJobs.ph, andwe've prepared a set of questionswewant
toasktheapplicants if theypasstheinitial tests.

Nowit’s time to review thegreat, the okay, and the ugly applicationswe received.

Our first candidate is Christiane. Her email subject line isn’t super creative, but we’ve
got“orange tiger” in there, so let’s take a look at her application.
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Okay, I'm guessing the rate she has here is probably amistake because she's looking for
$2,000 amonth. She probably wouldn't have responded to our ad. So that's something
thatwe’lldefinitelybringupifwesendheranemailandshegets to the interviewprocess.
So let's go over her email.

“Hi to you and the team!

It is with great enthusiasm that I submitmy application for this opportunity. As an online
business partner in the freelancing industry, I know my diverse skills and qualifications
will provide a valuable support to your company/team.

As you will see from my attached resume on the link provided below. I’ve built my career
in a variety of roles and industries – both online and offline.As anOnline Freelancerwith
various experiences, I was responsible in a lot of responsibilities to support different kinds of
onlinebusinesses to help the companymakemoney and solve a problem.Someofwhat I did
as aFreelancerwhere as follows:”

Okay,the“Iwas responsible ina lotof responsibilities…” line tellsmewe’vegota littlebit
of an issuewithEnglish. So let’s just see how it goes.

So she did customer servicework, writing, e-commerce, virtual assistance, socialmedia

management, social media marketing, project management, and human resource
management.

As you can see, this should be handled, not handles. Not a huge deal unless you’re
hiringawriter and youneed somebodywho’s going to get their tenses right. So another
questionmark. It doesn’t rule her out. It just sticks out and pops out.
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“I thrive in an environmentwhere everything should be in order and welldocumented. In
addition to being flexible andresponsive, I amalso an eager beaverwhen it comes to joining
seminars, workshops, and lessons where I’ll be able to enhance my knowledge and skills in
any line of job.Hence, I amalsowilling to be trained for new skills/tasks needed.”

That’s good.So she’swillingtoexpand.She says she’swillingtobe trained fornew tasks.

“Additionally, I am adept at managing all Microsoft office, Google Apps/Products,
Social media platforms, and other computer tools. I am also a self-starter and enjoy doing
inventorymanagement, budgetmonitoring, and event planning.”

Okay, that tells me that she likes doing repetitive, mundane tasks, which is not really
what I’m looking for. I need somebodywho’s going to be creative in theirwriting.

“My strong-willed characters combined with my experience in various fields of work both
online and offline will enable me to extend help and contribute to the growth and success
of your business. Attached herewith is my resume togetherwithmy contact details for your
reference, I look forward tohear fromyousoon.”

Okay, she’s not the strongest candidate in theworld, but let’s take a look at her resume.
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Soshedefinitelyhired somebodytodo this for. Imean, that'sgood. She’s justnot exactly
what I'm looking for. I'm not going to delete this application, but we're going to move
on and seewhat elsewe got.

I don’twant towaste the time of our applicants by asking them the follow-up questions
if it’s somebody that I pretty much ruled out at this point. I wouldn’t say I’ve totally
ruled her out, but I’m hoping there’s somebody else in here that’s going to be a lot
stronger fit. She didn’t really wow me with her template. It looks like something that
she copies and pastes to everybody. There’s nothing here that really stood out tome for
my specific job post.Which is okay. Think of it from their perspective, they’re probably
applying to 20, 30 jobs a day. Still, you have to filter through the applications. She just
didn’t really stand out as a top-quality candidate.
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Our next candidate is Mae. She has “orange tiger” in her subject line. She followed the
directions, so we know she read it. We know she followed directions, but it’s not super
creative. Let’s seewhatwe got.

“Hello!I’mapplyingtothepositionblogwritertoutilizemynaturalskillsandcharacteristics
asa courteous, friendly,patientandhelpful individual, aswell asmyexperience ineffective
communications. I believe Iwill be able to successfully contribute to your company.

For many years, I have pursued my passions in languages and demonstrated perfectly
fluent international English, culminating in my work experience over a few years as an
English writer, researcher, tutor, and editor, with a particular focus on grammar and
vocabulary. I began writing content as a beta reader and social media publicity assistant
foraWattpadauthor,Takatsu(wattpad.com/user/takatsu),onhisserializedonlinenovels
whichhave garnered overmillion views and20,000 followers.”

Okay, good.Weknow she canwrite.

“I was responsible for engaging with the community by writing announcements, social
media posts, comments, facilitating video streams and programming extra content such as
audience research,Q&As,giveaways, contests, image quotes andmore. I used theWattpad
platform, aswell asFacebookandTwitter.”

She can definitelymulti-task and learndifferent tasks. So that’s good.
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“Thesehave supported thewriter’s career online andbuilt a stronger following.During the
timehis followers increased from about 4,000 to 20,000.”

Okay, so she’s really goodwith follow up and building lists. That’s great. If I was hiring
her tomonitormy socialmedia, thatwould be awesome.

“I have also worked as a content writer and social media manager for Inspiritus
Press, a publishing company in Canada. I was responsible for web copy, social media
posts and community engagement, market research, as well as highly effective lead,
generating emails and email newsletters which provided expertise in public relations,
strategic communications, customer service, community engagement, and marketing or
promotional campaigns. I have brieflyworked in similar capacities for other organizations
such as Autocase2.0 andVersachalk, including targeted social media ad campaigns and
community content and engagementwith Lyf app viam5859appswhere I both facilitated
engagement andmonitored socialmedia content. For awebsite and company brand called
Planning and Preparation (now PlanPH), I have experience in writing advice columns
for financial success.Many ofmy other experiences are ghostwriting, copywriting, product
sourcingandresearchpositionsaswellwhere I’vehelped insuccessfulebookwritingandblog
articles, which earned a rank in the first page of Google search and as well as informative
content.”

After reading throughall that,we know shehas experience in blogwriting.

So shehas givenus some stuff that shehadwritten,which is good, and she candophoto
retouching, nice. That’s good, becausewhile I don’t needher to do editing,we are going
tohaveher find somepicturesandcreate feature images for our articles. Let’s take a look
at herwork.

She didn’t have the greatest grammar in the first sample that I pulled up, but the
other articles I checked looked so much better. So the one I happened to pick first was
probably one of her first writing experiences. She didn’t have the greatest grammar in
the first sample that I pulled up, but the other articles I checked looked somuch better.
So the one I happened to pick firstwas probably one of her firstwriting experiences.
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She has Photoshop samples as well, which is good. Let’s go back and take a look at the
rest of her email.

Okay, so I’mnot totally convinced about her English, but I’ve definitely seen enough to
sendher a reply. Let’s send her the follow-up email that I showedyou earlier, andmove
on to the next candidate, Jenifer.
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She puts “A valuable addition to your awesome orange tiger team!” in her subject line,
which I love. That’s a creative way to do it. She’s asking for around $800 a month, and
that’s a lot. She’s got hermaster’s or doctorate, so I’m not sure she’s going to be willing
toworkfor$4anhour.But let’s seewhatwegot.
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She just showed that she's good at English, she can write. She’s been writing content
articles, blogs, and press releases for two years now. That’s good, and I definitely want
to see some writing samples. She has experience uploading her work to WordPress,
proofreading, finding royalty-free graphics, and optimizing articles for search engines.
That’s awesome. So Iwould say,we definitelywant to send Jenifer the follow-up email,
and ask for somewriting samples.

Next isKaryl. Shedidn’t follow instructions so I’mnot really excited about this one, and
you’ll notice that she’s asking for over $1,700. She can’t follow directions sowe’re going
to delete this one. We’ve already told them that if we didn’t send them the follow-up
email in the first five days we’ve already found someone.

I used to send every single person that applied a response saying, “Hey, we found some
other candidates to move forward,” but I found that when somebody just randomly
throws something like this out there, it’s not worth my time to respond. In a case like
this, where we only have 11 candidates, I might actually go back through the deleted
stuff and send her a courtesy email to let her know that we’ve moved on. So on to the
next.
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Herewehave,Noriel,who is asking for $600 amonth. That’s perfect, and he has 7 years
ofexperience in creativewriting.Hehas“Ihaveapetorange tiger! (Justkidding, he’s just
a fat orange cat)” as his subject line. That’s awesome, so he’s using some humor. He’s a
contentwriter, blogger, socialmediamanager.

Okay, unless his stuff is absolutely horrific, we’re going to go ahead and send him an
email. Let’s check out his resume.
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Okay, so this isn’t necessarily a red flag,buthe just startedhis last job inNovember2018,
so he’s been there a year. I would definitelywant to knowwhy hewants to quit.Why is
he looking tomove?

Let’s take a look at hiswriting.
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Okay,he’s prettygoodwith titles.

This isgoodbecausehe’sactually spellingstuff out,andhe’sgot links towherehegothis
information. It’s all congruent. So let’s send him the follow-up email.

Thenextcandidate isMary,Shedidn’t have“orange tiger” in her subject line. Shedidn’t
follow instructions so I’m not too excited about this.
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Her examples are not bad. But she’s not blowingme away by anymeans, so let’s move
on to the next one.
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Elvira only had "orange tiger" in her subject line, so it's nothing creative. At least she
followeddirections. Still, I'm not overly excited about this one. You'll see that she's only
asking for $300 so shemaynothavemuch experience. This canbe a red flag, but let's see
if she'll surpriseus. I'll send her the email and ask for the link to herportfolio because she
forgot to include that in her email.

Herra didn’t follow instructions, so I’m not excited. She may be trying to be funny
with “Herra, the Goddess,” but this is usually a huge red flag for me. I’ve had several
inexperiencedwriterswho are kind of, for lack of a better term, primadonnas, and they
usually add somethingweird like this. So I’m gonna skip this.
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NextisPrecilla.Despitesayingthatshecarefullyreadmyjobpost, shedidn’tput“orange
tiger” in the subject line, sowe know this is a template.

She’s worked in a home-based environment for 10 years. That’s good. She’s asking for
$5-$6 an hour, so she’s over budget and she didn’t followdirections. I’ll skip this one.

We’ve got a couple of really solid candidates here. If I didn’t have anything, I probably
would send her something or at least take a look at her work. But she didn’t follow
directions, and she wants $5-$6 dollars an hour. Plus, she just sent me a customized
template. So, no.
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Jofreworked forPenguinRandomHouse, so that’sgood.Hedidn’t follow instructions,
andhedidn’t givemea lotof information. Sincewehave a coupleof solid candidates, I’ll
moveon to thenextone.
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Kristabelle is a freshgraduate, andherEnglish is good. So let's take a lookat her resume.

You can see that it took a long time for her to get through school. You can ask her about
that.Usually, thismeans shehas somekids at home. So youcan ask if somebody’s going
to beable towatchherkidswhile she’sworking at homeon the clock.Okay, this doesn’t
necessarilymean that she has kids, butwhen I look at the number of years she’s been in
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school, that’s the thing thatpopped intomybrain. Let’s just sendher anemail sowecan
see if she can reallywrite.

Okay, we’ve sent emails to some solid candidates, now all we have to do is to wait for
their responses.
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CHAPTER 27

THE EMAIL RESPONSES



So let’s take a look at the email responses from the people who received our followup
email. The first one thatwe got backwasKristabelle’s.

There’s a couple of things that we’re looking for. First, how detail-oriented are they?
How organized is their response? How well is their grammar? In addition to that, I
wanted to see if they’ll take the questions and copy them in their response so that I can
see the questions and their answers without scrolling up and down. That tells me how
somebody’s mind works and how structured they are. How much they pay attention
to detail.

Typically, I really like it when they copy the question and then answer it. Kristabelle
didn’t do that, but she did structure it. But if I had two or three similar candidates and
theywereall neck to neck, thiswouldbe adistinguishing factor. It seems like something
little. However, the attention to detail when they’re going to be working primarily on
their own is huge.

So let’s go through her responses. She says she enjoys reading books, watching anime,
and she hopes to luxury travel someday since she has always dreamed of experiencing
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different beautiful sights theworld has to offer, as well as learning about other people’s
stories and cultures.

She has a hesitation with video calls, and this could be for multiple reasons. This is
typically a red flag forme. Somebodywho’s not evenwilling to talk tome, let alone get
on video, can be difficult toworkwith. So Iwasn’t overly excited about this.

Shecanwork fivedaysaweek,40hoursaweek,andshe canstartworkingonNovember
18th,which is this comingMonday.Her expected salary is $3 an hour.

Then she says that working under pressure is one of her greatest weaknesses. She does
not handle pressure very well, so she makes sure to constantly practice good time
management. She’s familiar with SEO but has not had any experience in using some
tools or techniques, althoughshe’smore thanwilling to learn and experienced firsthand
how itworks.

When I first got this, I really didn’t like her hesitation with video calls. But other than
that, it was pretty good. Her English was pretty good and I was actually going to go
ahead and schedule an interview with her. But I waited a couple of days for the other
responses to come back in.

I typically only do three video interviews, so the top three candidates are typically who
gets it. I held off for a little bit, and in a couple of days shepanicked. Shekindof basically
took everythingand threw it out thewindow.

Now shewas saying that shewas looking to charge a $3 per-article fee instead, whichwas
something thatwehadn’t talkedabout at all.This tellsme that either shewasgoing to be
taking another job with another employer and was worried about not being able to do
40 hours a week, or shewas just desperate and trying any last tactic to getmy attention.
Eitherway, it didn’t go overwell.

It was bizarre, so I sent her an email to let her know that we just found some other
candidates. So she eliminated herself by panicking. I would have given her an interview.
But at that point, Iwasn’twilling to do that becausemy sneaking suspicion is she found
another job, and she was trying to fit both jobs in to see which one would work out.
That’swhy she got eliminated.

Thenwehave Jenifer.
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As you can see, she copied all the questions before she wrote her answers, which I love
to see. This is awesome. It just tellsme that she’s detail-oriented. She said she came from
a simple family and was raised with good values and full dreams. Her parents taught
her the importance of hard work, determination, and patience in achieving any goals
she set.When shewas a child, shewanted to become a teacher, but later on, she realized
that she wanted to help others manage their businesses. Writing is among the things
she’s passionate about. It’s herbest outlet for expressing her thoughts and feelings. Back
then, she used to compose songs and poems to convey what’s inside of her creatively.
During her spare time, she likes to read anything that interests her, listen to music, play
the guitar, or indulge in some outdoor activities.

This tells me that she can write and she has a very good grasp of the English language.
So when I read this, I was very happy. And she’s comfortable with Skype calls. Now,
I found something weird. She said she can only work 20 hours a week and I thought
that’s strange. But okay, we’ll see what’s going on there. She can start immediately, and
shewanted $4 an hour.

She has been in stressful situations many times in her career and over the years, she has
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learnedsome techniquesonhowtohandlethemeffectively.Nowthisparagraphwas the
first time that I saw somethingwrittena littleweird. Shewrote, “First is to not overthink
the situation as this won’t be any of help. I have to clear off my mind of unnecessary
things so I can say focused on the main issue. Next is to practice being organized. I do
this by listingdownmyactivities according to priority.”

So typicallywewouldsay“clearmymind” since it’s not necessary toput“off” there, and
wewould say “writing downmy activities.” There are a couple of things here that’s just
a little off, but she was qualified enough to warrant an interview. Those are things that
we can easily tweak and fix, but it did giveme a little bit of hesitation.

She has some SEO experience and then she gaveme some of herwriting examples. Her
writing examples were pretty good. I went through and read them all. So I did contact
her and I set up an interviewwithher.

We’ll go through that interview in the next chapter, and we’ll find some interesting
things that I did not expect. At this point, she was my leading candidate. She was the
one that Iwas super excited about. But it endedup thatwedidn’t hire Jenifer, and there
are some very, very specific reasonswhywe didn’t hire her.

Some really big red flags came up, and we will go into that when we reach the video
interview section. We’ll explain why it’s important to do video interviews. Had I not
done a video interview, I would have hired her, and I would have gotten broadsided
because Iwouldnothave been expectingwhat cameup.

So that is why this is only part of the test, and thenwe do the video interview. I know it
seemslikeoverkill,butIamsuperhappythat thishappenedbecauseit showsyouexactly
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whywe do all three steps to find a good employee.

So I let the catoutof thebaga little bit. Iwasvery,veryhappywith Jenifer. I thought that
she was going to be the onewewere going to hire, but she did notmake the cut.

Next we have Noriel’s responses. So he said, “I knowwhat you mean about culture fit.
I do think it’s important as well since it goes both ways.” This tiny bit of slang is great
because it tells me he understands the English language. The thing I didn’t love was he
didn’t type the question out. But again, it’s not the end of theworld.However, Iwould
have really, really liked to see that.

So he said, “I’m an animal lover (six dogs and three fat cats) and I spend a lot of time
with them. I really do believe they help alleviate stress. I also love the outdoors, so I’m
usually hiking somewhere during the weekends. I’m a history buff, sci fi/fantasy geek,
bookworm, and I love sports especially football/soccer.”

Again, we’ve got some slang in here, which is great.

“I’m just an outgoing person who has dreams of traveling around the world. “I used
to be a shy person but I’ve improved a lot over the years.” So that tells me, “Okay,
interesting. Is he going to be okaywith being on a video call?” Yes, he’s fine with video
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calls, so no problem at all.

He canwork 40 hours a week, five days a week.He can start as soon as possible, and he
said $4 an hourwould be nice. So that tellsme there’s a little bit of negotiation here. But
at this point, his English is so good, I’m not going to beat around the bush. I’m going to
give him the $4 anhour that hewants.

But if there were two identical candidates and you wanted to see if you could get one
for $3.75 for a 90-day period and then bump them up to four dollars an hour, you can
try it. Honestly, I wouldn’t mess with it because that quarter means so much to them,
andyou’re building that trust.Youdon’twant to lose a good employeeover aquarter an
hour. So even thoughhe leaves room for negotiationhere, I’m notgoing tomesswith it.
I’mgoing togive him the $4 that hewants.

So let’s continue. “I can handle pressure reallywell. I’m no stranger to tight deadlines of
quotas. I’ve had some experience in social media marketing and email marketing. I’ve
also written SEO content years ago so I know the basics. I would really love to know
more about you and your company.”Awesome response. So I actually emailedhim and
we set up an interview for him aswell.

We did end up hiring Noriel. But to be honest, he was not my first pick. I was a little
bit hesitant. I liked Jenifer a little bit better. Then when we went through the video
interview process, it became abundantly clear that this guy was a really good fit for our
company, and Jeniferwas not.

The interesting part was Noriel actually didn’t have a really good video camera. It was
super, superold. So you’ll see that his video is a little bit spotty. Buthe letsme know that
ahead of time. It looks like he’s moving slowly, but it’s because his video camera is so
slow. Iwasnot going to require him to goget anotherone just for the interview,because
forhis job description, he’s not going to really need video after that.

Now, if it was a position where he was going to be recording a lot of videos, then we
would have had to get him a different camera. But you’ll also notice that Jenifer had
some problems with her camera, too, and it was dealt with completely differently. So
I’m super happy that both of those things happened so you can see the differences in
personality, and the different ways they approached it. One person owned it and the
other onekindof tried to sweep itunder the rug.

Ironically, we only got four responses. One was just absolutely terrible. The grammar
was just so bad that I couldn’t even construct it. So we got three really good responses,
of which I set up two interviews. So I set up an interview with Jenifer and Noriel, and
you’ll see both of those in the next part. See you there!
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OFFERING THE JOB
AND SETTING UP A
VIRTUAL OFFICE



CHAPTER 28

THE VIDEO INTERVIEW



Last time,we narroweddownour candidate list, and this time, you'll get to see how the
video interviewswentwith our top twopicks.

First, letme explain why having a video interview is important. Thewhole point of the
interview is twofold. The first thingwewant to do is wewant tomake sure that they’re
dependable and we want to discuss skills and experience in greater detail. The second
reason that we want to do a video interview instead of a regular audio interview is that
wewant to see their facial expressions.We’re going to ask some very difficult questions
and youwant to be able to see the expression on their faceswhen you hit themwith the
hard questions. 90 percent of the time, we can tell you if they’re trying to blow smoke
up your rear end or not.

So our general outline is we’re just going to get them comfortable, we’re going to talk
aboutdependability, the job requirements, and then any bonus skills that they have.

During the introduction, I usually take 5 to 10 minutes and I talk to them about the
hobbies that they toldme about in their 2nd email interview questions. So Jenifer really
likedwriting, and she also playedmusic so I talked to her about that.Noriel really liked
sports, specifically soccer and basketball, so I talk to him about that. He really liked
hiking, too, so we talked about that. Actually, I had chatted with him on Facebook
Messenger before we even talked on the video, so you’ll see that we actually already have
somerapport just becausewechattedbackand fortha littlebit onFacebookMessenger.

Dependability

• I have had employees from the Philippines before who either didn’t fulfill their
weekly hours or just flat-out didn’t showupwhen theywere scheduled to begin
work.

• Haveyouevernot fulfilled yourhoursor quit showingup for a positionwithout
notifyingyour employer?

• Do you have any objection to using hours-tracking software (Hubstaff) to log
yourhourswhileyouwork?

• Have you ever been let go by an employer because yourwork did notmeet their
quality standards?

• Have you ever been terminated/fired because you didn’t show up for work and
didn’t let your boss know ahead of time?

• When I hire someone I prefer to workwith them as long as possible— typically
at least one year, because of the training I have invested in them. Do you see any
reason this might be a problem, assuming the work and salary we have agreed
upon is accurate?
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• Can you provide me 2 personal and 2 professional references to verify your
qualifications anddependability?

These are the icky, yucky questions that I asked them during the interview. I usually
warn them before I ask them. I just let them know that I’ve had some really crappy
employees before.Well, I obviously don’t say crappy, but I let them know that I need to
ask these things because I need tomake sure thatwe’re not going tohave any problems.

It’s easy for me to be very blunt during the interview process and ask these things. I
want them to know that we can be upfront and honest with each other because we’re
still building rapport. Every single thing that we do is building a relationship with
them. Sowhen I am bluntly asking very difficult questions, I’ll get a reaction and they’ll
understand that I’m going to try to force them out of their box a little bit and get them
to get comfortablewithme. Thatway, theywon’t have any issues coming tome later on
down the road if there is a problemor something’s notworking out.

So the first thing I tell them is that I have had employees from the Philippines before
who either didn’t fulfill their weekly hours or just flat-out didn’t show up when they
were scheduled to begin work. Then I asked them, “Have you ever not fulfilled your
hours or quit showing up for a positionwithout notifying your employer?”

Ifyouhaven’t had any employees from thePhilippinesbefore,you can rephrase this and
say,“I’vehadsomecolleaguesbeforewhohavehademployees from thePhilippineswho
either didn’t fulfill their weekly hours or just flat out didn’t show up when they were
scheduled to beginwork.”

Next, I ask them if theyhave any objections tousing tracking software, such asHubstaff
to log their hours while they’re working? This is an absolute must for me. If they say,
“That’s not something that I’m willing to do.” I thank them for their time and we
end the interview. That is a no go for me. If they’re not willing to use Hubstaff they’re
probably hiding something, and there’s no reason why they shouldn’t be able to do
that. There are plenty of people out there that are willing to use it, and I don’t have
to worry because I can see everything that’s going on. I know the hours are accurate. I
know they’re not spending five hours a day on Facebook. Unless, of course, that’s their
job to do that.

The next questions are: “Have you ever been let go by an employer because your work
did notmeet their quality standards?Have you ever been terminated/fired because you
didn’t showup forwork and didn’t let your boss knowahead of time?

Previously, I had one employee who just didn’t show up every Sunday, which was
Monday for him because he was hungover. Unfortunately, he just had a drinking
problem, so we had some issues with that. So I just tell them that upfront so they’ll
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know that this was a problem in the past for me, and I wanted to know if this has ever
happened to thembefore.

I had one guy once who said, “I didn’t get fired, but I did not show up once. I went to
my friend’s bachelor party andwe gotwaydrunker than I thoughtwewere going to be,
and I didn’t wake up until two o’clock the next afternoon.” And he said, “but it only
happened once.” Sowe had a good laugh about that, and I asked him if that’s going to
be a pattern? He told me that’s never happened again, and he turned out to be one of
my greatest employees. Hewas just brutally honest, and that’s what you’re looking for.
Youwant themtobehonestwithyou.

Somoving on to the next question: “When I hire someone I prefer to work with them
as longaspossible— typically at least one year, because of the training I have invested in
them.Doyou see any reason thismight be a problem, assuming thework and salarywe
have agreed upon is accurate?”

Jenifer flat out lied to me when we got to this question. In one part of the interview,
she said she only wanted to work 20 hours a week because she was just trying to get her
portfolio built up to the point where she could freelance on her own. Then in the next
breathshe said, “Well, no, I don’t have anyproblemworking for at least a year.” So those
were somehuge red flags.

Last question: “Can you provide me 2 personal and 2 professional references to verify
your qualifications and dependability?” I absolutely email these people and wait for a
response if it’s the person that I’m going to hire. You better believe I get a hold of these
people. It’s not because I think the referencesare not going topanout, becausehonestly,
nobody’s going to give you bad references. I justwant to see their facial reactionwhen I
ask for references, and I’m going to follow up because then they’re going to know that I
dowhat I say I’mgoing to do.

Job Requirements

• Alright! Thanks for answering all of those difficult questions. I’m sorry I was
so blunt, but I’ve found it’s necessary to ask these questions when hiring virtual
employees.
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• Now I’d like to discuss the requirements for this job a bit further.

□ Verifyweeklyhours and # ofdaysperweek they’re able towork
□ Verify their earliest start date
□ Verify the hourly rate theyprovided in reply to the email interview
□ Verify their typing speed
□ Verify that they have a high-speed internet connection & that they rarely

experienceoutages, if ever

□ If theyhave childrenor elderlyparents livingwith them,verify that someone
will be able to watch their child/parent while they are working (otherwise
they could beVERYdistractedwhile logging hours)

□ Verify any softwareapplications or skills specific to yourposition

As we move into this section, I’ll usually joke around. I’ll say, “All right, the really
crappypart of the interview is over. I’m really sorry, that was super icky. Thank you for
answering all those difficult questions. I’m sorry I was so blunt, but I found that I’ve
had to ask these questions when I’m hiring somebody virtually, and I hope you can
understand that.And thank you for your honesty and thanks for getting that out of the
way.Now, let’s talk about some technical stuff.” They’ll usually say, “Yeah, no problem.
I understandwhyyouhave todo that.”

Sowewant to verify theirweeklyhours and thenumberofdaysperweek they’re able to
work.Obviously, thatdependsonyourschedule andwhatyouneedwhenyou’re hiring
them. Verify their earliest start date, the hourly rate that they provided, and if you’re
going to negotiate the rate at any point, this is the time to do that. Verify their typing
speed, if they don’t know their typing speed, you can send thema test on ratatype.com.

Verify that they have a high-speed Internet connection and that they really experience
outages. That was another point where Jenifer just wasn’t honest with me because she
wasprobablyonaprepaidplan,and itwas theendof themonthand she’dusedallofher
data up. I didn’t have a problem with that. She could have just told me that. She could
have just said, “Hey, I’m out ofmy data for themonth.” But shedidn’t. She tried to hide
it and blame it on other things. So thatwas another huge red flag forme.

Now you’ll see that with Noriel, his camera was super, super slow. But he was very
upfront and honest with me about that ahead of time. I wasn’t worried about his
Internetspeed,frankly,becausehe’s agamer, sohegamesonline.Healso streamsmovies
and stuff online, so Iwasn’tworried about his Internet speed.He also said that there are
several Internet cafesnearby, andhe lives in the city.
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Of course, you’ll want to ask if they have children or elderly parents living with them.
This is probably one of the most important questions that you’ll ask them. You want
to verify that somebody else is going to be able to watch their children or their parents
while they’re working. Remember, Filipinos typically have three to four generations in
a house. You don’t want them to take care of their parents or their child while they’re
logging hours for you.

That is very, verydistracting, and it’s a no go forme. If they can’t get somebody towatch
their parent or their child, I’m very sorry about that but they’re not going to work for
me. There are lots of people out there who don’t have this problem, so that’s just a
stipulation that I’ve come upwith. If you’re okaywith that, then noproblem at all.

Also, you’ll want to verify any software applications or skills that are specific to the
position that you’re hiring them for.

Past Experience and Bonus Skills

This is when you talk about their past work experience and ask them why they would
be a good fit for your company. Ask them about their professional accomplishments,
what’s the best work they felt like they’ve ever done, what awards have they won? Ask
them about some challenges that they’ve had in the past and how did they overcome
them?Ask them how they developed their current skill set, and what are they doing to
keep building on their skills?

Wrapping Things Up

Thenweconclude. Iusually jokearoundand I’ll say,“Okay,well, I’veasked20questions
andI’ve justbeenabsolutelycrazywithallmyquestions.Youhaven’thadachanceto talk
awhole lot.What questionsdoyouhave forme?” 9 times out of 10, they’re not going to
have any. But I’ll try to get some out of themNow, I will ask thempoint-blank, “I have
several candidates that I’m interviewing. And honestly, they’re all good. Why should I
hireyou?Whatmakesyouspecial?”Then I shutup.Theyaresuperuncomfortablewith
this question. They absolutely hate this question because it goes against their culture.
They typically don’t like to pat themselves on the back. It’s considered arrogant, but it
also tellsmea lotabout theirpersonalitywhen theyanswer thisquestion. Idon’t ask it to
bemeanor try tomake themuncomfortable. It tellsme theirpersonalitywhenIask this.

Then I thank them for their time and let them know that I’ll be in touch after I’ve
interviewed everybody else. I just tell them, “Have a great day” andwe wrap up.

Overall Thoughts On The Candidates

You’ll see the interviews with Jenifer and Noriel. I got permission from both of them
to record the interview ahead of time. I also paid both of them for their time because
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I was going to be using it for this book. Typically, when I interview somebody, I don’t
pay them for the interview, but in this particular case, I did that because I was going to
be using it.

So here’s what I thought about Jenifer. It was really difficult to schedule with her. She
wanted tomeet at 2 pmher time. I thought that that was because she had kids and that
was when she was able to make it work. I found out that she doesn’t have kids. In fact,
you’ll seeme stumbling all overmyself because I managed to putmy foot inmymouth
pretty good. But the simple fact was that she didn’t have kids, she didn’t have anybody
else living with her, and that was just what was convenient for her even though it was
10 pmmy time, which I let her know. That was the time that worked for her, and that
was when it was going to be. I also tried to do it on a Friday which worked out for my
schedule because I was able to get 10 pm to work, and she refused to do the interview
because itwas on theweekend for her.

Typically, I don’t make people interview during the weekend. It was just her attitude
about thewhole thing, and how shewas just completely inflexible. That was what gave
mea red flag. So you’ll see a little bit of that come out in the interview.Also, her Internet
wasabsolutelyhorrific, and she reallywasn’t veryhonest about it. She basically just kind
of hemmedandhawedabout it.What it boils down towas she didn’t have a high-speed
Internet connection, and rather than just tellingme that she tried to skirt around it.

Next, shewants towork 20 hours aweek, and that was because shewanted to build her
personal portfolio up, meaning shewanted to stay just long enough to freelance. So she
wantedme to train her, and she wantedme to allow her to use the articles that she was
writing forme as examples for her portfolio. If shewould have beenupfront andhonest
about that in the very beginning, I probablywould have been okaywith it. But theway
that shedid it kindof left a really bad taste inmymouth. So thatwas another red flag.

Shewent over to theMiddle East and had worked there, and I think, honestly, she had
some difficult employers previously. I think because of that, she’s super, super guarded
and she’s afraid people are going to step all over her. So because of that, she’s really
taintedand kindof almost has abad taste inhermouth aboutbosses. Shedidn’t actually
come out and say this, but I just got that feeling, andmy Spidey sense kind of went off.
Anytime your Spidey sense goes off, you’re usually right on the money. I just got the
feeling because of it.

Nextwe haveNoriel. His camera was super slow, but he was actually very upfront and
honest about it. He told me before the interview even started. He was actually really
worried about it because he knew that I was going to be recording it and using it for a
course.

He was actually going to go out and buy another camera, and I said, “No, don’t do
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that. It’s not that big of a deal.” So you’ll see that his camera is a little bit slow. That’s not
becauseof his Internet speed. It’s just becauseof howold his video camerawas.

You’ll find out that he’s super shy, but he has a ton of courage because he’s willing to
step out of his comfort zone and work on it. He was definitely a team player and he’s
willing to do what was needed to help grow his company. You’ll hear about the things
that he had to do for his previous employers that were not his job description at all. He
definitely tookone for the teamandmadesomephone calls that hewasnot comfortable
with. But it’s what the client wanted. The client had specifically asked for him, so that
told me not only was he good, he was so good that the client actually requested him
by name, but he’s a hard worker as well, he’s dependable, and he’s willing to help out
wherever he can.

He’s a huge teamplayer, and you’ll hear about that in the interview. So because of those
things, I believe that he is super loyal. He just wants a good, steady job and hewants to
work for a good boss. I think that he is going to be an awesome, awesome fit for our
company. I’m super happy that I ran intohim.

He was very accommodating with scheduling, and he just told me whatever worked
for me and he would make himself available. So that was really nice. I certainly don’t
demand that and I certainly don’t expect that. But when they’re flexible and they try to
helpme out, it just tellsme a little bit about their personality and it helps.

He is a great fit for our company culture, and you’ll find us joking around in that
interview and things like that.Hemet and exceededall of the job requirements. Plus, he
has some bonus SEO and social media marketing skills that I am excited about. We’re
going to get to those up, and get him rocking and rolling on that.

There’s an example of a horrific interview with some huge red flags, and then a good
interviewthatwentreallywell.Honestly, Ididn’tplan this, but it couldn’t havegoneany
betterwith these two because you got both sides of the coin.

PS) I did hire Noriel and he actually wrote this book for me from the course I created
“Running on Autopilot.”

The content and concepts are all mine, but I asked him to watch the videos and turn
them into chapters sowe couldmake a book. Pretty neat, huh. I wasn’t kiddingwhen I
told you I couldn’t write anymore. See the power of outsourcing? An entire book was
written from content I had already created!



CHAPTER 29

OFFERING THE JOB



So at this point, we have finished our interview with our candidates and we need to
follow up and email them to let them know whether they got the job or if somebody
else got the position.

Subject: Full-Time Writer Needed for Outsourcing Website (Position Filled)

Hello ,

Thank you so much for taking the time to apply for the full-time writing position
within our company. I have currently hired someone for the position that I believe is a
great cultural fit for our company.

I have hired this individual on a 30-day trial basis. I was wondering if I could keep your
resume on file in case something doesn’t work out?

Please let me know if this is acceptable.

Thank you again for your time.

Sincerely,

Michelle Thompson

Sowewant to send this to the two that didn’tmake the cut, andwewant to email them
before we offer the job to the other top candidate. The reason for this is we’re going to
use this template here, andwe’re going to let themknow thatwe hired the other person
on a 30-day trial basis. Wewill ask them if we can keep their resume on file, just in case
somethingdoesn’twork out.

You’ll usually get a response back from them saying that’s okay. You’d think, “Okay,
nothing’s going to happen.” But I’ve actually used this twice. I’ve hired somebody, and
in the first 30dayshewasa complete bomb, so Iwent back tomynext top candidate and
asked, “Hey, I’m just being really honest. It didn’t work out with the other guy.Would
you be interested in the job?”

So rather than having to go through the whole process again, I was able to hire a really
greatcandidate, and she endedupbeingan awesome,awesome fit for our company. But
Iwaswrong the first time, so youalwayswant to send this before youoffer the job to the
top candidate, just to give yourself an out in case something doesn’twork.

It’s also really nice to have their resume.Maybe later on down the road, you’re going to
expandand youcan just go to themand say, “Hey, are you still looking for a job?”

Wedothis tokindofgiveourselvesabuffer.So in theevent that the topcandidatedidn’t
workout,youcouldgo to theother twoandask them if theywould still be interested in
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considering theposition.Sowe’regoing to send thisparticular email template to the top
two candidates that didn’tmake the cut.

For the person that you want to offer the job to, this is the template that you’re going
to send.

Subject: Offer of Full-Time Writer Position for AwesomeOutsourcing.com

Hello ,
I would like to offer you the position starting at $4/hr for a 30 day “trial” for both of
us with a start date of 9/3. I was so very pleased to speak with you during our interview
and I think you will be an amazing fit for our team.

Just a few housekeeping items:
I pay twice a month (1st and 15th) through TransferWise (we can use PayPal if you
want, but honestly the conversion rate is much better with TransferWise for you). I
will pay the transfer fees, so you receive your entire paycheck.

At the end of the 30 days, we will have a review to make sure it is working out for both
of us.

If we both want to proceed, the following will be added to your benefits as a fulltime
employee:

Raise to $4.40/hr (review in one year)
10 days of PTO
Unlimited unpaid time off (within reason please)
Daily email backed off to once a week
Ability to make your own schedule

Would you like to accept the position?

Sincerely,

Michelle Thompson
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CHAPTER 30
SETTING UP YOUR VIRTUAL

OFFICE



All right, this time we’re going to set up your virtual office. To be honest, this was
probably where I struggledmost because every business is a little bit different, and you
can have different systems based onwhat your business is and what your business needs.
What I’ll do is I’ll give you the bare bones of what you need for every virtual business.
We don't want to complicate it, and I don't want to pound you with a whole bunch of
tools and gadgets. I don’t want you to get stuck or overwhelmed, so we're gonna keep
it simple.

• GoogleDrive/G Suite (Google Doc, Sheets, etc.)

• GoogleHangout/FacebookMessenger/Campfire

• Gmail

• Google Calendar/Calendly/ScheduleOnce

• LastPass

• Hubstaff

• TransferWise/Paypal

• Basecamp/Trello

So this is the bare bones that you need for your business. If youwant to, you can set the
majorityof thisup rightaway.They’re very,very inexpensive.

Google

So the first thing that we have is G Suite. G Suite has pretty much everything that
you need for a virtual office all in one spot. You can access your Gmail inbox, Google
Calendar, Google Docs, and Google Sheets here. I use Hangouts as well. If we’re
talkingback and forth andmy employees need to get a hold ofme, they canpingmeon
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Hangouts. It’s almost like FacebookMessenger, and I can havevideo conferences there.

GoogleForms is a pretty cool toolwhere you candoonline surveys and automate it into
spreadsheets, but you don’t need it to set up your virtual office. Google Slides can be
quite useful. If I have somebody preparing a presentation for me and they don’t have
PowerPoint,we can do it in Slides. They’ve got some other things here inG Suite that I
don’t use, but you could if youwanted.

GoogleDrive is absolutely necessary. This is wherewe’re going to put all the training so
your employees can access them.

So I’vemade amock account to show youwhatmy file folders look like here. You’ll see
under My Drive, I have “Employees” and I have a subset of folders for each employee
description.So I have articlewriters, bookkeeping,marketing, virtual assistant, andweb
designs.

Inside eachof these, I have a folderwherewe have all of our template documents, sowe
can just drag anddrop these into our employee folders. This is all the training thatwe’ve
createdbefore. In additionto that, I alsohaveawelcomeemail (shownonthenextpage).

If you click on “Article Writer - Start Here” it takes you to our article writer Training
video.I alsogive themadirect link, so if for somereason the linkon“ArticleWriter -Start
Here” doesn’twork, I don’twant them sitting around justwaiting.
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The reason Imade this template is so I don’t have to create it again. Sowhen I getNoriel
all set up, he’ll get this email, he’ll get his Hubstaff details, he’ll get his passwords, and
he’ll get his LastPass details. All of these are basically just a really big template that we use
tomake life easier.

I also want to show you this document. This is what I would send out when I offer
somebody the job, andwe’ll go into this a little bitmore detail later.

So in this case, itwill say, “Hello,Noriel. Iwould like to offeryou theposition starting at
$/hr fora 30day“trial” for both ofus…”Then I’ll include somehousekeeping items. I’ll
inform him that I pay twice a month through TransferWise, and I will pay the transfer
fees so he will get his entire paycheck. At the end of 30 days, we will have a review to
make sure it isworkingout for bothofus. Ifwebothwant toproceed, the followingwill
be added tohis benefits as a fulltime employee.
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In one year, my employeeswill get a review, and I’ll give them a 10 percent raise if they
do well. They get 10 days of PTO, and unlimited paid time off. The daily email, that
gets backed off to once a week after 30 days. So instead of them emailing me every day
and letting me know what they accomplished, we back that off to once a week. Then
obviously they canmake their own schedule.

Again, I tried to systemize as much as humanly possible, so we’re not reinventing the
wheel each time. So that’s pretty much what I have on Google Drive. The interesting
thing about this is, you have the option to share a folder.
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Rightnow, theseare all lockeddown, and if Iwanted to shareone of these files, all I have
todo is to type the email address of the person Iwant to share itwith. Then I can choose
whether Noriel can organize, add, and edit or he can view only. Typically, it’s going to
be view only because he doesn’t need to change anything. But it’s up to you how you
want to do that.

Now, let’s say, for example, I just wanted to give access to one document inside the
folder. You can do that by entering their email address and giving them access to either
edit it, commentorview.

Let’s say there’s onewhere Noriel needs to edit. So 90 percent of them, he doesn’t need
to edit. He just has to work on one document. Sowhat I would do is at the folder level,
I would give him the view-only access. Then at the file level, I would give him access to
comment and edit just on that one file alone. That’s how we build everything out, and
wealsokeep this nice and secure becauseheonly has access to this.

Let’s say for whatever reason, Noriel goes rogue. I can just delete that folder really
quickly. There’s no permanent information here because I have my template. I don’t
have to worry about losing anything, I can just delete everything, and he’ll lose access.
Now, couldhehavemadehis own copies?Sure, probably. I’m not overlyworried about
that because I’ve already puthim through the training at this point, and he doesn’t have
access to thepasswordsbecausewe cango aheadand lockhimout in LastPass.

There’s a lot of safety features thatwe have in place. Justmake sure that you set up your
access on your file folders. So if you don’t go in and share this folder, he’s not going to
access it.Anotherway to share the files is by choosing the “get sharable link” option.But
I don’t do that because anyone who has that link can get in there. What if he shares it
with somebody else?
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Basically,GoogleDrive iswherewekeepthe templates forall ofour training.The system
that we built, everything is in here. So when you hire somebody, it’s cut and paste and
they are ready to go.

Appointment Scheduling Software

If you don’t want to use Google Calendar and for whatever reason, you need your
employees to have access to your calendar, you can use Calendly. This is a free option
where your virtual assistants can go in and schedule appointments for you. If for
whatever reason, you don’t want to use a free option, and you want something a little
bitmore automated, you can use ScheduleOnce.

ScheduleOnce is awesome because it’ll actually do a lot of the scheduling on autopilot.
Your virtual assistants won’t have to do it because they can just put a link in an email,
send theemailout to the client, andhave the clientgo inanddo it. It’ll just automatically
take care of everything.

I would highly recommend using ScheduleOnce if you’re somebody who does a lot of
scheduling, and you’re booking a lot of appointments. Maybe you’re in real estate and
you do a lot of client meetings, or you’re a financial adviser. But if you’re somebody
who’s going to book an appointment once every three months, you may want to use
Calendly.

So these are just twoother options if youdidn’twant to use yourGoogle calendar.

LastPass

Next up, we have LastPass. This is how we protect our passwords, especially at the top
level, so if an employee does go roguewe can lock them out and theywon’t have access
to anything.

There is a personal option here where you could do it for free, but I don’t recommend
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that. Honestly, at $4 a user per month for a business plan, it’s worth it to secure your
business. You may even want to choose a more expensive plan for extra security. It is
definitelyworth it.

What I love about LastPass is its zero-knowledge securitymodel. Your employeeswon’t
knowwhat thepasswordsare thatyou’resharingwiththem. It locks themout.Password
management is also going to prevent employees from leaving the company with the
passwords. So it really saves you if you have somebody go rogue. I did actually have an
employee go rogue once, and because I had this set up in place, it was no problem. It
was a piece of cake. I just went in, clicked a couple of buttons, and hewas locked out of
everything. So I highly recommend that you do this.

I don’t really needdirectory integration at themoment, but if youhave a large team and
you’ve got somebodydoing groupmanagement, you can use this. But this is waymore
thanweneed forwhatwe’re doing.

Soyoucango through eachplan, and figureoutwhich one is the bestone for you. I just
use Teams. I suppose I could useMFA.

The biggest thing that we wanted to do is to eliminate the pain and frustration of
passwords, so your business is digitally secured. Remember, you’re hiring somebody
from theother sideof theworld that you’venevermet.Yes, you’vehad a couple of video
conferences,butyoualsowant tobe smart andyouwant toprotect yourbusiness. Sowe
want tomake sure that everything is safe. Thisway,we not only protect our employees,
butwealsoprotectourselves fromgettinghacked.That iswhatLastPassprovides forus.

Hubstaff

Next up is Hubstaff. The cool thing about Hubstaff is that it’s going to do a lot of the
timetracking,soyouknowexactlyhowmuchtimeyouremployeesspentoneverything.
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In addition to that, it’s going to keep their overall timesheets, so I’ll know exactly how
much I’ll be payingmyemployees.

As a productivity monitoring tool, Hubstaff is great because it lets you see your team
members’ activity levels and it takes random screenshots. These features keep them
honest, and youwill know if they’re stuckwith something.

You can change the screenshot frequency setting in Hubstaff, so if they’re trolling
Facebook for5hoursonyour time,and they’renotdoingsocialmediamarketing,you’re
going to know that. I have mine set up where it takes a screenshot of their computer
screen once every tenminutes.

If I suspect that I have an employee who is goofing around, this will tell me all the
URLs they’ve been visiting on the computer while they were billing me for the hours.
It doesn’t keep track of thingswhen they’re not logging hours that I’m paying them for,
but it does keep track of everything when they are on the clock. Hubstaff is also going
to tellme the locationswhere they’re logging in. So if there’s a typhoon and they tellme
that theyhad to go to a cafe, I know that because I can go in and seewhere they’re.

The payroll feature is cool. I use this to find out exactly how much I have to pay my
employees. I’ll just input their hourly rate, howmany hours theyworked, andHubstaff
will tellme the amount I need to pay each one of them. This makes it super easy forme
when I go into TransferWise.And it’s agreedupon that if they’re not logging their time,
if the timer is not on, then they’re not getting paid for it. It’s an accountability thing.
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Hubstaff is keeping my life super simple. I use a lot of the features like time tracking,
activity levels, and screenshots, but I don’t pay throughHubstaff. You can if youwant.
You can just hook it up to your PayPal and pay thatway. I don’t do that because I prefer
to use TransferWise. This is because I want to force myself to look at everything and
make sure it’s right.

I use the premiumplan, and it has certain features that are quite useful. It keeps track of
my employees’ time off and holidays, so I don’t have toworry aboutmonitoring the 10
daysofPTO.Theweekly limit feature is greataswell.Let’s say somebodyis onlyallowed
towork 40 hours aweek. After 40 hours,Hubstaff cuts them off and they can’t log any
morehours. Sodependingonwhat your need is, you’ll probablywant to get the basic or
the premiumplan. If you’re billing individual clients, you should get the premiumplan
because it gives you the ability to break it out byproject.

Iwouldhighly recommend that youuseHubstaff because it’s going tomakeyour life so
much easierwhen yougo to do your payroll, orwhen you’re trying to troubleshoot and
figure outwhy somebody is spending somuch time on a certain thing.

You also canmake sure that they’re being productive because it’s going to tell you how
active their keyboard is. You’ll know if they are just turning their Hubstaff on without
doinganywork,andyou’ll knowbecause itwill record thenumberofkeystrokes. So this
is awesome. It keeps them accountable, but it also helps you detect trouble spots. In the
event somebody gets stuck, you’ll be able to go in and take a look and figure out why.
You’llbeable to troubleshoot

TransferWise

Next,we have TransferWise. This is how you’re going to pay them. The reasonwhywe
use TransferWise is, first of all, it’s a little bit more secure, and second, they don’t take
as many fees as PayPal does. You don’t see it on your end, but on your employees’ side,
PayPal charges a lot ofmoneyand they endupgetting less.

IfweuseTransferWise,we’ll knowthat themoney isgoing to thembecause theyhave to
verify their identity, or you can send themoney right into their bank account. Thisway,
they’re not going to getwhackedwith those huge fees.

Project Management Software

When you have a larger team and things are starting to get a little hairy because you
can’t keep track of everything in Google Docs anymore, that is when we want to start
taking a look at Basecamp and Trello. Basecamp and Trello work the same way, so it’s
going to comedown to your preference. Both keep everything organized for your team.
Personally, I use Basecamp, and I know a lot of people that use Trello.
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With Basecamp, you can set up a message board for each one of your departments. So
you can have one for the marketing team, the writing team, or you can have a message
board for everybody in the company. You can also create a to-do list, and you can
schedule things for your employees right from there, which is really nice. I don’t really
use docsand files inBasecamp, because I useGoogleDrive for that.

Basecamp offers a personal plan that you can check out if you have a really small team
and you’re just getting started. It can keep things organized. Plus, it integrates nicely
with a lot of apps.

I just happened to use Basecamp from the start. I’ve used Trello too, but not as much,
so I can’t say that one is definitely better than than the other one. Trello ismore visually
appealing. If you have an artistic company you can try it. Trello does have a lot of
integrations that go into it. You can integrate Google Drive. Evernote, Slack, apps like
that into Trello.

Sogo ahead and go through the tutorials for BasecampandTrello so you can figure out
whichone is going towork best for your company. Their pricing is also pretty similar.

You’llhave todo someresearchonyourownand figure outwhetherBasecamporTrello
isabetter fit foryou.Butas far asmanagement systemsgo, thoseare the twooptions that
Iwould recommend if you’ve grown to a point where you havemore than two or three
employeesandyouneed tokeep trackof everything.
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PREPARING FOR
PROBLEMS AND
WHEN TO SCALE



PROBLEMS ARE INEVITABLE

Iwantedyou to read this sectionbecause Iwanted tonormalize the fact that things aren’t
going to go completely smoothly, and that is okay. When I first started outsourcing, I
thought nobody else has these problems. I thought I just completely sucked at it, and I
kept onwonderingwhy everybody elsewas doing much better while I’m running into
problems.

Therealityis, it’saskillthatyou’regoingto learnandyou’regoing tomakesomemistakes
along theway. I made somemajor mistakes, which I’ll talk to you about. It’s a learning
process, so give yourself a little bit of grace. Remember, you’re dealing with humans,
and any time we deal with humans, things don’t always go 100 percent according to
plan. And that is okay. So the best thing that we can do is to be aware that there are
going to be problems, and prepare asmuch as possible to preempt the problems. Once
we normalize it and realize that this is okay, that this is happening, we can deal with it
head-on andmove forward.
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CHAPTER 31

PROTECT YOURSELF



• IIC (LLC, Intellectual Property, Insurance, Contracts)
□ DocuSign

■ Each Virtual Employee Should Sign A Contract
✓ Confidentiality
✓ Intellectual Property
✓ Portfolio Use
✓ Indemnification (They can’t sue you)/Force Majeure (Pro-

tects
✓ Employee)
✓ Dispute Resolution
✓ Employment & Warranties (their qualifications)
✓ Exclusivity or nonexclusively
✓ Description of Services (job description)
✓ Holidays
✓ Fees & Expenses (Hourly Rate/Salary/Internet)
✓ Taxes (if applicable)
✓ Response Time
✓ Deliverables and Milestones
✓ Termination & Notices

So the very first thingwe’ll talk about is how to protect yourself. It goes without saying
that you should have some type of legal entity for your business. Whether that’s an
LLC, a sole proprietorship, or a corporation, you need something that protects you and
your business from your personal life. I am not a lawyer, so I can’t give any type of legal
advice, but Iwould recommend that you get this sorted out first.

I would also highly recommend that if you have any type of intellectual property that
you are worried about, that either you copyright it, or you make sure that it’s in a
contract so that nobody, even somebodywho you’re hiring, can take that information.

Next, you need business insurance to protect yourself from a variety of risks, and I have
a liability policy aswell.With yourparticular company, you’ll have to talk to an attorney
and an insurance agent, and they will help you figure out what you need to protect
yourself.

Remember, contracts are very important. I did not use them when I first started. I
thought everything’s going to be fine since I’m hiring people from the Philippines. I
thought I didn’t have to worry about any of this because they’re really nice. That was
until I almost got sued. I hired a gentlemanwho’smomwas a lawyer in the Philippines.
I had absolutely no idea at the time, and I didn’tmake him sign a contract.

So he took everything that I paid him for because I didn’t have him sign a contract. I
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wasn’t able touse any of theworkhe did forme,which I hadpaid for. So you absolutely
want to have contracts in place. Now, I have every employee sign a contract and I go
through all of these things. This might seem like complete overkill, but I can promise
you that if anything like what happened to me ever comes up, you’re going to be glad
that you had it.

Iwillsharethetemplate thatIusewithyouasareferencepoint tostart,butyouabsolutely
have to go through an attorney for yours. I can’t stress enough thatwhat I’m giving you
is just a template.With your specific company, youneed to do your ownduediligence.
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For my contract, I send it through DocuSign and I have each employee electronically
sign it and send it back to me. If for whatever reason they can’t use DocuSign, I will
print it outphysically, sign it, scan it, email it to them, have themprint it out, sign it, and
send itback tome. I have that inside every single employee’s folder so that I am covered.
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Asyoucansee, Igoovera lotof things inthecontract.There’sconfidentiality, intellectual
property,portfoliouse,dispute resolution, and I includedan indemnificationprovision,
which means they cannot sue me. There’s also a force majeure clause in there that
protects the employee.

This is important because when I give them this huge contract, they’re going to freak
out, and when they start reading they’ll realize that while there are sections in there to
protect me, there are also sections in there to protect them. So I wrote exactly what I’m
going to pay them, and what will happen if I don’t pay them on time. So it covers not
onlymebutmyemployeesaswell.
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When Ihave an employee, I let themknowright upfrontwhen I send them the contract
that this does protect me, but it doesn’t just protect me. It protects them as well. This
gives them a level of peace because they know that, a) I’m a good legit boss, b) if there
are any issues, it’s already written out, and c) we’ve already agreed as to howwe’re going
to handle that issue.

I have employment andwarranties in the contact. So basically I’m coveringmyself, and
if theyare lying about their qualifications, that givesmea clause in there for termination.
I also have exclusivity and nonexclusivity in there. If somebody is working full-time for
me, I usually have an exclusivity agreementwith them. If they’re onlyworking on a per
contract or a part-time basis, then that’s going to be a nonexclusivity clause because I
haveno right to ask them to onlywork on a per contract or part-time basis and then not
allow themtogo get otherwork. Part-time is tricky. I don’t necessarily recommend that,
but I have used it in some instances.

Description of services goes through their exact job description and what I require
of them in the position. So if I’m adding things on, I need to either update this and
increase their salary, or something needs to change. This protects them so I can’t throw
onehundred thousand things at themand say, here’s just onemore thing to add toyour
plate.

So I go over their holidays, and I go over fees and expenses. This is either their hourly
rate or their salary, and if there’s anything else I’m going to pick up to help them out,
I’ll include that in the contract. Not having a high-speed Internet can be a potential
problem, but if that person is a really good employee, I’m willing to pay $60 a month
so he/she can have a better Internet connection. That would all be spelled out in the
contract.

We really don’t have toworry about taxes if you’re hiring from the Philippines. But let’s
say you’re hiring somebody in the United States. If that’s the case, you absolutely want
to have this in there and you want to make sure that you’re either sending a W-2 or a
1099 if the person is an independent contractor. So you want to get all of that in place.
I am not an accountant so I can’t tell you how to do that, but make sure all your ducks
are in a row.

Response time – this is from both me and them.When do I expect to hear from them?
When can they expect to hear from me? Deliverables and milestones are their goals.
This is what they are expected to achieve at a bare minimum in order to keep their
employment. Then there’s termination and notices. How long of a notice do I have to
give thembefore termination, andwhat do the steps look like for them?

So I use this contract with every single employee to not only protect myself but to
protect them as well, and I have found zero issues with this. I actually built a stronger
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rapportwithall ofmy employeeswhen I sat downand explained it to them.So used the
contract as a positive, not something negative like, “I want to make sure that you don’t
steal awhole bunchof stuff forme. Soyou’re going to sign this and I’m going to sueyou
if you don’t.”

It’s all in how you approach it. I specifically put a lot of things in there to protect them,
so I use it as a positive for them.

Minimize the Risks

You should be the only one that has access to recovery emails for anything important to
your business. That could be your email, social media accounts, website, or your RSS
feeds. You should also create an email for each employee, and you should be the only
one that can set that up. It’s just easier to go in and delete an email address and remove
theirability toaccesseverythingwhenyousetupa companyemployeeemail for them. If
you’re not doing this, just be careful if you’re going to just let them use their own email
account.

Having multiple layers of security to protect your company data is very important as
well, so you absolutelyneed to haveyourGoogleDrive orDropbox. In addition to that,
youhave tokeep the files secured ithLastPass.
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CHAPTER 32
PREVENTING PROBLEMS WITH

YOUR EMPLOYEES



Ease Them Into The Position

Sooneof theways thatwecanpreventproblems is tohit themheadonsowewon’t have
a problem to beginwith.Oneway to do this is to ease them into their position.

Wedon’twanttohit themwitheverythingallatonce.Just thinkabout itandputyourself
in their shoes. If youstarteda jobandyouremployergaveyou 20different tasks that you
had to complete in week one, and you weren’t even sure how to do half of them, you
would be overwhelmed. You would be frustrated. You would feel underappreciated.
They feel the same.

So let them focus on one part of the job until they’re comfortable and confident with
that before giving them the next part of the job. Yes, they’re going to waste a couple of
hours at the beginning, but you don’t want to burn them through. If they’re donewith
their work and they’re comfortable with what they’re doing, give them the next part
of the job. But the point is, don’t hit home with everything all at once. You want them
to slowly onboard so that they can be comfortable and confident. You’ll want to do
this especiallywith Filipinos. If they feel like they’re letting you down, that is absolutely
horrible for them. That is like one of the worst things that could happen to them. So
if you put them in that situation, they’re just going to disappear because they feel like
they’re letting you down and they don’t knowwhat to do about it.

Now,don’t expect them tobe able todo 15different tasks in the firstmonth.You’ll have
to remember this if you have them doing more than one job title. For example, maybe
they’re virtual assistants, but that can only take up about 20 hours of their time each
week and for the other 20 hours, you need them todo socialmediamarketing.

Break it down into phases. Teach them the virtual assistant part first or the socialmedia
marketing part first – whichever one is going to give you the most amount of hours.
Thenwhen they’re 100 percent comfortablewith that job title, teach them the next job
skill set.

Break it down.Make itmanageable.Make it easy for themso that everyday they feel like
they’ve accomplished something and that they made your life easier. By doing this, it’s
going toprevent a lot of problemsbecause they alreadyknowwhatyou expect of them.

Don’t Hide The Ruler

We’ve talked about not hiding the ruler before, andwewant tomake sure thatwhatwe
expect of them is unbelievably clear. They need to have goals and milestones for every
single thing that they’re doing. You’ll want to explicitly explain what their goals are to
the point of nausea so that everything is crystal clear, and explain in detail what the
outcome of theirwork should look like.
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Next,help themunderstand how theirwork fits into the overall company’swork/goals/
growth. By doing this, you’re building rapport with them, and you’re letting them
know theirwork really doesmatter.

You also want to give them ownership. What that means is, if there’s a problem or a
challenge and they come up against it, ask them, “Would you mind taking two or
three hours and do a little bit of research for me to come up with two or three possible
solutions thatmight fix thisproblem?Andcouldyou letmeknowwhenyou’redone, so
we can talk about it together and figure outwhat the best solution is for the company?”

By doing that, you are empowering them to go out and figure out the solution and
then come to you with a solution. You guys can talk about it together and figure out
what the best solution is, then they can go and implement that. So, a) you’re getting
the problem off your plate because you’re tasking them with finding the solution, b)
you’re empowering them to go out and find the solution and make the change, and
c) you’re building that communication up with them because they have to go find the
solutions and then communicate the solutions to you.You talk about it, they go back to
implement it, and then they come back to you with the finished product. It’s just one
more levelof communication.

Establish An Open Door Policy

We’ve talked about this ad nauseam. You want to establish that open door policy, let
them know that they can talk to you about anything, especially the things that are
difficult for them or something that is troubling them.

Youmaynot realize it, but theymay feel completely overwhelmed, and theydon’twant
to tell you because theydon’twant to let youdownor theydon’twant you to think that
they’re abadworker, so they’renotgoing to tell you.Youhave to let themknow it’s okay
to tell youwhen something’s difficult, it’s okay to tell youwhen something is troubling
thembecause youneed toknow these things.

In addition to that, youwant to build a relationship with them so that when things are
difficult, when things do happen, they can come to you because you’ve already made
them feel like they’re part of the team.

By doing the things I mentioned above, you’ll be able to talk things throughwith them
and solve the problem versus them just disappearing if and when things get ugly. If
you don’t have this open door policy and you don’t build a relationship with them, I
promise you they will just disappear and you’ll end up losing them, and you’ll have to
go find somebody else and train them. But if you can build this relationshipwith them,
thenyou’re able to talk through it and figure things out.
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Underperforming Talent?

Sowhat happenswhen you do have employeeswho are still not performing to the level
thattheyshouldeventhoughyou’vealreadydoneeverythingmentionedinthischapter?

Here, we’re going to take the opposite approach. We’re going to offer them help. Ask
themwhat can you do to help them reach the goals that they need to meet every week,
and listen to their feedback? Be kind and professional, even when you want to go
through the computer and strangle them.

Make it clear that you believe in open communication for both sides, and that they
shouldn’t hold anything back. Make them tell you why they’re underperforming.
Then once they’ve told you the reason why, come up with a game plan. Set very clear
expectations, and a timeframe forwhen you expect them tomeet those newgoals.

So after this conversation, they’re either gonna get back on the horse, get back on track,
or they’re going to quit. That is completely okay. If they quit, we prepared for that.
That’s why we have the training system so we can just go hire and plug somebody else
in the system.

Let’s be honest, I don’t want to have to beg somebody to work for me. We know that
we’re good employers.We know that we’re treating people fairly. If they don’t want to
work for our company, it just might not be a good fit for them and that’s okay. They
need to move on and you need to find somebody who does want to work for you.
Again, it’s okay if theymoveon. It’s not a failure.

This doesn’t happen awhole lot becausewe’ve built somuch of a relationshipwith our
employees. Three times I’ve had somebody quit. One of those who quit was Jamalia,
and it was a personal family issue that I could do nothing about. There was nothing I
could do to help with that. The second one was definitely an underperforming talent
and hewasn’t a good fit for our company so he needed tomove on.

You’re not going to run into this awhole lot, butwhen you do, and as soon as you have
this very pointed conversationwith them, they’re either going to kick themselves in the
butt and get completely back on track, or they’re just going to quit andmove on.

Understandthatwhateverhappensafteryourtalk, it’sperfectlyokay.But if theygetback
on track and then amonth from now they’re underperforming again, at that point, just
move on. Give them their termination notice and go hire somebody else because there
are so many good employees out there. You don’t really have to deal with somebody
who’s underperforming.

Ghosted?

Have you ever gotten ghosted? Okay, so what is this? This means that somebody just
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disappears. I had this happen tome. Shewas one of the bestwriters that I ever had.Her
name isNica.

What I didwas, I sent twoemails and then I lockedheroutof everything.Then I rehired
for the position and I informed her that I reinterviewed and replaced her. I paid her for
all of the remaining hours due to her and then Imoved on. I realized a couple of things
after that. Nica probably found another job that paid higher, but also without realizing
it, Iwasmicromanaging her.

People Quitting A Lot?

If you have people who are quitting a lot or who are just completely disappearing and
they’re not responding to you, there’s definitely somethingwrong.

First of all, let’s just go back to why people in the Philippines ghost you? It goes back
to their culture. They are so afraid of upsetting someone that it’s a major nono in their
culture. So rather than dealwith the situation, they’ll just ignore it.

It’s almost like they completely bury their head in the sand and justmove on with their
lives. They just cut you off like you never existed because that’s easier for them than to
actually have the conversation and dealwith it. Because that pain and embarrassment is
way more uncomfortable for them than them just sticking their head in the sand and
moving on.

Soyouwill run into getting ghosted in the Philippines and it can happen for a couple of
reasons. First, maybe they got a job offerwith a higher pay. So the first email that I send
to them, I’m just going to askwhat’s going on? Then the second email, I’m going to say,
“Hey, did you possibly get another job offer? Canwe talk about this? Is this something
that we can work out?” If I still don’t hear from them after that, then I just lock them
out and I rehire. Chances are they’ve either found a different position with higher pay,
or you’re doing somethingwrong and theydon’twant to tell you.

So let’s talk about all the things that you could possibly be doing wrong because if you
have people quitting a lot, it’s not them, it’s you. I used to think, “Oh, I’m a really good
boss. That’s never going to happen tome.” That was until I had someone quit because
Iwas doing somethingwrong and I didn’t even realize it.

Ask Yourself These Things:

• AmIprovidingall the trainingand informationneeded (in anunbelievably clear
way) for them to succeed?
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• Am I asking them to do toomuch?

□ Do I need to split this into two different roles?

• Am Imicromanaging themor giving them space?

• Am I giving them toomuch space?

□ Notproviding feedback, giving them the impression I am too busyordon’t
care, or expecting them to be amind reader?

Am I providing all the training and information needed (in an unbelievably clear way)
for themto succeed?AmIproviding that,ordo they feel lost inmy training, andbecause
of that, they don’t knowwhat to do and they’re not sure how to tell me.

Am I asking them todo toomuch?Have I given them toomany tasks?When youwere
an employee, you didn’t like itwhen your boss did this to you. They just piled so much
on that you just couldn’t even keep your head abovewater. Don’t do the same thing to
your employees. Ask yourself. Are there so many tasks that I need to split this into two
roles andhave a newhire?

Am Imicromanaging them or giving them space?Here’s the big one that I didwithout
even realizing it. With Nica, I was absolutely micromanaging her. I was sending her
feedback for each article that she was writing and I was nitpicking about the tiniest
things in herwriting and shewas good. Theywere simple things that I should have just
let go because 95 percent was good enough. I was trying to make it 100 percent and I
made her life miserable because each article she wrote, I went back and I said, “Well, I
wouldn’t have said it this way, I would have said it this way, go back and change that
paragraph.”

At the time, I thought I was giving her good feedback on what I wanted. Then when I
stepbackand I lookedat it fromherperspective, I realizedhow itwould suck if youwere
the employee and youworked so hard in an article, you put your heart and soul into it,
and your boss just went through. Yes, my boss gave you praise but then she also ripped
it apart in the stupidest of ways. So I had to realize that I was micromanaging. I wasn’t
able to salvage that relationship with Nica. It was actually when I first started seriously
outsourcing and I had to just own that and learned from it. I had to let it go.

Next, ask yourself:Am Igiving them toomuchspace? Somaybeyou’re not giving them
any feedback. If they don’t hear from you at all, it gives them the impression that you’re
either too busy or you don’t care aboutwhat they’re doing or evenworse. They feel like
you’re expecting them to be a mind reader. Without even realizing it, you are in fact,
expecting them tobe amind reader and you’re assuming that they’re just going to know
even though you’venever told them.
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Sodon’t expect them to be amind reader. Anything that you’re thinking that youwant
them to do, tell them. It’s all about building relationships so don’t micromanage them.
Butyoualsohave togive themfeedbackand let themknow,“Hey, I’m superhappywith
what you’ve been doing.”

It’s going to take you a while to manage this skill because there’s a delicate balance
between micromanaging and giving too much feedback, and then not providing
enough feedback. So just give yourself a little bit of grace with that. Honestly, when
you build a solid relationship with somebody, you will find that they’re very forgiving
and they’ll come to you and say, “Miss Michelle, you’re driving me nuts.” They won’t
say it like that. They’ll say it very, very politely. But they’ll come to you and they’ll say,
“Miss Michelle, I haven’t heard anything from you. Would you mind taking a look at
this article?” Sogive themthe freedomtobe able to say those things to you, then also ask
for their grace and say, “Hey, I’m not perfect. I don’t have this all figured out yet, so if
you could just helpme figure out how to help you, Iwould really appreciate that.” This
way, they’ll feel like they’re helpingyouout by telling you.

Remember, people don’t quit jobs, they quit bosses. My friend Ian says that if it smells
like shit everywhere, it’s time to checkyour shoes. I know this is an old saying andmany
people have said it, but he said it this particular way and it really hit home. If it stinks
everywhere, chances are it’s you. So time to check your shoes and figure out what did
you step in andhowdoyou clean it up?

Also, take responsibility when it’s your fault. I can’t tell you how many times I’ve had
to go back to an employee and say, “I’m sorry, Imade amistake. Thatwasmy fault. I’m
really sorry that I did that, and I’m going to try not to do that again. But you keep me
honest if I do.” Thatbuilds such ahuge bondwith your employees.When youdomake
amistake and you take that approach, just about every time they’re going to come back
to you and they’ll be like, “No problem Miss Michelle, we got it. It’s all right. I make
mistakes, too. I got this.”And they’ll go and they’ll fix it.

Youwill find that you can have such an incredible team if you just take the time to care
and justbehumanand say,“If thiswasn’t your fault, itwasmy fault.And I’m sorry.” It’s
amazing how that conversation right there just makes leaps and leaps and boundswith
your employees.
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CHAPTER 33
YOUR SELF-WORTH IS NOT

TIED TO HOW BUSY YOU ARE…



• What can younow enjoywith your extra found time?

• Whatwas your initial vision?

□ Timewith family
□ Walkingaway for 2weekswithout constantlyworrying

• What newproject can you take on (that you absolutely love doing and gives you
energy) that youdidn’t have the bandwidth to pursue beforehand

□ Can you then systemize that and hand it off?

The very first thing that I had to understand when I learned how to do this is that my
self-worth is not tied into how busy I am.When I had all this extra free time and all the
stuff was getting done, I somehow felt like maybe this wasn’t good enough because I
wasn’t asbusyas Iwas,and Ihadahard timewith that.So Ihad toslowdownandrealize
thatmy self-worth is not tied into how busy I am andwhat I’m doing.

I have learned to work smarter, not harder, and I had to give myself permission to be
okay with that. So I challenge you to dig deep and be okay with not being busy. So ask
yourself, what can you dowith your extra found time?What can you enjoy?When we
went back to the very beginning,what was your initial vision? Did you want time with
your family?Did youwant to pursue a newhobby?Did youwant towalk away for two
weeks from your business without worrying about it? Maybe that was a trip to Hawaii
or a trip toEurope.Those are the things that you candonowandnot feel guilty because
your business is running on autopilot and you are now able to enjoy that extra found
time.

With your extra bandwidth that you have, now you can take on new projects that you
couldn’t take on before. So what are the things that you absolutely love doing that give
you a ton of energy, that just seems to refill your soul?What are those things that really
light youon fire, that you didn’t have the bandwidth to be able to do beforehand?

Once you’ve got that up and running, ask yourself if you can systemize that and hand
part of that off? You should always be thinking in that type ofmindset.
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CHAPTER 34

WHEN TO SCALE



When to scale? Okay, so the obvious answer is when the business revenue justifies it.
This might seem silly, but when I first started outsourcing and I realized I could get so
muchdone, I endeduphiring toomanypeople tooquickly andmy revenuedidn't grow
as fast as my employees. So I ended up in a little bit of red just because I was so excited
about howmuch I could get done, and I thought the revenue will come because we're
gettingsomuchdone.So saveyourself someheartacheandmake sure thatyourbusiness
revenue justifies bringing another personon board.

This also seems to gowithout saying, but youmaywant to scale upwhen your first few
employees are working like a well-oiled machine and there’s no longer emergencies or
fires in their departments.

In other words, expand into another job description after the bumps are smoothed
out and employee #1 is running on autopilot. There are no emergencies in the virtual
assistant department. Then employee #2 is running on autopilot as well, and there’s no
more questions, fires, emergencies in the marketing department. If that’s the case, you
can bring in employee #3.

Remember, if you try to bring on toomanypeople at once, you’re going to end upwith
a lot of emergencies and fires that youdon’t necessarily need to have. So take baby steps.
I know that you’re probably super excitedbecause there’s somuch that you can do, and
you see the power of what you’ve learned. But just remember, you’re learning this skill
just asmuchas you’re building a team, so just take baby stepswith it.

Of course, you can consider bringing in another person to your team if he/she can bring
in a lot of revenue pretty quickly. Can you hire someone and teach them to fill your
pipeline/funnel? Those are things that youwant to think about because that is going to
reallydriverevenue.Soyouwantsomething that’s goingtopush theneedle.Yourvirtual
assistant doesn’t necessarily push the needle. Sometimes a lot of social media doesn’t
necessarily push the needle, but if you can hire somebody who’s going to go out and
fill yourpipeline anddrive sales, then that’s going to justify bringing in that employee.

You may also want to bring in someone if there are things you don’t know how to
do yourself. There are companies out there that will train an employee on how to do
what you need done, and you can just hire them and put them right in the pipeline.
But having said that, you still need to understand how to do a little bit of that job,
becauseotherwise,howare yougoing togive themmetrics?Howare theygoing to have
milestones and goals that are very clear? You have to be able to understandwhat you’re
asking them to do.

Whenwe first started out, I was really bad at SEO. Sowhat I did was I askedmy virtual
assistant to go out and find the best program that teaches SEO, and I had amentor that
recommendedStephenFloyd’sBulletproof SEO.Anyway, I hadmyvirtualassistantget
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all the information from several different SEO programs, and I had her figure out the
pros and cons. She broughtme the information, thenwe figured outwhich onewas the
best one. Then I went through the training and I understood it, and then I used that
training for the new employee so I didn’t have to create training again. It was already
done. Iwent out and I purchased the training, and I plugged the new employee into the
training, but I had to understand what was going on so that I knew how to give them
goalsandmetrics.

If it’s a one-off thing, likeyou just needonewebsite built or something, you’re just going
to outsource that task. What we are talking about are things that you want a full-time
employee to handle.
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CHAPTER 35

WHAT’S NEXT?



Monthly Mentoring Program

• Exclusive group of paying only members who have already been through this
training.

□ Bounce ideasoff everyone andget genuine feedback

□ Learn fromwhat others are doing

• Monthly coachingwebinars teaching you evenmore skills and automation

• Access tome for questions

• Ability to schedule 1-on-1 coaching calls

Okay, I have created a monthly mentoring program, and this is exclusively for people
who have been through this training. The reason that we’re doing this is so that people
likeyourselfcanhaveaplacewhereyoucanbounce ideasoff everyone,get somegenuine
feedback, and learn fromwhat other people are doing.

These are the cream of the crop, so you won’t see people asking rookie Mickey Mouse
questions and taking up everybody else’s time on something that they should have
learned in training, and you’re not going to have to worry about somebody pitching
you their sales or something stupid like that.

In addition to that, there’s going to be monthly coaching webinars where I’m going to
teach you evenmore skills andmore automation. Plus, there’ll be Q&A so you can ask
me anyquestions that youmighthave thatwill benefit the group. This is another reason
why it’s specifically for people who have already been through this program. It’s so we
don’t get thoseMickeyMouse questions because I don’t want to waste your time with
something that’s already been answered. I’ll also give you the ability to schedule one on
onecoachingcallswithme.

Because you guys are so awesome, I have an unadvertised bonus for you. So 97 percent
of the people are not going tomake it this far for a whole lot of reasons. But you did, so
congratulations!

As a reward for your hard work and effort, I’m going to give you two months of the
monthly mentoring program for free. The reason that I’m doing that is, after you’ve
been through this, you’re still not quite to the pointwhere you’re up and on your own.
So I’m going to give you thenext twomonths. This shouldgiveyouplentyof time tohit
me upwith any questions that you havewhile you’re bringing your first few employees
on. There are going to be some bumps in the road, and I want you to have access to me
to be able to ask those questions. The first twomonths are onme.
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So thank you verymuch for getting this far in the course and for succeeding. I can’t tell
you how excited I am that this is going to change your life, and I was able to do that to
help you out.

So to get that, just go to awesomeoutsourcing.com/monthlymentorship. In there, you
will find the sales page for the monthly mentorship, and if you email me at michelle@
awesomeoutsourcing.com, you can get the coupon code that’ll get you plugged in for
those two freemonths.

Obviously, testimonials are always welcome. So if you guys went through this and you
absolutely loved it, I would like to knowwhat itwas like to go through the course, and I
don’twant just thepositive things.Giveme thenegative things, too.What can I improve
on?What could have been done better? Letme know that.

So congratulations!You are officially ready to start running your business on autopilot,
and I am super glad that youmade it through the course.
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